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..... r d Parker has plan fo oa 
TERRACE" ~ Skeena MLA must first be approved by the said northwest cities and corn- property) pay 75 per cent. ***  **  ~. 
: and cro~m lands minister Dave . provincial government. 
Parker says he thinks he has a . , " " I 'm not in a position to do 
way to  huild a road into the thatyet," he said. 
gold-riehlskut Valley north of Parkerhas aid beforehe x- 
• 'Stewart., , . ,  .. ~ pe#t, s the ,  road to be approved. 
• , , )  . , 
; Negotiations between unmg built,and open later this year. 
::colnpanies and the provincial: The iiews foil0~Vs word t.hat 
gove~ent ,  have. run into dif- the mines ministry is preparing 
i ficuityover how much Should a series of options f8r presenta. 
., bepaid bythe ,  .. , .. parties inv°lved. ' .  .tion, to cabinet on constructing 
Snealdna last -,~.~, p=,~,,,.: the 92kin ro~! from Bob Quinn 
said he hasi"a viable alternative Lake on Hwy37 into the lskut. 
to ensure the road's built" that I t 's  estimated cost is $12.5 
'will be presented tO the provin- million.i • 
'" /ciai,..:~,cabinet,.~ ~ ¢ " r A cost-benefit  analysis 
Parker declined to  give prepared by  the . provincial 
panics would gain by the road. 
Supplies, equipment  and 
employees are now flown in and 
out :of the Iskut through 
Wrangell, 'Alaska, . 
And: ~thonghi: the province 
and ~ :  and/exploration 
companies ay they agree with 
building a roadinto the lskut, 
they ean't: agree on Sharing its 
construction costs. :
The government cost.benefit 
analysis ugg~ts mining com. 
panic:, (in i particular. Skyline 
Gold which oPerates the Johnny 
Mountain mine and Cominco, 
The compan ies  •have  
countered with their own study, 
stating they should pay between" 
12 and 18 per cent. 
(Neither the government or 
the nduing c0mpanies have for- 
really released their respective 
studies.) 
The companies have also said 
the province should build the 
road and recover costs through 
charging a toll. They'add that 
logging companies would also 
beneft from the road. 
No formal negotiations have 
taken place since the mining 
companies' report was corn- 
proposal government earlie r th is  year which is developing the • SNIP pleted late lastmonth, :> : detai!s, <saying the 
i: i :  : 
Whm 
In the meantime, a mines of. 
ficial .is meeting this Friday 
evening with the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district to discuss the 
province's cost benefit analysis. 
That meeting takes place in 
pr ivate ,  regional district 
economic development officer 
Andrew,Webber said, in order 
to give all parties achance to ex- 
change views. 
Karen Konchorada,  provin- 
cial mines ministry official, 
described the closed meeting .as 
a "consultation" process, 
: She said the province wants 
to avoid negotiating its position 
in public. Dave Parker 
Parents .object 
lean gw to  r un ay  
TERRACE-- A new method of 
teaching at a local school has 
some parents saying their 
children are suffering as a 
result .  
The parents of one class of 
Clarence Michiel Elementary 
students ay they don't Want 
their children taking • part in 
what the school district calls 
"cooperative l arning." 
That method is considered a 
forerunner of the proposed 
Year 2000 educational changes. 
In part, the method advocates 
breaking .up of classes into 
smaller groups in which 
"They've lost their desire to 
achieve," said parent Elaine 
Auriat. "They're extremely 
unhappy and unproductive. The 
challenge is no longer there." 
A school district represen- 
tative said cooperative l arning 
is being used to phase in parts of 
the Year 2000 program. "There 
are very big changes coming," 
Paul Axelson said. "And we're 
not going to be able to imple- 
ment them all on ~a particular 
day." ' " 
The parents also want to 
know why they weren't told 
cooperative l arning would be 
students work together, used on their children. 
' But, some parents ay..,the !: :iAxelson . said •parents : .o f  
grouP !earning methods" being children at Thornhill Primary 
used in the~classro0m force the school --- where four classes ~e 
brighter stnden'ts o carry the involved inYear 2000 pilot pro- 
weaker ones. . . . . . .  jects - -  were told in advance 
The methods may work well and were allowed to opt out if 
in supporting students who have 
trouble, but parents ay it's be- 
ing done at the expense of over- 
achieving students. 
"Our chHdren used to be 
straight-A students - -  but they 
aren't anymore" says William 
Porter, whose daughter is in the 
Grade 6 class. "They've gone 
from 'Let's get up early and go 
to school' to 'Forget it, it's not 
worth it."' 
they didn't want to be part of it. 
"We were never told at the 
beginning of the year --  no one 
ever asked for our permission," 
Porter said of the Clarence 
Michiel situation. 
Axelson said letter grades will 
be much less important under 
the Year 2000 plan, adding the 
education ministry has sug- 
gested they will be eliminated 
from report cards starting this 
Chicken manure 
can turn profit 
By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE --  Local chicken 
farmer Stan Kinkead has found 
|~: : . :  i. ~ v w ~ , V ~ s  V~malq~aV~n~Pl t !~m~I  l a way to avoid having his opera. 
,.:~HAT S E,T. Ken~ley student Willie Gordon taking a look at a coyote skin courtesy of local trapper Kinkead has been charged i! ~W!l~MacKenzie;Ma(~Ke~z!e,s!b~ertexp!~)ir(ing somo ofthefacets of trappingand oflWildffeatlth e tion closed down. 
i~S¢~O[ several times by: the provincial 
Jiii.:,~,.:.. !~..the D0~!~ree~earsi':~or ~oreon traPP!ng, I ii.:i i.;~ ~,~ !;:/,!~-! government, investigated by 
.> .~ .... . . . . .  . ~ . . . .  , ~ , ,  , ,  . . . .  ).,., . . . . . . . . .  ~.)i '..!.'.,~i ....... , . . .  , , - - , , ,  heaith officials and criticized by Hauling layoffs coming his neighbours over the disposal • of chicken manure. 
) .  • , The prob lem-  a huge field 
!~ :. " . :  /' • . ,:.,, . ,.., of manure,-- may now be the 
T E R R A C E  - -  In the wake of will close the end of this m0nth,, ported should be made available key to a new~d environmen. 
. skeena Sawmills decision to , McKee said the economic loss . . to northwestern mills, tally friendly business 'venture 
• Shut down its .:third shift and would go beyond its employees Whileechoing that sentiment, that will save his Samson's 
l)rodt~ction cur backs at other (drivers earn ' between • McKee said there was also a Poultry Farm,  
northwestern operations, the $45,000-$50,000 a year)andbe lesson: to be learned by local' The solUtion: composting, 
. . . . . .  Kinkead said last week a com- m~nagerof a local transporta, felt in other areas,.. ~i. - . operations "The Japanese are . • 
t!6n'comp.any~sayslhiscompany • 'i!There!il ce~niy  be a lot ':Uood ~at whnt thin, a,, ,, ~,. prom,e with the environment 
wi l lhavetolayoffemployees; less nloneyspent~:theTerraee. 'n  intsa,,,,t ,('~'h:~,'~*~t.:0~..: TM ministry meens he will go ahead 
i 1 "  : r>+ Confirming:,: the decision area, Excel ,  operatzons logand theydon't waste a bit of w~th pl.an.s to recycle manure by 
, would likely:bemade this Week; manager rmrent  Foucher  i t  We'w ' o,~t ),~ ,.,,.,,o), , , ,  composting it, mixing it anon 
.., '.Excel Transportation s.  Malty. agreed, adding it wouid notbe  ~(mills) to do the ~,,,~- +),i,o ,, selhng nt as high-quainty pottnng 
. McKee said:/uplto six.of its 30 .'easy. for the company to, find,~ > : , "  . .  . ~ ......... e. . . . : 
drivers mid two o f  its"four ha u!i .ngwork to makeup for: [:..--, , :.-. . . . .  , , 
~han ics /w i l l  ,>likely be af- reduced:: demandi from'i;the. ],~" i~>~i ,, . - - I  _ ___It_ r~ i_= . . . .  ' " 
f ed; : i / Lr ' " Sa, . I'q" "Thel; n)/ra ts: .oUt . l"i:/ l kl l H['l"t [A l  I 
: ~:h:f~rmeady ~ ~:ucar:e~s~tdedw~si'~:ha~ old;"  
......... :<~~ • • , : Excel. the production,cutbacks ,~,,~ .~,:~.-, ..... .............. - . . . . . . . . .  ~: . nine a,day. ~; .. ,... . . . . . • .......... . . .. : ,-~,, : .::,.:..:,~:.: .... ~ ~: .: :, : ' ::: .... ~ .,~> 
. i:McKee saidExcel has been were.due to a thnberishortage [ ~! ,R /~ERTmC0un~.  : ::::~ i 
.-:'- . .  ........ , - . . , - - , . , , .  caused,, in part, by the continu. I ~hmt~do~an~-  i operating rouna, me Cl0Cg since : ' . . . . .  ,,,,~ ,:,::,,,,: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~. 
" 1985^.,.tw^:,q~,k;- .h:e,'~'h~,, ing export of raw logs, Highde. | ;~to ;sapport l : fo rm/ in - : the l  i !i 
~lt~ V~I~&4~ Ik'qlld~l @l l l ' . ' )  iil~ll~l" man ~':::> " : : ' :  : ~ : • : "': ' In¢~ t r~s ,~t '  n~a~"A~ ,.hi,,, d from Pacific: Rim colin. I g of Ub ng : I i 
• ~at  .,~. ~' ' ' '~'~- ' -  : ~yi-':-~:', trim had driven up the price 6f | ~i~:!b~ the: Ihze l tou  !::,B~ ! [i 
• u t .v  longer was p0SS lO le  " .~k~a:~m~~,) ' , , , .  , t im~ r, t ° levels which lmade | ' ~ ]  i ~i 
CUt  °ne :. i"nurchmes I ~ ,  ......... ' ,msp0m.:: :>~ on the: Open. m~k~ 
: •, i i ;][  
8~lO,loads a from. ' oxiid i least tak  s me in- ', 
- ' , , ' u '  ~ . ' .£=. i -  . _ - -~ .~- ,  ~ '~ ~ ~' ; .> '  _ ',~. , ' .~  l~ ,~ i ,~. . , :><' : ,~ , ,~ ,, ~-7;, '~:~',~.. ; : ;~:!  
,f'=me. 
,  
 'the local 
soil... 
He said he hopes to begin 
construction ext month of a 
composting building and a con- 
crete pit, and expects to hire six 
more in`l-time workers if all 
goes according to plan. 
"I believe the problem will be 
solved," Kinkead said. "And 
it's probably going to generate 
as much revenue as the farm 
i tse l f . "  
Kinkead last year found 
himself at odds with enforce- 
ment officers of the environ- 
ment ministry's waste manage- 
ment branch and, ultimately, 
the legal system. 
He complied with orders to 
change his method of disposing 
of dead birds, but he called 
court orders directing him to 
remove a large manure lagoon 
cont'd A,?. 
fall. "They are saying at this 
time that letter grades are not 
appropriate for the intermediate 
program (which will replace 
Grades 4 through 10)." 
Porter said students are ac- 
customed to the letter grade 
marking system. "Grades are 
all they've known," he. said. 
"How are parents upposed to 
know how their kids are doing 
without some measuring 
stick?" 
Clarence Michiel principal 
Dave Crawley said he was advis- 
ed not to comment publicly on 
the issue. "We're treating this 
as an internal .personnel 
matter,, he said . . . . . . . .  
"Teachers generally have us- 
ed aspects of cooperative l urm 
ing for some time," Axelson 
said. "The grouping of children 
to cooperatively work on things 
has been done for years." 
Both Auriat and Porter have 
requested transfers for their 
children to a d i f ferent  
classroom, but school district 
officials say there isn't enough 
room. 
The parents say  they've 
demanded changes for a month 
but haven't gotten anywhere. 
"We're really frustrated, and 
we're not getting alot of sleep," 
Porter said. "The school system 
stresses communication and 
respect. We haven't seen any of 
it so far." 
" I f  changes aren't made, we 
want out," said Auriat. 
~t 
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Judse awards $960,000 
Contractor 
helps other companies 
TERRACE - -  A construction 
company owner who successful- 
ly sued the province over a con- 
tract on a major northwest 
highways project says he. hopes 
it helps other companies. 
" I  did it for myself, but now I 
hope it helps~ those guys who 
come behind me," said Fred 
Williamson of Williamson 
Bros. Construction Ltd, last 
week. 
• County court judge Howard 
Hamilton found in favour of 
Williamson's claim that the 
highways ministry acted 
fraudulently in not informing 
the company of potential 
hazards in a rock quarry. 
Rock from that quarry form- 
ed part of the Khyex-Tyee ma- 
jor widening project located 
50kin east of Prince Rupezt on 
Hwyl6. 
Wiliiamson Brothers was one 
;:; . . . .  "-..~;_:./:::'., 
_ . . . j  
mation on hazards in the lives. I couldn't belicvemyeyes 
quarry, when I saw the pictures of unex- 
"When you sign a contract ploded dyz~a ire sticks in  
with hishways, it's,one.sided ~ court," W: l[na son added. 
99.9 per cent against he con- The award for damages to 
tractor. There's an exclusion Williamson is $960,000 with ap- 
clause So that the contractor proximately $265,000 going 
from front 
manure- 
and rebuild his main barn 
"unreasonable," 
He said then he would be 
forced to close the farm if the 
environment ministry continued 
to "persecute" him. 
Both sides have compromis- 
ed, Kinkead said, who nQw 
won't have to make major 
changes to the barn if he can 
prove the clay ground surroun- 
ding it is impervious, and would 
contain any manure that leaks 
out. 
He says he will hire an 
engineer to study the soil as 
soon as he receives the final 
terms of reference from the en- 
vironment ministry. 
"We hope to be producing hy 
this fall, ' , .be said. The .... potting 
soil will be bagged - -  with some 
of it. being shipped to Van- 
couver, and the rest being 
marketed across the northwest. 
"We know we've got a pro- 
duct, we know how it has io be 
mixed, and we kno~v we've got a 
market," Kinkead said. 
A composting pilot project 
last summer yielded high-grade 
soil that, a local greenhouse 
operator tested and got good 
results with, Kinkead added. 
The concrete pit he plans to 
build will contain an entire 
year's worth of manure, he 
said. 
Waste management branch 
spokesman Terry Roberts said 
the plan worked out last month 
is subject to soil test results 
from the farm, but he said the 
agreement indicates a solution 
to the standoff is close. 
"Everybody seems to be on 
side now," h.e added. "I think 
we're finally talking the same 
language." 
But Kinkead.said something 
could have been worked out 
much sooner if environment of- 
ficials had been prepared to talk 
first and lay charges later. 
"The solution probably could 
have been reached two years 
ago if anyone had the intestinal 
fortitude to talk to me face-to- 
face," he said. 
dyou: ::: 
of two pr ime contractors 
awarded the project in 1987. Its 
contract was taken away by the 
highways ministry the next year 
when the latter said it didn't live 
up to contract terms. 
In particular, the judge found 
the ministry did not inform 
Williamson that the quarry was 
closed in 1983 by the Workers' 
Compensation Board because 
of suspicion it contained un- 
exploded ynamite. 
Will iamson said his company 
would never have won if it 
hadn't been able to prove the 
ministry failed to provide infor- 
doesn't have a hope in hell. I f  
we hadn't been able. io prove 
fraud, we would have had a real 
problem," said Wiliiamson. 
That clause effectively removes 
liability from the ministry for 
mistakes or omissions. 
He said his company and its 
blasting subcontractor, Rapid 
Demolition of Nanaimo, first 
iearned of the quarry dangers 
during a visit by a WCB official 
in late 1987. 
"They (the ministry) stayed 
silent on lots Of things. But it 
was the dynamite that did it. I 
don't fool around with mens' 
toward Rapid. 
Andeven though the 
highways ministry must Pay 
court and associated costs, 
Williarnson said he won't have 
any money left after paying his 
legal bills. 
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!~:THE HAIR  HUT le very 
!P leased to welcome Kell 
Everett to their professional 
• team. Koll recently came 
.from Vernon whore she has 
euceosfu l ly  e.ompletod 
numerous  pivot point  
courses in advanced heir 
cut t ing  for men and 
women. • Let Keli ONe you 
the scientific approach to i 
hair sculpture. KEL I  EVERETT 
. Friday 9 am - 9 pm 
3992 B Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
in Thomhill 
635-2993 . .
i 
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1990 TOYOTA XTRACAB 
22 
STK NO. 228S 
,5  spd. transmission 
, Tinted glass 
, Forward facing rear seats 
* Custom striping . 
Sliding rear window 
* 1705 lb. payload ~, 
CHROME PACKAGE . - 
ANDMUCH MOREl " 
=13,44400 
warm-up special 
Backed by Toyota's 5 yr. 1 go,goD km warranty. 
Terrace Toyota 
4912 Hwy. 16 West 
635-6558 TOYOTA 
~.~.~: .~ Body Shop 635"4837 - 
_ _  DLR NO. 5057 
,,m took off for the holidays-. 
103 Ibs. with Nutri/System" 
The Nuld/System ® Weight Loss Program includes a variety of 
delicious mea!s and _snacks, n.utdtJonal and behavioral counseling, 
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Terrace Fumlturo Mart ad of March 14 i 
should have Included "On Approved I 
Credit." I 
We regret any inconvenience this orals- | 
sign may have caused. I 
I 
':': that over 1,000,000 
Canadians have diabetes? 
' For more information, 
contact your local Branch of the Canadian 
Diabetes Association orIhe National Office, 
7.8 Bond S reel, Toronto, Onlado MSB 2J8. 
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+ r Shames++ man conf ident  of open ing  
IT GOES 
mountain last week. He says there'll be skiing this winter. 
0 1 
TERRACE - -  The highways done," he said after a lobbying 
ministry will have a study on a trip to Victoria. 
new overpass done by the time A number of accidents in- 
discussions start on its 1991 volving larger vehicles have 
construction budget, says• taken place on theSande Over- 
+maY,0 r J.ack TalstuL. :. : . pass which~ is considered uw 
. . . .  suitable for industrial traffic. 
"They didn't give us acom- Talstra added that the city's 
mitment o construct, but they case was bolstered by a CFTK 
did say the study would be 14-minute video containing 
.,r,pass study coming 
footage of the accidents. 
A tentative location for a new 
overpass is the intersection of 
Hwyl6 and. Frank, just past 
Skeena Sawmills. • 
:A provincial transportation 
study in early 1988 listed Hwyl6 
through Terrace as having a 
higher than normal amount of 
accidents• 
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Tight schedule set 
TERRACE - -  The Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation has 
a tight schedule to meet oward 
a planned opening this winter, 
says its new construction 
manager. 
Mark Grabowski said work 
will begin at Shames, located 
off of Hwyl6 west of Terrace, 
as soon as contractors c.an get 
up the mountain. 
He said a construction 
schedule had already been 
drawn up and a consultant this 
week will examine lift equip- 
ment at the old Kitsumkaium 
ski hill bought several years ago 
by the Shames corporation. 
Work on dismantling those 
lifts would likely begin within 
the next two weeks. 
Grabowski predicted a 
rebuilding of the'lifts to meet 
safety regulations .(they have 
stood idle for two years) could 
take up to seven months. 
'+We have a pretty tight 
schedule to keep," he said" 
And although the highways 
ministry won't have the access 
road built to Shames from 
Hwyl6 until August, there will 
be a route open to haul equip- 
ment and supplies this summer, 
he said. 
The construction schedule 
calls for trail marking to take 
place within the next two weeks 
followed by clearing of the pro- 
posed runs. The latter should be 
made e~ier as trees on the 
mountain are widely spaced and 
the amount of snow it receives 
mean stumps don't have to be 
Ing space.~ 
Another major undertaking 
this summer will be moving the 
2,500 sq.ft, lodge from Kit- 
sumka lum to Shames. 
Grabowski said the building 
would be cut in half and then" 
trucked to the proposed base 
area once the road is in, 
A highway survey shows no 
problems with power lip-.' and 
bridge clearance and the major 
switchback on the access road is 
apparently wide enough, he ad- 
ded. 
Grabowski said the corpora- 
tion will have its budget finaliz- 
ed in two weeks and expects it to 
be close to the $1.5 million+pro- 
jected earlier by a ski hill design 
company. 
Provi nce rn ust a pprove 
debt for shares plan 
TERRACE - -  The Kitimat- 
• Stikine regional district will 
have to get provincial approval 
if it wants to turn money it's 
owed by the Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation into shares in 
the company. 
Approval by the Inspector of 
Municipal Affairs, is required 
for all regional districts or 
municipalities who wish to start 
companies or buy into existing 
ones, a municipal affairs of- 
ficial said last week. 
At the same time, Deputy In- 
specter of Municipalities AI 
Tamblin said the proposal is in- 
teresting as it involves conver- 
ting a debt into shares. 
"It's an unusual wayof  ac- 
quiring shares, to be quite 
honest," he said. 
The Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation owes the regional 
district $313,650 in principal 
and interest from a 1986 deal+to 
bw the district's Kitsumkalum 
lift equipment. It is planning to 
use the equipment a  its Shames 
Mountain ski operation due to 
open this winter. 
To date, the deal has been 
renegotiated three times with 
payments now due to start in 
1992. 
Shames officials met With the 
regional district in an in-camera 
meeting Feb. 16 to discuss 
swapping the debt for shares. If 
it goes ahead, the regional 
district would own nearly 29 per 
cent of the corporation, making 
it the single largest shareholder. 
The debt for shares wap was 
"discussed by regional district of- 
ficials in Victoria last week. 
Regional district chairman 
and Terrace mayor Jack Talstra 
said the regional district has 
nothing officially yet to report 
about he proposal. 
In the meantime, the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation is 
.very close to receiving a 
-:$502,000 low-cost federal 
tourism development loan pro- 
mised it two years ago, says its 
president. 
Gerry Martin said the final 
signatures and paperwork could 
be completed by the end of this 
month. 
That money will form a large 
part of the $1.5 million the cor- 
poration says it needs to 
develop the mountain. 
Martin said he expects private 
investors and bank financing to 
provide approximately  
$30O,OO0. 
A further $250,000 is ex- 
pected from a separate venture 
capital company which can give 
investors tax breaks under pro- 
vincial legislation. 
That company, the Shames 
(VCC) Ski Corporation -- VCC 
stands for venture capital cor- 
poration --  has received .cash 
and pledges from 18 people, 
said one of its investors. 
George Clark said each in- 
vestor has put in $5,000 and 
that 50 people ~ take par  in 
the company. 
Investors in the venture 
capital corporation receive a 30 
per cent ax break provided they 
hold the shares for seven years. 
t. ,  
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Edouard CiedgeUr :: 
Take two;aspirin 
of medical health officer• and director is 
too difficult given the responsibilities of 
each area and the large territory covered 
by the health unit. 
~Vhen the board questioned the ap- 
pointment of Bowering the health 
ministry retreated a bit by asking it con- 
firm Bowering as director. But at the 
board's Feb. 24 meeting, it agreed only 
to confirm Bowering as interim director 
pending more discussion with the health 
ministry. 
Indications are that it was a less than 
pleasant meeting. Two days later Bower- 
ing told the board he would resign if he 
wasn't named the director. His opinion 
of the workload is different, saying hav- 
ing two people at the top wasn't work- 
ing. 
That dust up over at the Skeena 
Health Unit about he appointment chief 
medical health officer Dr. David Bower- 
ing to also act as its director may be 
heading to some sort of compromise. 
But in case you've been having trouble 
keeping score, here's a quick review. 
Health units in the province have 
medical health officers who also act as 
directors. The Skeena health unit is one 
of four northern health units which has 
had trouble attracting physicians to act 
as medical health officers. 
Just over three years ago the health 
ministry appointed irectors of the nor- 
them units to provide a continuing 
managerial presence while physicians 
were rotated in and out as temporary 
medical health officers. 
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Bowering was hired by the Skeena 
health unit just after a director was hired 
here. By late last year it became apparent 
Bowering would stay, thus removing the 
possibility of the health unit having to 
rely upon a temporary officer. Also late 
last year the health ministry hired an ad- 
ministrative officer to help with day-to- 
day management, apparently clearing 
the way for a combined medical health 
officer and director. 
In January the director, Mike Corbeil, 
was reassigned by  the health ministry. 
(He also announced his candidacy for 
the Skeena NDP nomination at that time 
~hich may, or may not, have something 
to do with the reassignment). 
Bowering was then named as acting 
director and last month, was named 
director by the health ministry. From " 
here, things get a bit confusing. 
It seems that while medical hea.lth of- 
ricers are hired by the board because it is 
responsible for community health, the 
health ministry hires every other health 
unit employee, including the director. 
Thus, a medical health officer-director 
technically has two bosses. 
The board got into a snit when told 
that Bowering was named irector by the 
health ministry. It says the combined job 
This leads to the following: 
1. Just what is the responsibility and 
authority of the board and of the health 
ministry in hiring medical health officers 
and directors. Is this a case of conflict 
between the board and the health 
ministry? 
2. Surely the board should know the 
health ministry wants medical health of. 
ricers to also be directors. Why was it 
surprised when this" occurred? The hiring 
of an administrative officer should have 
been one clue. 
3. Given that an administrative officer 
was hired, why would the board condone 
that when thereWas'already a director? 
And now that there is an administrative 
• officer, why would the board want a 
separate director7 Isn't this an expansion 
of the bureaucracy? 
4. It's darn hard to find medical health 
officers in the north. If the board is hap- 
py with Bowering, why would it take 
steps to show otherwise? 
6. Why would Bowering react so fast 
by saying he would resign? Although he 
knows he wgn't have much trouble fin- 
ding work elsewhere, he is by now an ex- 
perienced bureaucrat. That means he 
knows how the system works. So why 
didn't he wait until the board and the 
health ministry figured things out? 
Gliding along- 
Through 
e,oeav, I 
accomplishments. This he does 
with charming modesty,  
employing the royal"we", as in 
"We were happy with our per- 
formance tonight." 
Subtle tactics keep athletes in 
line while not competing: 
skaters wear flashy jackets that 
make them easier to spot and 
identify, their blades are 
covered so they can't give coach 
the slip. And they're ncourag- 
ed to collect booty, 
Most do collect, with the fer- 
vor of Michael Wilson lopping 
women's funding. Watch them 
zip clear across a regulation- 
sized rink to snatch up a single 
blossom. Why, in Halifax last 
week, one performer even 
stoopedto recover an ice chip. 
With their arms full of bou- 
quets, balloons and  stuffed 
animals, they can throw only 
dirty looks. 
To preserve podium poise at  
awards time, separate platforms 
are built, at varying levels, all 
high enough to maroon the win- 
ners like low income families in 
the rental market. 
Nonetheless, winners often 
grapple across the intervening 
Figure skaters are such a 
Scrappy lot, organizers must 
adhere to guidelines evolved 
after years of mediating pre- 
skate warmups that threatened 
to spark international incidents. 
They build arenas with chest- 
high wooden barriers encircling 
the ice to buffer fans from im- 
petuous performers. Even then, 
skaters sometimes grab spec- 
tators by the hand and attempt 
tO lever them over the boards. 
At other times, a skater might 
reach over to strangle an 
onlooker. Frequently they 
r~)fuse to loosen their grip until 
bribed with flowers. 
Just as rodeo corrals have 
partitions, arenas have dressing- 
room chutes through which 
coaches herd their skaters to the 
ice. (Usually no more than two 
skaters are released on to the ice 
simultaneously. This lessens the 
likelihood of arms and legs 
becoming entangled in a melee.) 
Thegate is then snapped shut 
behind the skater. Instantly 
¢los~up teleyisiop .locks on 
him. Commefitatofs ~report and 
interpret his every move, like 
Weathermen tracking a hur- 
ricane. In  particular, everyone 
• watches him fo r  the "killer 
look", a sign o f  great portent. 
Once the contender has com- 
ik'ted, he is let of f the ice and 
penned in the Kiss ~d Cry Cor- 
ner where he awaits posting of 
his technical and artistic marks. 
A rating of 6.0moves him along 
hurry to distract them from 
these hostilities with striped rib- 
bons dangling shiny medals. 
Playing a national anthem also 
helps to maintain order until the 
cameras leave. 
Each year we outfit our 
skaters in flags with sleeves and 
send them off to compete 
before thousands of rinkside af- 
ficionados and millions of TV 
viewers. CBC brings us the ac- 
tion, live, airing a commercial 
whenever oven fighting breaks 
• OUt. 
This year's gala at the climax 
of the World Skating Cham- 
pionships had one comn/¢rcial 
per skater.. 
to a bank of microphon~ for an space, pounding each other on 
opport.blfy" tO expomid 'On his ~: the ,back.~ :.Awai'ds / Officials 
Health prob ing . 
a worth , effort 
VICTORIA--There's never a 
shortage of critics. Thus we 
have a 21-year-old chap, 
recovering in Vancouver 
General Hospital from a 
broken pelvis;telling us we .... 
don't need a Royal Commis ..... 
sion'on Heath Care. ' - '  
"Who needs another Royal 
Commission?" Keith Acton is 
quoted as saying to a Province 
reporter. " It  would be better if 
the money were given to a" 
hospital," he added. Well, I 'm 
not saying the young chap isn't 
entitled to state his opinion, 
but I honestly fail to see what 
light this 21-year-old could 
possibly shed on the need for a 
Royal Commission. 
More disturbiog than the, of 
necessity, ill-informed opinion 
of a young lad who has barely 
escaped his teens is the reac- 
tior~ of Tom Perry, the NDP 
health critic. Perry, a doctor 
himself, had little good to say 
about the Royal Commission. 
He said it was two years late 
and','pure politics." 
Perry went on to say that 
the appointment of the Com-  
mission was "an obvious at- 
tempt by the Socreds to take 
'their health-care crisis out of 
the realm of political debate." 
Look who's playing politics 
now. Oh, I know that an op- 
position critic isn't supposed to 
be praising the government, 
but this isn't another skirmish 
in the environmental wars or a 
debate about the desirability of 
a steel mill in B.C. 
We're talking about he pro- 
vinee's health-care system. 
Afittle more support from 
the good doctor would 
be in order, I think. And 
anyway, what's wrong with 
taking the health-care pro- 
blems out of the realm of 
political debate for a while. 
Fat lot o f  good it did us that 
health care has been a political 
football all these years. 
Perry's colleagues aren't any 
more supportive of the Com- 
mission than he is. Most of" 
them, it seems, are more con- 
eerned withthe small wage in- 
crease they got. Doctors who 
From the 
• ~ ,, li/~'t;i ] Capital 
by  H ~ ~  Boyer " " . 
have been without a contract 
since last April will get a 
retroactive 3.5 per cent raise. 
Admit[edly, that doesn't sound 
like a great deal, but then, one 
could ask. 3.5 per cent of 
what? 
The only ones not im- 
mediately panning the idea 
were thi) nurses. Aside from 
some disgruntled individual 
Florence Nightingales, whom 
the media found and quoted 
with their usual dedication to 
. negativism, the nurses ap- 
plauded the appointment of
the Commission. 
"We're glad one has been 
established even if it has taken 
three health ministers to do 
so," said Pat Savage, president 
of the 20,000-member B.C. 
Nurses Union. At least 
somebody has the courage to 
givecredit where credit is due, 
old and traditional political en- 
mities notwithstanding. 
Frankly, establishing this 
Royal Commission was the 
best thing the goverment could 
have done, "considering the 
problems we've got with the 
delivery of health care. 
The problems are becoming 
too numerous to mention. 
There are the waiting lists for 
surgery. There are the hospital 
beds standing idle because of 
escalating health-care costs. 
The latest hreat o the 
health-care system came last 
week. The Victoria Medical 
Association announced that 
heart surgery at Victoria, s
Royal Jubilee Hospital may 
have to be shut down because 
of a staff shortage. 
The technicians who run the 
heart.lung machines during 
heart surgery are being lured 
to better-payilig jobs in the 
United States. Of five teehni- 
clans, two have already left 
and another two are condsider- 
ing going to the States. 
A comparison of s~aries 
m~tkes it clear why they want 
to pull up stakes. In Canada, 
these technicians earn about 
$38,000 a year; in the States, 
they get $58,000; that's U.S. 
dollars. It seems to me that 
$38,000 a year is a pittance for 
someone in whose skilled 
hailds your life is during 
surgery. Dammit, a reporter in 
his first year makes more than 
that at most dalli6s. 
Health Minister John Jansen 
says the Commission will put 
the entire health-care system 
• under a microscope and, 
within 18 months, come back 
with health care blueprint for 
the 1990's. 
The Commission will ex- 
amine the structure, the 
organization and the mandate 
of.the health-csre system. It 
will probe the effectiveness of
services, including hospitals, ° 
continuing care, medical and  
drug programs, and the growth 
rates of programs.. 
The Coramission will look at 
the cost associated with all 
aspects Of health cai'e and, if 
possible, identify better alloca- 
tion of resources. The latter 
has been put forth in radio ads 
by the B.C. Medical Associa; 
tion as the answer to our  : 
health-care problems. Better use 
of existing funding, not higher 
taxes, is the solution, the ad :' 
says. 
The Commission will also 
examine manpower re- - .  
• quirements, including those for 
doctors, nurses and other pro-: • 
fessionals. In short, it will pry'; 
into every aspect of Britikh :?: 
Columbia's health-care system. • 
All in all, a commendable "!IL* 
undertaking. 
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' :I:!TERRACE - -  Trapping re- 
~mains a viable industry for pro- 
:r " ; '~  s ~ s o n ~  employment in 
i* i the' Terrace area, says one of 
~iihose connected With a training 
• .~prosram. 
: :~" Kitselas band manager Wilf 
': ~:MacKenzie estimates that a cou- 
• i !iple 0f~hundred people work 
:: ~traplines during the winter 
:around here and an equal 
'xiumber north to the Nass and 
• ~.-just,beyond. 
• "~ In a good season, a trapper 
,!can. earn more than $10,000 
iwith :some approaching the 
$20,000 figure, he said. 
• " I t ' s  a renewable resource in 
;ithat i f  you look after it, it'll 
"i~:ontinUe forever," MacKenzie 
!added. 
~: That  approach to the industry 
~is also one of the reasons why 
MacKenzie xplains trapping to 
students at a local school. 
:.~ Trapping' did undergo a 
:ideclipe but. two training pro- 
<grams everal years ago taught 
:the knowledge required as well 
as gave instruction inbuilding 
!log cabins, first aid and survival 
!.:in the bush. 
Those programs were spon- 
~!sored by the Tsimshian Trap- 
./pers Association and financed 
"-by the Canada Employment 
iCentre. 
Part of that effort involved 
i•ireviving traplines originally 
worked  'by natives as over the 
years, some had reverted back 
::to the provincial government. 
"Each family or clan had 
their  own area in which to trap, 
ihunt and fish," said MacKen- 
• zie. In some cases, natives have 
had to buy back from the pro- 
Xincial government traplines on 
ii~.which their fathers or grand- 
:fathers worked, said MacKen- 
rzie. 
Efforts were also spurred by 
new provincial regulations 
which provide for the reverting 
::oftraplines to the government 
for  re-sale if they aren't being 
used. 
MacKenzie •estimated that 
- natives:~now operate on 70 ~t~ 
cent of the traplines in the area. 
• " : "The training programs were 
:very successful in that most of 
:them (those who participated) 
are now on their family 
pping" p'art of area's 
st, present, future ............ 
GOING UP. Learning how to trap involves more than it looks. A trapping course offered several years 
ago also provided instruction in log cabin, construction, first aid, survival skills in the bush and 
marketing. The industry provides seasonal employment o a couple of hundred people in the area. 
traplines. Before, they didn't 
know anyth ing about  
trapping," MacKenzie said. 
Those in the program also 
received instruction on preserv- 
ing furs, instruct ion in 
marketing and instruction on 
conservation. 
,We did some instruction in 
the classroom but got the most 
value out on the trapline," said 
MacKenzie of the training ses- 
sions. 
Most common fur-bearing 
\ 
species in the area are sable, 
marten, a 10t of beaver, mink, 
• 
woolvenne, ~tter, wolves and 
coyotes. 
MacKenzie ~aid there was a 
decline in the ~umbers of fisher 
but that•the sl~ies seems to be 
makinga ret~r.n~ .:. ~., ....... ~'. ... 
The Kitselas b~nd also acts an 
agent for an eastern fur com- 
pany, a circumstance that 
MacKenzie says provides for 
better prices. • \ 
"Fly-by-nighters could come 
in and offer $50 or so for a 
marten. We can give $90 to 
$150," he said. 
In some ways, MacKenzie ad- 
ded, the fly-by-nighters were 
similar to the Hudson Bay 
Company traders of the last 
centurY. They would trade furs 
for rifles provided the furs,' 
when lald fiat, equalled the 
height of the: weapon. 
"What they started to do was 
extend the barrels," said 
MacKenzie. 
He started in diapers 
TERRACE - -  Fred MacKenzie 
practically" grew up along his 
father's t rapline. 
" I  started taking him out 
when he was a year old. I used 
to change his diapers on the 
back of the snowmobile," says 
father Wilf. 
That experience of Fred, now 
9 years old, continues the fami- 
ly's tradition of trapping as his 
• grandfather and great grand- 
father also ran atrapline. 
And while trapping and out- 
doors life may be a part of the 
MacKenzie family tradition, 
that may not be the case for 
others. 
So for the past three years, 
Wiif has been packing traps and 
furs into E.T. Kenney School-- 
that's where Fred goes - -  to 
show other young students. 
It's part of teacher Vivian 
Cameron's efforts to expand 
the knowledge of 'various 
cultures among the school's 
students. 
"We look at clothing, foods 
and lifestyles," says Cameron 
of periods when her instruction 
is backed up by visits from 
other people in the community. 
She added that such instruc- 
tion and learning with the help 
of others gives students a more 
realistic understanding about 
the aspects of cultures other 
than their own. • Fred MacKenzie 
\ 
lazing new kind of path 
A majority of the students in 
the program had the same pro- 
blems. Pathway has had a 
positive impact on the lives of 
the students. 
The start-up for this par- 
ticular program was Oct. 23, 
1989 and graduation is set for 
May 31, 1990. The Pathfinder 
Learning System was to arrive 
in September, but due to un- 
foreseen delays did not arrive 
until November~ 
Despite this setback, the in- 
structors and students worked 
hard together to ensure they 
stayed on schedule. The 
students are about two-thirds 
through the program and 
everything is going as planned. ' 
The friendship centre applied 
"for this program, through th~ 
coach teaches problem solving 
skills as an alternative to present 
negative behaviors. 
The Pathfinder Learning 
System allows the student to 
work at their own pace. It deter- 
mines .from work entered into 
the computer the weak areas 
which need more effort. 
The program runs for 30 
weeks. Students.are in the mid- 
die 'o f  their first three-week 
The Pathfinder Learn- 
ing. System allows 
students to work at their 
own pace. 
Canada Employment_and Ira- practicum (job experience). 
migration Commission. As  a Emotions are running high, as 
Kermode is a native org~niza ~- ~ the students and instructors 
Kym Guno is a student in the 
/ Pat~inder program. 
Her practicum is'being spent 
:wrMng newspaper articles• 
By KYM GUNO 
i Pathway is a job entry pro- 
:gram, located on the upper 
: floor o f  the Kermode Friend- 
sh ip  Centre. The upper floor 
consists of four rooms of which 
there is a life skills room, ad- 
ministration office and a com- 
puter room. A large open area 
for guest speakers and general 
lessons is also available. 
> The program consists• of life 
skills and computer assisted ~
~academic upgrading, work ex- 
• perience, inter-cultural days and 
job  search skills. 
I t  is a program designed to 
~ help people overcome barriers 
caused by lack of education, op- 
!portunity and'knowledge of the tion, the program is directed make sure they have everything 
'• ~work force, This program is toward 'nat ives  to assist they ,  need,  (appropr ia te  
• .iltargeted.. . towards native people themselves, in . bridging, tlle• 'clothing, shoes,. ,,,,,,,.~t"  Thp,.. at- 
~who want to take charge of their: employment and educational mosphere is one of excitement 
.~llves,:: ~- ' , obstacles. ' ~~:~:~'  ' andantici-a*;,,- ' 
~ . Thecr l ter la or requirements, :: .What:makes this different The students • are nntimistic 
~ ' to be accepted into this program . . . . .  from other p e-employment and _yet a bit_ _.warv as the 
i ! "iatel quite simple; If you have program, s is. the uni.queness' of i:,,preparations for the practicum 
• ibe6n out of School or word mr a -the t'amnnoer Learnmg~ystem ~ Comes to a close. Last minute 
: .~!16il "g . . . .  time, or. rare. having pro- and the. life skills. •section,. ., The. ".., Instructions and. best___ wishes to 
• ~blems finding work and of life skills portion has taken int6. ~ .  ~ach  other brines_l. . . . . . . .  the week to a 
• ~:natlve oritin. ~e  determined to ~conslderatlon the target ~oup. fl . ~.-: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,, Irish_. 
~chdn:* e Our situation, you are a and designed the lessons:;v~ith~ ..... ~1~ .,..H.,. ,t,a, ..,,..,.~.;.o 
/Hkely~mdidate.  r . . . . . .  that • in mind. e life :skills -~ they'have l arned lathe last 17 
weeks, they will have to practice 
in the work place. This is what 
they set out to accomplish and it 
is now falling into place. 
The students are with an ar- 
chitectural firm, restaurants, 
clerical, hotels, beauty salon, 
long term care, library, super- 
markets, local newspaper, 
volunteer organizations. The 
students were selected by their 
needs, aptitl~de and academics 
prior to the work practicum. 
These businesses are to be 
commended for their will. 
ingness to participate in a wor- 
thwhile project. This can only 
be beneficial to the whole of this 
community~ 
As a Pathway student, I 
recommend the program. It has 
taught me a variety of skills so 
necessary to combat the pro- 
blems encountered ay to day 
by urban natives. 
Life skills 'has made me 
realize and activate strengths 
that have been dormant. Self- 
esteem, problem solving, con- 
structive feed-back are a few of 
the useful skills I have learned. 
I believe the potential of this 
program is that it could become 
a household name in the future 
of education. The careful in-' 
tegratlon~of li e skills and the 
academical and the dedication of 
the staff are the reasons for the' 
successes so far. 
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Today's values 
are all wrong 
Dear Sir: 
Accommodat ion  and 
financial planning for the ad- 
dition of at least a few 
bedrooms for each school 
that dispenses condoms 
should be done. It must be 
logical that if  our young 
adults are going to have sex 
that they should do so com- 
fortably. 
This fits in nicely with to- 
day's values. We are told by 
general public opinion that 
sex is "making love". It's 
always happening on TV :--- 
chance ncounters ofthe sex- 
ual kind are always the most 
delightful to  watch. Sex is 
beautiful  - -  just l ike 
everything else God made. 
Oh yes, the emotional feel- 
ings - -  don't worry, there are 
school counselors who 
straighten all that out or you 
can see the psychologist or if 
nothing else worked, the 
psychiatrist. They may be 
needed to deal with more. 
We all know that condoms 
break so you can get AIDS or 
other types of VD that scar 
fallopian tubes and create in- 
fertility or i get pregnant. 
We don't need to mention 
that because we have an ex- 
cellent back-up for that. 
Over one third of all 
pregnancies are aborted so 
that's no problem. It 's 
already a custom and a way 
of life. 
At the risk of offending all 
this, I would like to explore 
an opposite viewpoint. Sex 
for the enjoyment of it with 
someone you are not going to 
care about the rest of your 
life means ex for one's own 
pleasure. (Sounds more like 
selfishness and greed than 
love) 
And VD - -  is it good to 
perpetuateT...and then, yes 
there's pregnancy. We have 
no perfect form of birth con- 
trol. Human life is of secon- ' 
dary importance tosex in our 
society. It's popular to .  
destroy it - -  neatly of course 
- -  our most sophisticated 
form of child abuse so- 
meone dies. 
We all know this of 
course, especially the woman 
going through it. She does 
not cry in public - -  after all 
she's representative of a 
society that wants sex, so she 
has to cry to herself in her 
closet when no one is looking 
because we wouldn't want to 
discredit our sexual habits. 
The answer "no"  ha~ 
more value than all the 
psychological statistical gar. 
.bage that "experts" use to 
support our human 
We all know that con- 
doms break so you can 
get AIBS or other types 
of VD that scar fallopian 
tubes and create infer- 
tility or -- get pregnant, 
tragedies. Making garbage 
easier doesn't make it better. 
But they should really put 
their money where their 
mouth is and support the ad- 
dition of bedrooms to con- 
domized schools. 
It's hard to judge between 
right and wrong. Maybe it is 
easier not to, but it is our job 
- -  our responsibility. Don't 
leave it to a condom. 
Sincerely, 
Pieter van Herk, M.D. 
Yes to condoms 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to comment 
on your article in March 7, 
issue on condoms. As to Mr. 
Braids comments, I don't 
think he has looked hard to 
find positive comments. 
I, as a parent, would hope 
that when my kids are high. 
school age they would choose 
abstinence but, in the event 
they don't, I would hope 
they would reach for a con- 
dom for protection. 
If  you are not part of the 
cure you are part of the pro- 
blem. I would like to have 
my children around for a 
long time to come. I agree 
with condom dispensers in 
Junior and Senior High 
Schools. 
Sincerely, 
P. Bouvette 
Education vote 
bad for schools 
Dear Sir: 
The Socred's latest scheme 
of referenda for education is
not motivated by any con- 
corn about elected bodies be- 
ing held accountable to the 
public. I f  that really was the 
case, they would not have 
just singled out education - -  
they would have at least in- 
cluded themselves as having 
to abide by the same set of 
rules. The Socxeds are the 
worst offenders when it 
comes to squandering public 
funds. 
The worst consequence of
a provincial referendum be- 
ing rejected would b~ that an 
important project in a 
remote area of the province 
would not go ahead simply 
because too few people 
would • see any direct benefit 
to themselves.  Great  
disparities in levels of service 
around the province would 
result. 
Whatever happened to the 
recognition that everyone 
benefits from a sound educa. 
tion system whether you have 
a child in school or whether 
you attend school7 Where 
are the benefits of education, 
research, technology suppos- 
ed to come from? 
B.C. is 10th on school 
spending as a percentage of 
income, 10th as a percentage 
of GNP, and 9th on a per 
capita basis. But we are tops 
in homeowner taxes because 
the province won't pay its 
fair share. 
We have had our ex- 
perience with referendums in 
education. From 1969 to 
1972 B.C. school districts ran 
38 referendums, only six 
passed. In Kitimat, in one of 
the 32 rejected referendums 
55.5 per cent voted "yes", 
but a 80 per cent.vote was re- 
quired. Cuts in the band pro- 
gram, custodial  s taf f ,  
athletics, and teaching staff 
were the result. 
The School Act requires 
cont'd A6 
The ~ Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor on 
all topics. All letters must be 
signed and carry an address and 
local.' telephone number. Ad- 
dresses or phone numbers won't 
be printed ,with the letter, but 
they are necessary for confirma- 
tion of the letter's authenticity. 
The-writer's name will be 
published, Requests for names 
to be withheld may'be granted 
in extraordinary cicumstances.' 
Thank you letters should be 
submitted to the "Card of  
Thanks"  section o f  the 
classifieds. 
Letters ¢ontaiulng libelous ~r  
objeedonable matter will. be 
edited or returned to the writ.~.'~i 
All letters are run on a sm~ 
available• basis, with'shorter 1~ ~. 
ten likely to be pUbl lsh~ 
soonest. " . . . . . . . . . . . .  '"<~- " 
, it,, 
L, 
l: 
t 
[!) 
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TO THE TE RRACE STANDARD ' .............. " '  ~: :1 ~" ~ 
from A5 , : ¢ r '  r'= ~' : :'.~:;~ " `' 
Education vote is wrong, " :, .. 
that public schools provide needs, child tO a pubiic sch ,o1'  : :~ :4 '~ 
every student with an eduea- Public schools do not Tony Brummei ,  ;our ~1 
education minister WhO sup- 
ports this scheme,-WaS a 
public school. teacher many _ 
tion. The public schools must 
provide suitable programs 
for sudents with different 
abilities, different interests, 
different behaviour stan. 
darcls, and different social 
discriminate on the basis of 
abi l i ty ,  race, social 
behaviour, or religion as is 
the case with many private 
schools. Public schools do 
not "select" only the "cream 
Of the crop". Referendums 
in California have created a '  
system where only parents 
. . . . . . .  . .i , : ; , '  
, .  , f  years ago and' Dave.Parker =,~{~; 
was a school :trustee in Tar- 
. race not that long ago. With .-;~¢:~S, 
• . ' , :  !'. ~. '%;,~;; ' i  
f r iends like these, our -~  '~'~:%:'~:~ 
• students don't need enemies. ' '  
Yours truly, ..... 
Helmut Giesbrecht ,~ ~: ~i?, 
Terrace, B.C. : ~.. .,.:,. :: ,. 
, 
Read tl,is 
An open letter to: Concerned 
hockey parents 
Coaches, volunteers need- 
ed for minor hockey - -  we 
see this plea every fall trying 
to appeal to those concerned 
parents who want to make a 
difference in their children's 
achievements. 
This appeal reaches ome 
of us, but not those parents 
who criticize and complain 
about the volunteers. Where 
are all these people who seem 
to know so much about 
hockey when they are asked 
to volunteer some of their 
time? 
I watch my son's hockey 
game with one of the coaches 
running around the ice 
without skates trying to be 
both linesman and referee, 
and some fans (concerned 
parents?) are criticizing the 
kid trying to run the time 
clock, 
Where are those concerned 
parents? Perhaps they're the 
ones behind the bench to 
support his playing team. 
Maybe they're the ones up 
in the stands scowling and 
yelling at their kids to do 
what they want (despite what 
the coach may have tried to 
teach them.) 
. Yes, it cannot be argued 
that coaching a team is a big 
responsibility what with 
practice routines, fairly 
organizing positions for  
these kids that not only have 
many skill levels and varying 
degrees of interest by vary in 
ages by three years. 
If more hockey par~:nts 
would put their efforts 
beyond their mouths, I am 
quite sure all our children 
would be the ones to benefit. 
Sincerely, 
Terry Gordon 
Terrace, B.C. 
k 
l tOUtO HAVE 
ADVEI~TI£ED 
IN THI~ ~PA~EI' 
who can not afford private 
school tuition send their 
David A. Warner  and 
J ohn  Bandst ra  
are pleased to announce that 
as of March 1. 1990 
Murdoch R. Robertson 
has Joined t2tem in the practice of law 
as associate counsel. 
We Invite Doch's present and former ellenls to 
drop in for a visit at 
Warner Bandstra 
200 - 4630 Lazelle Avenue, Te~'ace. B.C. V8G 1S6 
, , .  , ,  
(above Canada Manpower) 
) 
telephone (604) .635-2622 or 638-8148 
fax line (604) 635-4998 
GO SOUTH! 
" " " - - " "  . . . .  ' . . . . .  "~h of 
rlng 
keen 
ft. 
/ 
Ioh~on 
:hanods 
to olvo 
& mt~ 
cuisine. 
if.. "~ 
rt~ 
_111-8141 
I.BC:'IASI,,II  Y:O:U.ti :eUS:IHISS :1 
with the rapidly developing mining industry. 
MINERAL ,,ous,, Trade Show & Conference 
April 4-7, 1990, in Smithers 
REGISTER NOW:  
As a Delegate I As an Exhibitor, 
Ustentokeynotesp,kers~uohas6EOof ] Display and promote 
Placer Dome Co. and president of Casslar I your business ?i 
Mining Co., and learn how your business can 
supply their goods and services. Full con- [ in a professionally promoted t rade 
ference - $10o fee or $50 day fee. , I Show " , . 
REGIsTRA TiON nME ISRUNNINGrOUT 
For  deta i l s  on the  "Serv ing  Nor thern  B .C . , s  M inera l  indust ry"  T rade  Show & Conference  
• oa l l today .  . , ~ ' ' " 
• " , ; 847-5154 • 847-5072.  Fax  847-3337 .. . .  i : '  : 
' Sponsored by the 8mlthers Dlsirlct Chamber of Commerce and theNechako Deveiop'ment Region 
k 
NOW 
is the 
time to get 
DRESSED! 
Look sensational at grad in the Tuxedo 
you want• 
See us now for the perfect fit and avoid 
• disappointment. 
Grad is too important o be anything but 
perfectl 
Agent for Black & Lee 
EV'S'MENS 
I , I t  I I I I " ' I I I 
• 4605 Lakelse Ave., 
' 835-5420 . . . . .  - ,  
THORNHILL HYUNDA! 
3040 Hwy• 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 635-7288 
PutsDown 
High Interest 
Rates, • 
f inanci 
Available 
M 
whichever comes first. 
. . . .  In-sIOCK EXCEL% 
More standard features than any 
car in Excel's class. 
• 8.9% financing* for 12 months 
on all new in-stock Sonatas , , ,  
including new V-6. '. 
• Free regular scheduled maintenance 
on new Sonatas for 3 years or 60,000 kin, 
: 
,; i ' i! ~ '  ~ ~ ', ~ i : i  
I I I  
' Y '  " 
HVUr lO iq i  :~!" 
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. . . .  USINESS REVIEW ~;, :~i,~!:i:~ :, !! : : I : ID  
newest show .morn 
" = Egg prices h i t  Outforaspin 
i by  •local farmer I 
tohst~sh~g~p)p~$~tp:~i~ p : :d  ~ ? c : h , ~  s !!i enewPassatisourb',,estmost outstanding handling and 
~ owner Stan Kinkead said last bing most of the savings that spacious Volkswagen ever. roadholding, tenacious 
week his earnings are reduced 
for no good reason as northwest 
grocery stores aren't dropping 
egg prices. 
Kinkead's egg income " i s  
regulated by the Canadian Egg 
Marketing Board. It adjusts 
prices paid to farmers to take 
advantage of seasonal demands 
in an attempt o even out a 
farmer's income throughout the 
year. 
Prices paid to farmers go up 
for the winter, come down after 
Christmas to stimulate non- 
would have gone to consumers. 
Kinkead said that from a 
farmer's point of view, the 
marketing board's ineffec. 
tiveness in controlling supply 
and pricing isn't worth the 17 
cent-a-dozen levy charged on 
eggs. 
"They're letting the laws of 
supply and demand rule the, 
marketplace anyway. And 
that's as it should be. But we 
shouldn't be paying 17 cents a 
dozen for it, With that sort of 
thing going on I don'tknow 
The Passat is designed to transport So drop by and take our roomy new 
five adults in complete comfort. It's so showpiece for a test drive today 
roomy that even the rear seats recline. 
Yet Passat doesn't surrender perfor- ~ a. ~:- i 
mance for comfort. Like all German- Passa, S19_QAO' 
engineered Volkswagens, it offers ~ - '~ l ,o ' , , -~  
"Based on manufacturer's suggested rela*l Io~ the sedan wdh 5 speed manualtransm,sslon 
OOhons. deshnatlOn charge aqd dealer preparal=on extra Dealer rrkly sell for ~ess , 
@ Columbia Auto Haus Ltd, 3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 . . 
• rite move involves operating . 
the restaurant under a business 
lease arrangement with the 
:McDonald's parent company 
.'"and provides for complete/ 
~'-ownership~ a f ter  ~. making 
payments, 
"rite Prince Rupert operation 
has 94 scats and employs 70 
people, It won an award from 
the city in 1988 for its ap. 
pearance. 
Hilcove said common owner- 
sh ip.  of the restaurants allows 
for  joint promotions and 
challenges such as the McHappy 
Day scheduled for April.25. 
~,,~, ******  
Credit unions earned record 
prof i |s : in  1989, the second 
straightyear they have d0ne so. 
Earnings before taxes and 
dividends reached $7~.4 
million~ up from $41 million in 
:: 1988 and representing an in. 
crease of nearly 84 per cent. 
Assets grew by 17.3 per cent 
: to $9.4 billion among the 114 
member credit unions in the 
, province. 
' " Local figures for the Terrace 
and District Credit Union are 
• "expected soon. 
:, More and more businesses are 
: 'beingi:ran from the homes of 
their ~mers,'~ays the Federal 
Bi/siness Development Bank. 
, There's already an estimated 
two'-mill ion people doing 
business from the homes and by 
the.year 2000, four out of 10 
Canadian workers could be do- 
ing the same. 
Studies cite ease of. location, 
cost and personal satisfaction as
reasons~ 
'['he folks at. Revenue Canada 
':hdve published ashort list of tax 
i history highlights this year. 
• For instance, one of the 
!~ !earllest attempts in England to 
raise revenue through taxation 
:o f  income rather than personal 
prOlXrty took place in i449. 
~:~ ~Tlie result? A rebellion occur- 
,ii:~red:l~ding to the beheading of 
• ; the king's chief tax minister. 
i:  il The'1988.89 list of payments 
by  the proincial medical in- 
surance plan to doctors is now 
OUt. 
commonly known as the 
sumer demand and then rise Why we need a mark.ing ~"  ~ "r ~" r ~ " .  ~ ~ ~*..t ..~~ ' 
aga in  at  l~.aster, board , "  he  said. The friendliest " Inn"  townl ~ , j  hamp Make our lY.ace "Your Place" to enjoy an . ~ 1 1 ~ '  , ' Tha - __o ,__o .=o,___  . . . .  
Look way up Ioca V ers  c,o,o your eyes... • wood haul You can almost hear the oeeanl 
fice building under construction on Lazelle Ave. It'll contain _ . . • . "--.. 
6,000 square feet on both floors. The roof will be on next I;'~,I]~,~CE arlySprmg,canle ~ h~,ulln ,gbasedtol,.. the=extra..ct~on 
month and the first floor ready the month after. Wandl says 
there's been considerable interest from prospective tenants. Skeena Cellulose forcing it to road going out. We came ~y" , BAVARIAN INN ~ "~-  I[ 
leave wood worth up to $15,000 close," he added. 7' Choose any comb~ms from the ~ ~, ,  
The building is immed ately adjacent to a second retail' lying on the ground in the He said the company had L~ following: "~' l 
building which was expanded last year. Kitselas Valley. yarded and decked the felled ~ ColU a Blackened Tlglr Prawnl .~ i  
Tim Fenton said the company ding "in hopes we can get in ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~  . . . . . . . . .  ~ : "~ 
I \ ous.~ a,o s~mm. 811ed Holbet ' / had hoped to haul34,000 cu.m. there again in the future and I \  0yab,l Flmntl.e Hdmlan ; / 
- -  ~ of timber out of the valley this recover (them)." 
I ~ Smoked Alaska / winter. However; the early However, in order to haul I ~  m=k Cod ~ ned =coo 
onset of warmer weather had wood out of the Kitselas the L . . .~  ~ emdedFantaaShdmpe, colam=d, Oystan" / ~  
turned the existing access road company must use North ~ ~  
RAC - -  Local Blue Book, it lists gross to mud shutting down the Sparks St. and that in turn re- I " " - " ' .  ~A~7:o  "1 J  4-- 
McDonald's owner Malcolm payments to doctors, institu- operation, quires a permit from the city. ~ 9 ~ 
Hilcove has taken over the tions and corporate ntities. Fenton said Skeena Cellulose When the company applied for I 
operation in Prince Rupert. But since the list contains on- had fallen 6,000 cu.m. short of permission for this latest haul, it I 
I ciai government says it is im- had already heen felled. That occur until a new access road mien: Men.-Sun. LUNCH: Men.-Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. possible to calculate net in- 
ly gross payments, the provin- its target, 1,000 cu.m. of which 
was equivalent to approximate- 
comes, ly 25 truck loads or three days 
Responsible Beverage 
Servlce Program 
Licensee course 
Mandatory by March 1990 
(For Licensees or Agents, General managers and all supervisory employees. It Is recom. 
mended that dudng the hours established on the liquor license a person having taken the 
licensee course is on duty or available, this could mean that an operation having more 
than one licensed area, such as restaurant, pub, lounge, catedng etc., several persons 
might have to take the course.) 
$65,00 per person 
(Advanced booking and payment requirsd) 
Btimat 
First weak of Apfll 1990, 09:00 to 18:30 
Date to be announced 
Contact Christine Orabik, The Chalet, 
Phone 032-4615, Fax 639-9315 
Terrace 
First week of Apdl 1990, 09:00 to 18:30 
Date to be announced 
Contact Gall Muson, Northern Motor Inn, 
Phone 635.6375, Fax 835-6129 
A ~ el em an Ho~pilallly I~W ~ 
Mtntsby of I .~  end C~nsumr Se~,  
ii i i i 
lknltHom 
Rrst week of April 1990, 09:00 to 15:30 
Date to be announced 
Contact Joe Faes0n, Aspen Motor Inn, 
Phone 847.4551, Fax 847-4492 
Vandmwf - Rm lit. Jams - 
r-racer I.d8 - Bums Lab - Houston 
First week of April 1990, 09:00 to 15:30 
Dates and Locations to be announced 
Excellence In Training 
Prince GeoRe 
Restaumt Association 
tl0, 230 Victoria Street 
Prince George, e.c. V2L 2J5 
Fhoue 564-4670 or 563-6794, 
Fax 564-7433 
said no further hauling would 
which allowed trucks to avoid 
North Sparks and I-lalliwell had 
been constructed. 
For more Information end reservations call: 
5 p.m. to 11 p,m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. To .ca  s.c. 635-9161 
NO INTEREST 
r for 12 months! o.A.c. 
"OR 
NO PAYMENT 
INTEREST 
HURRY! 
LIMITED 
TIME 
OFFER! 
Terrace Furniture 
Mart 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 638-0555, 
HOURS: 
Men. - Thurs. 
9:30 am - 5 pm 
Fri, 9:30 am. 9 pm 
Sat. 9:30 am. 6 pm 
13,500 sq. r. to 
choose from] 
.,.,. , JOY 
blP4's Ham: Groama Michael ,Schuss 
Oaila & lllml II i i~  March 6, 1990 at 9:42 pm 
WilIM: 6 Ibs. 4 oz. lax: Male 
Panmta: Gordon & Joan Schuss 
Billy's Ni le:  Btheanna Grace Margaret Hamer 
Di l l  & 'genii Ill k Match 12, 1990 at 11:30 am 
WIIIM: 7 it}s. 101/. oz. 8ix: Female 
,hr l l l l :  Ro~r & Paula Hamer 
I1~ I~me: Jaron Hoedan Starlued 
I~  & ,11m ef DMIc March 9, 1990 at 5:10 pm 
. W~ 8 I1~. 8 oz, Iklx: Male 
Pambi: Daniel & Stadene Stadued 
.... 10% OFF 
anything WOODEN 
Including Rocldng Homes a 
Eemelsl 
' March 21 to 27 
P .'." <-;.~s.ssse : ..~ .!*, 
"Best buy in the sky" 
. :o  . , 
VANCLOUVER 
SEAT SALE $ 
Terrace- Vancouver mtum 
Travel April 23 to June 15 
MIn. stay one week. 
Hurryl Seats Ilmltedl 
GREAT SALE PRICES TO ALL  CANADIAN CITIES 
i ToBook  Today  Cal l  . . 
S IN . . .  I I~m- ,  I I  I l l i r l l  w mdle  TRAVF_,~L_II 
4611Lazele Ave., 635-2281 OR Skee. Me, 635"6181: 
t 
) 
t ;  
i i 
ii 
i:i 
, , . . .  . . . . .  , - . . , , , - 
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Council shorts 
Aldermen, mayor 
council code of ethics 
TERRACE-  A municipal 
Code of Ethics adopted last 
week recIuires council members 
to declare both personal con- 
flicts of interest and those of 
their colleagues. 
In directing the mayor and 
aldermen to "maintain the 
highest ideals of honour and in- 
tegrity in public and personal 
relationships," the ll-point 
policy lays down guidelines to 
achieve that goal. 
Those include: 
* No use of confidential infor- 
mation for personal profit of 
"themselves or others." 
* No direct or indirect dealing in 
property (except for personal 
residence) without advising col- 
leagues "in writing in open 
council meeting." 
. Declaration of any direct or 
indirect interest in "any enter- 
prise which proposes to transact 
business" in the city. 
• Declaration of any direct or 
indirect interest in any property 
which is up for rezoning or sub- 
division. 
• Report to mayor or council 
any conflict of interest "or 
potential conflict of interes" in- 
vowing themselves, family "or 
any other member of council." 
Faced with the prospect of 
spring rains once again turning 
his street into a muddy 
thoroughfare "impassable to 
pedestrians," a 4700 block 
Davis Ave. resident wants im- 
mediate action from the city. 
In a letter to council, Dharam 
Parhar said the gravel road out- 
side his home was also a pro- 
. ( ' .  , 
of school closuresearly in the 
year." That; in tin:n,' meant 
revenues of only $55,000 com- 
pared to the original budget 
forecast of $61,$00. 
The good news, however, Was 
savings in maintenance, mer- 
chandising and the contingency 
fund resulted in costs coming in 
more than $35,000 under 
budget at $242,325. 
The net result for the city ann 
Kitimat-Stikine r gion~u mstna 
was a reduction in their share of 
total costs amounting to 
$12,4430. Final cost to the city 
was slightly less than $48.000 
while the district's hare worked 
out at $26,150. 
Council has approved a re- 
quest assistant reasurer Judy 
Degerness take part in a six.day 
Municipal Administrat ion 
Training Institute program to 
be held in Victoria in August. 
Total cost for the course is 
$1,260 including a $900 registra- 
tion fee. 
*** 'k*  
Aldermen have agreed to pro- 
claim June 17-23 Canadian 
Health and Occupational Safety 
Week and asked the Planning 
and Public Works committee to 
explore the possibility of 
organizing events in the com. 
munity to mark the week. This 
year's theme is emergency 
preparedness. 
Council also gave the go- 
ahead to the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary to hold tag 
days on Friday and Saturday, 
Sept. 21-22. 
blem during the dry months of 
summer when dust not only 
covered everyth ing in 
neighbouring homes but also 
posed a health ~hazard to 
residents. 
Snggestin&the road be resur- 
faced, Parhar told. council, 
"This is a great problem and re- 
quires immediate attention." 
The matter was referred to the 
Planning and Public Works 
(PPW) committee. 
Meanwhile, the residents of 
the 4500 block of Straume will 
be told the city cannot go ahead 
with a planned Local Improve- 
ment Project to pave their 
street. 
In a report o the PPW com- 
mittee, engineering director 
Stew Christensen said the city 
needed to obtain a 33ft. ease- 
ment from one property owner 
before it could proceed. The ex- 
tra right-of-way is required to 
bring that stretch up to the 
necessary full width. 
However, the city had been 
unable to reach a "satisfactory 
agreement" with the individual 
concerned and therefore would 
have to put the project on hold 
until it could. 
**** ' , J r  
B.C. Transit says the 1989 
teacher's trike was the main 
factor in last year's revenue 
shortfall of more than 10 per 
cent from local buses. 
In his a year end review of the 
system, B.C. Transit manager 
Steve New said ridership of 
97,804, was 12,000 less than an- 
ticipated "primarily as a result 
MENS FAST BALL 
Masters Team 
39 and Up 
MENS FASTBALL 
16 and Up 
r • '  
,. • ..~.~i. ~: 
• . L "  
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RES g 
Give your family the best! 
' No preservat ives added.  
. -  . ~ .  " 
Get Ed's breads, buns & goodies. They are . , , . .  , . ,  . 
available at most supermarkets and corner i i~, , ~: 
stores. Look for them today! 
eo's  
) ' ,  : 
KiUmat t~ 
632-7104 
BAKE 
SHC)P 
Terrace 
635-6444 
Anyone interested in playing in.either league, . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " ~ ' ' 
SC /  call Norm at ,~uRtU=~ g ~  
635-2249 T ime nnin 
ii i)i On ChrysJer Guaranteed Rebates, Ii it ii " s e  sales people for furth r details ~ i~~l ,  
!f: i•:;!i: ,  " . . . .  
i • i,::•;: •-+;:il. i:i~i:; ~ 
li! ,¸  ,
". : " . When the General Painl dealers announce their March Poinl Sole, . 
' ~ . .  . :  • 
i/::,,' : the moment of lrulh arrives. These walls and halls, the floors, ceilings and 
! '. :: i i : :  mouldings, lhe doors, porches and decks the frame~, even the doghouse that i: i ii~;i ::. 
people were going to get around to eventually...well...with a nine doll=, i :!;~~!ii1::i 
i : siring on the point, excuses for pulling it off no longer exist. ~ ~ ::: :~ :;':i:~!ili 
~.ii And, for this, we accept he bbme, as i| were. iil ::!!~ii 
]he savings ore on now until April 1st. 
$ 7 50  Guaranteed 
Rebate 
¸ IN I * fR IOR ALKYD 
IlrGLOSS ENAMEL 
, WHITE  22-010  
• 4L . .  _ i 
~ t h e  regular pdce or every 4 lilre con of 
/ ~  premium qadily ~e!erolPain) kyd 
~!r~lOfF  and Breeze Latex inferior and 
~/ i  ~! exterior finisheS., 
, TERRACE I NTERI ORS, L'I 
~10 Lazelle Ave. 
i . . . . . .  • i ' >: " i '  : !  : :  . . . .  .... ' f l i ! ?~,  
: . . . . . . . . . .  :.i .i • : i  ¸  : ; : :  !i!::~ :¸ ii :i .: • 
~ i:i~i ~ ~I ~i ~'ii 
~LII~ .i.:.,::,i/~ : ii: i
i i i i  i i i i  
l l  
~:~i~•~,  :~" ~:~::,f : , •  , . . . .  
o r  
8.9% Financing • 
on 
'90 Sundance & Shadow 
Priced from $11,999. 15 :to choose from• 
6,9 % Financing 
O.A.C. 24 months 
or  
$1,000 Guaranteed Rebate 
on 
'89 Spidt & Acclaim 
0nly 2 to choose from. 
x 
6.9  % Financing 
. O.A.C. 24 months : : . : '  
• ' . r o r  i . . . .  
1,000onRebat e 
$'dO Omnl & Horizons 
- -~/  Priced from $8,988, 5 to choose from. 
i* 
i" 
Opti mism 
'rl SCHOOL DISTRICT officials don't have to worry about errant 
golfers disobeying this sign just yet. We're now into the soggy 
season and it will.be awhile before fields and greens dry out 
for summer outdoor sporting events; 
I 
"er f , f  
Distemper plague 
sa,d onthe wane 
,TERRACE - - Loca l  officials 
say the  recent distemper 
epidemi~ that has been sweeping 
through the northwest's canine 
population may be on the wane. 
" Con .flrmi'ng it had been two 
weeks ince he had last picked 
up an infected animal, Terrace 
animal :control officer Frank 
B0wsher  'said the disease 
',seems to' have slowed own.,' 
~ Describing itas the.worst out- 
break he had seen in the comm- 
munity, Bowsher said its effect 
had been more devastating than 
even th e parvo virus epidemic of 
several years ago. 
Charlie Meek, his Thornhill 
counterpart, agreed. Pointing 
out numerous animals in 
Kitimat, Stewart and the Nass 
Valley had also been struck 
down by the "killer disease," he 
added, " I  would like to see the 
end of it." 
Even if the crisis is indeed 
over, both warned there was no 
reason for complacency among 
dog owners. "It's always out 
there --  any dog can catch it at 
any time," Bowsher emphasiz- 
ed. 
Pointing out the responsibili- 
ty for preventing a reoccurence 
 Freedom lies in learning 
TERRACE-  Day care and "Women are becoming 
welders, mechanics; electri- 
cians. Women are starting to 
break out of those areas in 
which they have 'been 
clustered," Gran said. 
"Education is the ticket to 
freedom for women - -  
economic freedom," she said. 
#ansponation are among the 
issues being brought up by 
women to the provincial 
minister in charge of women's 
programs. 
Sparking while in Terrace as 
part of a provincial tour, Carol 
Gran said the two issues are of 
most importance to women liv- 
ing in rural areas.. 
"It's a v,ery complicated 
issue, especially when there are 
women in non-traditionai jobs 
involving shift work. The tradi. 
tionai kind of daycare doesn't 
work," she said. 
Gran added that education is
also an important women's 
issue as it provides the oppor- 
tunity :for more kinds of 
employment. 
., She said education has tradi- 
tioh~ly placed men and women ~' 
~,.!p.ng.~blished career paths 
thaf don't apply today. 
Part of Oran's tour is to find 
if the province is providing the 
kind of services to women that 
are needed. 
She described ihe effort as 
one to make services more effi- 
cient, not to build a government 
bureaucracy. 
4~','t$ I I 
4617 Lakelse Ave. ,e 
(Formedy Kens Photo) BESIDE 3RD AVESHOE$~ 
....... 635-6703 . . . .  
• . . .  . . . . . .  . . . , . ,  
ALL STAR SHOE REPAIR 
Home of the Western Boot 
IS EXPANDING 
to a bigger & better location 
OPENING APRIL 2, 1990 
.= ::/ 
BACK TO YOU-GOOD AS NEW! . 
rested with owners, Meek said 
the only way to do that was to 
ensure the dogs were vaccinated 
"and then follow up with the 
booster shots. Prevention is the 
cure," . ..... *****  , 
Local veterinarian Dr. Lou 
Elorza has been here for 18 
years but nothing he has seen in 
that time compares to this latest 
distemper outbreak~ 
While the disease is not un- 
common, Elorza said this time 
it seemed to be a particularly 
virulent strain. Usually, he ex- 
plained, infected dogs showed 
early symptoms such as a runny 
nose and eyes. Given that warn- 
ing, vats had been able to in- 
itiate rigorous antebiotic treat- 
ment and save about half the 
animals. 
This strain, however, had 
skipped those symptoms and 
immediately attacked the dog's 
central nervous ystem causing 
muscle tremors, severe seizures 
and convulsions. 
As a result, he said, "The 
damage was so intense by the  
time we saw them, there was 
nothing that could be done. We 
haven't been able to save any of 
them." 
Agreeing vaccinations were 
the only sure way:to protect a 
dog, he pointed out they were 
99 per cent effective. However, 
he added, that protection was 
only good for one year and 
without annual follow-up shots 
the animals would once again 
become susceptible. Elorza also 
warned a dog which had con- 
tracted the disease and survived 
could get it again at a later date. 
Fender benders to major damage -- we can fix it. / / / /  
_ . J~ / /  
Put your car in our care 
handle the 
• '~- vvi'liclshields 
- -  Flbreglass work 
ICBC claims 
" Diamond Cote& ' ' :, 
Rust Proof 
- -  New Wedge Clarfip Frame ~ 
System for straightening 
uni .body frames. 
- -  Sikkens paint in var ious cole 
for better color matches. " 
- -  FREE ESTIMATES 
TERRACE MOTOR 
Body Shop HOURS: 
3ODe ~,~um 635"4837 Monday to Friday 
8:00 am to 5:30 pm 
I 
I - - - ' - - - -  , MOUNT LAYTON I = ~ i f~~ HOT SPRINGS I 
i i i ~  RESORT LTD, 
I FUN -.FUN- FUN I=~: :*i ::::!i::~i;;: 
e,da,, = ,s  ~ f0r;:,;';%¢, !*; I 
every Monday,, 
• 2 for 1, 
• bring a friend. ' " 
I 7'98-2214 I 
. L : , '  
,~'; . ,  ' . . . .  , . .  
i ..:.'. After 4:30 p,m all pools . ,' ~.,;:~,:~ 
' j ' i  • . . 
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Maytag has changed the appearance of its dishwashers. This 
creates an opportunity for you to SAVE BIG on discontinued 
models while they last. HURRY for BEST BUYSI 
! i  
i 
i ' i  
! 
i 
t 
.i 
i 
L U OFF w u,, m=-~  
Quality framlno at prices that aren't sky hloh; 
While you're here, see our new line of beautiful jewellery in 
a variety of styles, shapes and deslg~. 
4820 HJdllwell Ave.,  Ten'ace,'B.C. IBSg-140S 
/ 
APPOINTMENT 
.~:~ ~ ~.;~ 
4; '2~, 
i 
!:ii : 
. . t .  
' ; . '4 "  
Terry Macl ay - ~ 
Terrace Motors is proud to announce the appointment ofTerry MacKay r 
as the new manager of their Auto Body Shop = • • 
A former resident of New Hazelton, Terry previously owned and 
operated MacKay's Autebody. Terry is married and has 3 children, In ~ 
his spare time he enjoys hunting, fishing and camping . .  
Terry looks forward to servicing the motoring public. 
TERRACE MOTORS 
Body Shop 
3002 Kalum 635-4837 
I 
GREAT BiffS_ NOW! 
AT TOTm 
FURNITURE &. , 
APPLIANCES 
ON DISCONTINUED 
MAYTAG 
DISHWASHERS 
• Nobody gets dishes cleaner 
• No dishwasher holds more 
• Three level scrubbing power 
• Quiet cleaning • 
HURRY IN AND SAVE! 
Sale ends March ,31190 ' 
MAYTAG 
BIG LOAD 
DRYERS 
• No. 1 preferred 
brand* 
• Dependability 
proven in 
commercial 
laundries 
i 
1 
:i 
"(eased on Canadian consumer surveys.) 
5 REASONS 
TO BUY A MAYTAG 
1. DEPENDABILITY 4. DURABILITY 
2. QUALITY 5. EASE OF 
3. LONG, STRONG, OPERATION 
WARRANTIES 
MAYTAG 
HEAVY DUTY 
WASHERS 
asts longer, needs fewer repairs 
nd costs less to service 
arge capacity 
MAYTAG 
REFRIGERATORS 
BUY NOW! 
WE WILL 
GUARANTEE IT 
.0fret Ends August 3t, 1090 
(Ask for Detlilre) 
MAYTAG 
STACKED 
PAIR 
• Full sized, large 
capacity washer 
and dryer 
• Simple to operate 
• Only 271/2" wide 
:!i 
i ~ 
i 
i 
I 
! 
! i  
:, , . .  ,. ,~ .;~-,.~,~, ~.~.  ~.~. ~.~., ~ .. . ~.,~, . . . , . .~  ~.~. .  ~. , ,  . . . .  , . . . - , ,~ . .  o ~,,=c, ;'.;:~,:..,,:~-,. ,I .i ~...~,~...,1.~ %.,;/. ~.g,..c.-.~,~.~..~...~:~..~.~.~.,~.,.,.,~.,..,......,,..,.,~..~,.~.,,T. ~. ~.-,~o ~,.q 
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Dec compromise possible • i 
TEIhqACE - -  .The chairman of 
the Skeena Health Unit says 
there may be some sort of com- 
promise possible to avoid hav- 
ing its medical health officer 
quit. • 
Dr, David Bowering has said 
he'll resign if he isn't also nam. 
ed the unit's director. 
Speaking last week, health 
unit chairman John LeSage said 
he wants to meet with Bowering 
as soon as possible. 
It'll be the first time LeSage 
and Bowering will have met 
since the latter submitted a 
resignation letter the end of 
February. 
The situation arose at the 
board's Feb. 24 meeting when it 
refused to go along with the 
provincial government's ap- 
fo l lows  the pract i ce  of other 
health units in which the posi- 
tions are combined. 
The province created a 
separate director's position in 
this and other health units three 
"years ago to keep managerial 
continuity owing to the difficul- 
ty o f  finding and keeping 
medical health officers. 
Speaking last week, LeSage 
said he remains convinced that 
one person can't do both jobs 
owing to the demands of the 
difficult. • 
" I  want to talk to him 
(Bowering) as  soon as 
possible," said LeSage in ad= 
ding he has spoken with the 
three other people who make up 
the executive of the health unit. 
They discussed four pro- 
posalsl submitted by Bowering 
10 days ago as possible solu- 
tions to the situation, 
One compromise possible 
may involve having the unit's 
administrative officer assume 
positions and the geographic more of the managerial work, 
size of the unit. said LeSage. 
For his part, Bowering says. He added that the board has 
having a director and a medical yet to hear from the provincial 
health officer wasn't working as government since it sent a letter 
it made communications and asking that a separate director 
overall management'hi" the unit be hired• 
- " "  . . . . .  ? ...................................... 
ii ' C ongratulatioLn's! 
? 
chael,, Homunlck Danny Homunick 
d 
f 
Carriers of the Year! 
pointment of Bowering as the In appreciation of their consistently outstanding 
un i t ' s  d i rec tor .  That  appo int -  
mentoccurred in January when ~ e r ( ~  _ l "h  The Terrace Hotel. I performance, the Terrace Standard recognizes : 
Micha I . . . .  " . . . . . .  :, then-director Mike Corbeil was [~ ~ " _ ' b .~ '~r*  ~ . . . . . .  I e and Danny Homunick as Carriers of the : 
re-assigned by the health SundaY Evening [ Year, " ';" i 
ministry. Michael and Danny deliver the Terrace Standard L: 
/ )  ~ ~  Bu. f fOLm I ,: :and Skeena Market Place newspapers every  i 
• : Nook. : ; ,,: ' 
only name Bowering as interim 
director until another one could 
be hired. 
board and of the health ministry 
in the administration of the 
health unit, Although medical 
health 
board, the unit's director is ap- 
pointed by the health ministry. 
's appointment as director by 
the provincial government 
-')]! ili  III/i  
............................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. Batnl, Slcsmoue, B.C. 
.............................................. O. Mueller, Baldonnle, B.C. 
................................................... W. Torrls, Victoria, B.C. 
........................................... Heather Gall, Kamloopa, B.C. 
............................................... M. Pernhqpt, Vernon, B.C. 
$50 cash ....................................................... D. Sage, Victoria, B.C. 
................................................ S. Alexander, Golden, B.C. 
.................................................... C. Abenante, Trail, B.C. 
....................................................... J. SJodln, Chase, B.C. 
.............................................. LC. Porortl, Cranbrook, B.C. 
....................................... A. Rahlman, Port Coqultlam, B.C. 
8 p Thank you for a Job well donel : / '  :i;:: , , At issue are the powers of the m m . i: 
L '~, / ;~_~Y/k~ ~,~/ I  24 feetof hot ]l f ~TERRACE . . . . . .  STANDART,') : 
officers report to the I ~ ~ ~  co,d choices i i '* ~ i "  s.vi.~,,~,,,,.c,.,,. "-" 
I ~~. . , , . , , on ,=0®N, . i  ~ 1  , ~ : ~  
me I MARKETPLACE : 
Bower ing I ~ 636- " 
w,...o. Now through April 7th • rtmhtm •~f (~lunx[m~ 
" lo f t% v ;  - $maaC h' ANNUAL DRAW drlval~k taz, m,t~iz a'a~~,,~,~m 
1. 1990 Olda Delta 88 Royale Brougham .............. D.Belenoer, Oelta,..O. I P,R r UJSdLlJLUllL u r  IUUUBack 2.1990 Char. Cavalier ............................ Crle Breeee, Powell River, B.C. 
3. Trip to Hawaii ............................. G. Deamarala, Shawnlgan Lake, B.C. • IP 
4. Stand up f r idge / f reezer  .......................... G. Rondlnelll, Kemloopa, B.C. 
5. 20 Inch Toshiba color T.V ........................ R. Peever, Fort St. John, B.C. ' ' " 
6. $500cash ..................................................... J. Alton, Terrace, B.C. O n  s o m e  of B,C. Best Sellers $1 O0 cash ..................................... D  Blarraaon, Prince George, B.C. 
• Based on Rel)ortcd Retail Registration CY 1989 
Best Selling Full.s~e ' Best Selling Compact 
Ford F-Series. Ford Ran~er. 
LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK _F" 
Make a Fashion Statement With 
Your Windows! 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
~,sk for details about 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
GET AWAYI 
IT ALL! 
We have everythln0 
you're Iooklno foe. Good 
times, good company, 
relaxing atmosphere and 
friendly slaflll 
Pool T~umamant evmy 
Saturday atardn 9 at 
1:00 p,m, 
I'm tired 
of the same 
el' soonol 
FROM 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
IS SUDS DAY!  
KIl=lln Hem: 
Tuesday. Sunday 
Noon. 8:00 p,m, 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
Eat In Or Take Oot 
h l lh  Baldn 0 Avails,all 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
638-8404. 
THORNHILI~ 
2387 Thomhl l l  S t . ,  
if!',- 
9.9% Financing or Sl000 Cash Back 9.9% Financing or Sl000 Cash Back 
on Regular Cab F.Serles. on Regular C@ Rangers. . . 
J ,~ . . . . .  "i. :;~ . . . . . . .  ~ ~ 
.[ 
• . . ~  ~. .~, ,~: , .  • ,I . .  
,~ ~." : ' " '~ : ' " '  . . . . .  :. ' . . " . : ,~  ,, ~.~, , .~ ,~ 
. "]-T-'..; 
Best Selling Compac¢~ 
Ford Ranger. 
9.9% Financing or Sl000 Cash Back 
word Aerostar Wagons. 
\ .  
9.9% Financing or Sl000 Cash Back 
i 
L 
, /  
/ 
[ 
on Ranger SuperCabs. on all Ford Aerostar Wagons. 
9.9% I'-' to 24 mon!h 111,9% 25 Io 31;mc illh; il.9% 37 t. 411 me. li.a.c ng availahle O ~ ( fr ! I "or( Crr it of Canada I new F-Series Reg. ( a ~ Ra gets a , Act,., lars ,.v e I,,Ir sage( 
[r,,m. ,!:'a/or Mohk p~or Io Ap~,l 7. !~90..~g. ,$10.(!!10 li.atwcd o~'~r24 ,nonlhsat p.9% A.P.R.. ,hr m,).thly pa)'mgnt is $450.99, ,he c.st .r horrm,'i.g i, $101;3.55, May .,,, Iw conil,l.rd wit h 
La.~fllldCgfffolnerllflaltCOOllCrA ~a.,; a)aCKOp ml st Illl~'.Vr ,')creAK(' ,,;at) Ha liJ Sre ) al fn . . . .  . . . . .  R, ,  , l lger~a,dAeroqlar .~l ,  urcha.sedfrnm~lockhefi~reAi,rilT, 199 , , '  l e. r r  rdelail.~. 
I  lDealers " The Northwest 
L ~ • ,~ • , . * L~r ,m/ . , '~ ._ . .~  ' : . L / * :~ I . 
HoskinsFordSalesLtd/' ! ,  :~- "~ Kaien Ford giles Ltd. '~.," \ ~ TerraceTot~FordSale~ " "~ ;~!*~~l 
. . . . . . . .  I{t ill.at :... ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .,, :; . . . . . . .  
Magic 
moments 
.~,, . . . .  ~,~ 
! / ' "  ~ 2:;!i 
; i  
WELCOME GUEST at the French Pre-school last week was Gyzmo the clown who, with the capable 
assistance of Pebbles, put on a show for the students. Magic tricks such as scarves that changed col- 
bur and balloons that inflated even when the end was cut off kept the youngsters enthralled. Inset, 
Gyzmo "walks" a smiling-face ping pong ball along a rope. 
Why the rood cons? 
~Uelbs!c~ enteleYtti~i n h~lidn°:!eY: °I ~ i 
%s. . i "  
sam~°cStoncSePTna::LSou~hpa:eedrvlh; :by  , ! 
ithe natural settings in our area. Yvonne Moon Y 
IAs one speaker put it, thank. 
IGod my parents chose to live in 
~B.C. and raise our familY here. 
Where else, he asked, could you 
go to see such natural, beauty. 
And on a lighter note, 
another asked why the ministry 
would want to build showers at 
campsites. He said all you need- 
ed to wash yourself was a pail of 
water heated over a campfire, 
After all, the idea was when you 
went camping you left all the 
modern convemences at home 
to go out and enjoy the great 
outdoorsl 
Foster Husoy, a Prince 
Rupert aldermen, told the au- 
dience about that city'S plans 
for a historic park they will be 
opening in June. He  also said 
restoring the area's old land- 
marks could Create-anothd- 
barkerville stretching from 
Prince Rupert to the Hazeltons, 
• A' "A" 0r 0r ~ 
The family of Selina Start- 
have asked me tO convey their 
special thanks to alLthose who 
offered comforting words and 
prayers following her passing. 
Selina ,~ ;tarr 
Bolton at Kitselas Village in 
1927 and the couple had nine 
children, seven of whom live at 
Kitsumkalum today. 
Selina later married Howard 
Starr and the couple lived in 
Port Essington and Port Ed- 
ward before moving back to 
Kltsumkalum in 1988. Selina 
died iti Mills Memorial hospital 
on Dec. 16, 1989 at the age of 78 
Also to the many people whoat, and "was buried at Kit- 
tended and took part in the  sumkalum, only one mile from 
memorial service, , her birthplace. 
Selina was bor~ at  Kit- * * 'k  • • 
sumkalum VIHage Sel~t. 29,, I hope you had a chance to 
1912. and was ral..ced/bYi_her " get out and t~e in some of the 
granaparents, unarm md i~m- ~ ,Mtuil¢ Festival LaSt Wednesday 
ma NeJs0n, She married J~i~, : !  I, d rop~ in at the United 
Church for an afternoon's great 
listening to competitors like 
Romy Maikapar, Andrea Ar- 
nold, Teresa Fleming, Jennifer 
Mills, Sonya Sheppard, Amy 
Turner, Ellie Higginson, Tina 
Hovenkamp and Jennifer Zuc- 
chiatti. 
Jennifer Mills sang Tomor- 
row from the show Annie and 
placed firstl Then it was on to 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre in the even- 
ing to listen to more of the 
talented youngsters. 
Congratulations to all the 
competitors and thanks for a 
most enjoyable day. 
At the Willows: A very happy 
birthday to Charlotte Boulard 
and a spc~ly recovery to Rose 
Bruce who is in Mills Memorial 
hospital. Sam Sobsychyn has 
boarded the train for a holiday 
in Wedeene, Sask. where he will 
be visiting friends and relatives. 
A very romantic engagement 
took place at Scared Heart 
Parish on •March 3 when 
Christ ine T immerman,  
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Mike 
T immerman,  and Mike 
Lambert, son' of Mr. and Mrs. 
Andy Lambert, made it official. 
The ~.~eddlng will take place • 
Juneg. 
Sounds of silence 
With the Pacific Nodhwest Music Festival now behind 
them, members of the Caledonia Senior Secondary school 
band are,"ow turning their attention to fund raising efforts 
for a phmned trip to Edmou{on and Vancouver. 
A major event in that ddve takes place at the end of the 
month when the baud holds a SHoat Auction. The auction. ~i 
without-an.auctioneer takes place March 30-April 1 and 
goods valued at approximately $1,400 will be up for bids. 
Claudia Edmonds, who is the Band Parents association 
Hason with the school, explained all items will be on display at 
the Skeena Mall on Friday, March 30 (6 p.m.-9 p.m.) and 
Saturday, March 31 (10 a.m.-$ p.m.). 
If an item catches your eye, she said, you simply note its lot 
number and your bid on a piece of paper, put it in an 
envelope and drop it into the box. All envelopes will be open- 
ed on the Saturday evening and the high bidders for each item 
determined. 
Suceessf~l btdders will be notified by phone and can collect 
their priz~ "~ ! ,~, Mall between 12 noon and 4 p.m. on Sun- 
day, Apt't !
Money, ~ will go towards paying the costs of the band's 
May trip ~, ~ j will feature two concerts InEdmonton follow- 
ed by par~ ~ tion in the UBC Music Festival. Band members 
will also b, ~ ,ging a bottle drive later this month and a giant 
garage sale in late April. The latter will be a joint effort with 
the Skeena nd Thornhlll Jr. Secondary bands. Other events 
will be organized if needed to achieve this year's $10,000 
target, she added. 
Noting approximately 140 students were Involved in band 
and choir between the three schools, Edmonds said that 
number would soon grow. 
With the introduction of Band into the regular grades ix 
and seven curriculum, there were now more than 150 elemen. 
tary students in the program. Therefore, Jr. Seconda/'y enrol. 
meat could be expected to grow as these students moved up 
into those schools. 
CALEDONIA BAND members Heather Dreger (left) and Tami 
Moritz show off some of the merchandise that will be on offer 
in the silent auction. Rumour has it they may be bidding on 
the sweater themselves. 
N-- s the time 
With snow still on the ground, it may seem a little early to 
be turning thoughts to the days of summer. But that's not the 
case for organizers of this year's Riverboat Days festivities. 
There is a lot of planning to be done between ow and 
August so they're asking any organization wishing to stage an 
event o start thinldng about it fight now. The deadline for 
entry forms (accompanied by a $2.5 fee) is the committee's 
next general meeting on April 4. 
Clubs are reminded the'entry form covers only the events 
they are organizing and "does not include registration i the 
parade. That is a separate vent co-ordinated by the Legion 
for which registration takes place at a later date. 
For further information or clarification, call Maria 
Thomson at 635.2268 (Bus.)/~8-18S4 (Home) or Mary Ann 
Burdett at 638-3265 (Bus.)/638-1827 (Home). 
Lava that rock 
A tr~tdifion for retiring or transferred forest service 
employees in this district urned.into something much bigger 
for former district manager Gerry Dodd. 
Dodd, who retiredlast month after 39 years with the forest 
service, is now the proud owner of a very large piece of lava 
from the Tseax lava beds. 
The tradition is that an employee leaving the district 
receives a small piece of lava upon which is a plaque fisfin8 
the number of years of service, says Bob Wilson of the local 
office. 
"We felt that wasn't quite good enough, so we got ahold of 
Rod Robinson (at the Nisga'a Tribal Council as the beds are 
in Nisga' a territory) and we picked up a piece of lava that just 
fit into the back of a pickup," Wilson said. 
The huge .piece was'deposited on the front la~M of the 
Dodd home with the help of a front end loader after the cou- 
ple left to attend aretirement party. A videotape of the effort 
was then played at tlteparty. 
"It was good news, bad news for Gerry. The bad news was 
that we told him the snow that had been on his lawn was now 
in his driveway, said Wilson. ~ 
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Response heart warning , ,  
Describing it as ;'t,: tremen- dearly identifiable xplanation gel.g on; ii'~v~3l gr/itifylt 
dous result," the He~xt Foun. for the sharp increase, she sug. 
darien's regional co-ordinator gusted it showed people regard. 
says $12,053 was collected in ed the Heart Foundation usa  
this year's residential fundra ls . ,  worthwhile charity and were 
ing canvas. : ~ , awar~ of the advances it was 
"It 's a big jump,,i Betty ma l¢ag  on research and treat- 
Campbell said, pointing out the merit o f  heart disease. 
1989 campaign had raised only 
$10,379. Although there was no "When there's o much else 
see this kind of result," she add. 
edi/cholng that!sentinlenti~i~ 
chapter chairman Karin End- 
quez said the result was a credit 
to the work of canvas, co, 
chairmen Esther Postuk and 
Sharon Beard and the 129 
volunteers they organized. 
VANCOUVER 
• P Z 
-,le 
CALEDONIA'S CHAMPS displayed the hardware they brought home from the Physics Olympics during I ~ 
a special school assembly last week. Seen above with teacher Allen Wootten are (front row, left to right) [ 
Brian Anderson, Linda Cuddeford, Dave Wolfe, (back row) Nathan Wilkerson, Wayne Weldner, David 
George and Amritpal Gill. 
Olympic win for Cal 
Seven'Caledonia ,Senior Secondary students 
can now claim to be the best in the province 
f0Howing their victory in a recent Physics Olym- 
pics competition. 
Describing the win as"quite an achievement," 
principal Tom Hamakawa pointed out 56 
schools from around the province had been 
represented atthe competition. There was praise 
too from teacher Allan Wootton who accom- 
panied the students. Noting the competition had 
included a teacher's event, Wootton joked the 
;victory had come despite his own performance. 
The seven student events in the Olympics in- 
cluded answering a series of mind-bending ques- 
tions, optical targetpractice using a laser beam, 
identifying the contents of a closed box using 
electronic equipment and using a small piece of 
foil to build a boat capable of carrying the most 
weight. 
At a special assembly to mark their achieve- 
ment, the team also showed off the machines 
they had constructed for two of the events. 
The first of these was the Newton-mobile, an 
elastic band-powered vehicle with the look of a 
dragster arid the speed to match. Required to 
transport an apple in a straight line over a 10 
metre course, the time of each entry for the last 
five metres was recorded. The Caledonia entry 
was clocked at an impressive 2.08 seconds. 
The other was the "flying machine" con- 
structed for the egg drop competition. Here 
students had to come up with a way of ensuring 
an egg survived being dropped from a height of 
four metres. Cat's answer was to build a fan-like 
contraption in which the egg's container sat in 
the middle of four adjustable wings. 
Although team members conceded it didn't go 
"quite according to plan" during competition, 
they emphasized a lot of imagination and hard 
work had gone into the project. 
City council decided last week to recognize the 
team's achievements byawarding each member a 
certificate of merit. 
. : .  
LA BOHEME 
A Terrace Concert Society production. 
Friday, April 6 
REM Lee Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Tickets available at Erwln'e Jewellers In the.Skeena Mall 
Sponsored By: 
I Kermodei 
"A style of living, 
or Just for giving" 
OPENING MAY '90 
. / ,~ •iii .:~7'" ~ i / ~  
SAFENOF 
$ORR¥ 
Avoiding burns ° 
tides contributed by the Terrace and doit for you 
Child Development Centre, 
some hints on how to ensure a 
safer environment for children 
as they grow up. The centre in; 
vires phone calls :from any 
parents with concerns or ques. 
tigris about their child's 
development. The number is 
535-9388. 
Rot food, and hot liquids, 
such as tea and coffee are com- 
mon causes of burns. Burns 
may also be caused by the water 
that comes out of your hot 
water tap. In fact, more than 
IO~ children are hospitalized 
each year for burns caused by 
hot tap water and two of these 
children will die. 
Jane, a playful and curious 
two-year-old, was eager for her 
evening bath. Her father started 
to run the water, threw in some 
of  her favourite toys, then turn- 
ed for a second to get a towel 
from the cupboard, Jane, 
reaching.for her yellow duck, 
fell headfirst into the bathtub. 
Although she was not in the 
water more than a few seconds, 
that was long enough to cause 
tliiid degree burns to 50 per cent 
of  her body. She did not sur- 
vive. 
To prevenf such an accident 
in your home: 
• Turn down the thermostat on 
your hot water heater to 54 o or 
lower. At this temperature, 
third degree burns will occur 
only after 30 seconds, providing 
a short safety marght. 
• For information on how to 
turn down your thermostat con- 
tact your local utility company. 
• Check the temperature of 
your hot water as it comes out 
of the tap using a candy ther- 
mometer to ensure your ther- 
mostat is accurate. 
• When filling the bathtub run 
the cold water first. 
• Always test the water before 
putting your child into the tub. 
• Never leave a young child 
unattended in the bathroom or 
near any hot water. 
Remember, children often do 
not know the difference bet- 
ween hot and cold water faucets 
and they are not able to get out 
of the way quickly. 
Hot liquids and hot foods 
also pose a hazard for toddlers. 
Inquisitive hands will reach for 
anything. 
• Always turn pot handles 
away from stove or counter 
edges. 
• Do not use tablecloths that 
can be pulled. 
• Always place hot items away 
from the edge of  the table or 
counter. 
• Keep kettle cords out of 
reach of a toddler. 
• Never hold a child while you 
are drinking hot tea or coffee. 
• Never leave a child alone in 
the kitchen while food is cook- 
ing. 
• Take time to fix meals 
without rushing. 
If despite care, a child 
receives a minor burn, im- 
mediately place the affected 
area in cold writer, then seek 
medical aid. 
Make your home a safer place 
for your child and for young 
visitors. •
, ,  . - : . .  - ; . 
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TOGETHER. 
WE CAN 
A DIFFERENCE. 
. . ,  , ~ , ! ,  . ;~¢  
f ,  
Created by the Govemment 
of Canada, the Partners 
Fund is making available 
$50 million over five years 
fbr projects to help local 
groups protect, preserve, 
enhance and restore our 
environment: 
Anyone can get involved. 
i , , tyou re a member ota service 
club, communit) organization, 
environmental group or a school 
or youth group, discuss ideas 
tot environmental projects with 
your leaders. If you have a good 
idea, organize your owngroup. 
The Environmental Partners 
Fund can, assist you in getting 
your project off the ground. 
( - ,~  • [ The Fund can help you: 
• • Rehabilitate the natural 
~[ J~O~[~(]~[Q ] i envir°nment inl°cal parks" 
' Clean up lakesand streams. 
Restore fish and wildlife 
Q~0Jd~/],~/l~ I,' ' habitat" , Conserve local water supplies 
How much can 
a Partner receiye? 
Partners can receive up to 
$200,000 over three years, 
depending on the size of the 
project, The thderal contribu- 
tion is limited to 50 per cent 
ot" the project COSt, 
• Start recycl.ing, composting 
or househoid hazardous w~iste 
collecting programs• 
Talk it over with us .  
Start the partnership process: 
today. Phone oilr.:offme and 
talk your idea over with a 
project leader. Get more back- 
ground on the guidelines before 
you fdJ out an application. 
Vancouver phone: 
(604) 66.6'5887 
"Apply now for June 1. 
The next deadline for applica- 
tions is June l, 1990.To' receive 
anapplication form write to: 
• Environmental Partners Fund 
• , " L . -  
EnvwonmentCanada i : 
700-1200 West 73rd Avenue ..... 
Vancouver, B.CN6P 6H9 ~:- IA 
ER 
!i /ii ! i ¸  • I 
,Opera 
' / . : ,  • . 
way 
Terrace Concert Society will 
present a delightful, full-lensth 
operatic Performance entitled A
la Boheme on Friday, April 6, 8 
p.m. at R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Thispopular programme will be 
'=staged bY Vancouver Opera's 
Touring Ensemble, currently on 
tour throughout the province of 
British Columbia. 
A la lloheme features a selec- 
t ion Lof sparkling Parisian 
favourites : f rom ~he operatic 
repertoire -=;,,Li~iamo,, from 
Verdi,s La Raviata, "Toreador 
~ong', from Bizet's Carmen, a 
Suite of popular melodies from 
The Merry Widow, and many 
others, The five performers in 
the production play tourists in 
Paris, captivated by the enchan- 
ting "city of lights" and, in l~ar- 
ticular, a tiny care in the Latin 
Quarter. 
: In this cafe, The.  Cafe 
Momus, the tourists are whisk- 
ed from these magical0peratic 
favourites to a p/oductior~ of 
Puccini's beloved~ masterpiece, 
La Boheme. 
Written by Sieplten White, 
this special presentation was the 
inspiration of Victoriadirector 
Glynis Leyshon. The dialogue 
for A ia Boheme is in English 
while the musical selections in 
the first half of the programme 
are sung in the original language 
of the operas; La Boheme is 
performed and sung in Engl!sh~ 
Starring in A la Boheme are 
~ve talented singers:soprano 
Aiisa Kort as Mimi, soprano Jill 
Diane Filion as Musetta, tenor 
Lenard Whiting as Rodolfo, 
baritone Robert Ursan as 
Marcello and bass W. David 
Collins as Colline and Akin- 
doro. 
The production isdirected by 
Glynis Leyshon, the colourful 
set is designed by Vancouver 
designer Run Fedoruk, and the 
costumes are designed by 
Margaret Ryan, Vancouver 
Opera's Costume Supervisor. 
The Music Director for A la 
Boheme is Bruce Johnson, ac- 
complished Vancouver pianist 
and vocal coach. •
Touring with the singers are 
Vancouver accompanist 
Richard Coombes and stage 
manager Stephen Courtenay. 
A look  a t  legumes  
Local Community Nutri. process. This is fine for beans 
tionist, Sonya Kupka, of  and whole peas, but dangerous 
Sonya Kupka 
ty of water. Then aliow~them to 
soak in this water for 4 hours. 
Pour off this water, add fresh, 
and cook them for ½ an hour. 
Again, throw out this water and 
cook again. Most beans need 
about 1 hou~ to cook by this 
method. 
Somi:. people like to use 
pressure cookers to speed up the 
! 
Skeena Health Unit explains the 
pros and cons of  beans for 
Nutrition Month. Read on to 
find out how to cook them to 
avoid their "musical" qualities/ 
"Beans, beans, they're good 
for ~our heart .... " We all sang 
that rhyme as kids and know all 
tOO well that the gassy com- 
p.!alnt in the next line is no. 
myth. ' 
"What  we  don't all know is 
that beans and other legumes 
are an economical and healthy 
way to get protein, complex car- 
bohydrates, and fibre, without 
getting all the fat that goes 
along with meat. They're also 
environmentally friendly, re- 
quiring far less farmland and 
energy to produce than other 
forms of protein. 
• Legumes are dried beans uch 
as kidney, navy, and garbanzo 
beans; or dried and split peas, 
lentils and soybeans. Legumes 
used to be the poor marts alter- 
native to meat. Nowadays they 
are getting ahigher prorde from(f 
environmentalists looking for a 
"greener" way to gettheir pro- 
tein than from animals. Cattle 
require three times as much land 
as grain to produce the same 
amount of protein'. And to pro- 
duce ! kilogram of meat you 
need to feed the cow 16 
kilograms of grain. 
A far more efficient way for 
the earth to supply us with pro- 
tein is for us to eat the legumes 
and grain instead of the cow. 
Legumes give you more protein 
for your dollar than any other 
food. They are low in fat and 
calories, a healthy source of 
iron, Vitamin A, most B 
vitamins and they're h!gh in 
fibre -- including the same type 
of fibre found in oatmeal. 
Using legumes 1 to 3 times a 
week is also'a great way to 
r~uce your risk of heart disease 
and cancer. 
NATURAL GAS 
:The gas and discomfort many 
of us feel when eating legumes 
can easily be reduced. The trick 
is' to soak your legumes well. 
This means planning ahead, 
usually the night before. Soak 
split peas and lentils overnight 
inat  least three cups of water 
for every' cup of legumes. 
Discard the water in the morn- 
~ ing and}soak again, during the 
;day if:you've time. This will 
reduce the amount of time need- 
, - -  ed to cook them and remove 
m0st of the gas forming corn- 
:i: pbunds~ Cook in 2 cups of li" 
r. quid fur every cup of soaked 
• •peas or lentils for 10-45  
i ~ ininutes, depending on type and 
:variety" ~ ! 
= !',::~rybeansand who e pens re- 
" q~re more soaking. Either soak 
them in more water, changing 
more, frequently, • ror"" 
~ludcker method: Boil,  
for3 minutes in p len . - /  
with the softer split peas and 
lentils. Refer to the pressure 
cooker's directions for details 
on using. 
A convenient way to enjoy 
legumes i  to purchase, the cann. 
ed versions. Rinse~them well to 
get rid of salt and reduce their 
gassiness. Or cook up a big 
batch one weekend and freeze in 
meal size containers. 
As with all high fibre foods, 
introduce legumes to your 
system to avoid discomfort. 
Tasty recipes are important. 
Legumes have a bland flavour 
making them the ideal food to 
cook. They take on the flavour 
of whatever you cook them in. 
Toss cooked lentils in with your 
stir fry, o r  serve with rice and 
flavourful chutney. Add to 
soups or make a mostly 
meatless chili. 
,,,~ ~ ~,.~ ,~ ,,,,~ ,,.,~ ~ ~ ~,= ~" ~" 
[ I STEEL TOE WORK BOOT BROWN OILTAN 8" VIBRAM SOLES SAVE $20.99 ........... $87.99 
~ OFT T0E RUBBER BOOTS ] AVE $3,99 . . . . .  $15.99 
] 
STEEL TOE RUBBER BOOTS I .  
SAVE $6.99 ...... $22.99 I 
STEEL TOE IRON WORKER BOOTS 11 
SAVE $17 . 99 .......... $71 . 99 I 
I SOFT TOE RUBBER CAULK BOOTS 
I SAVE $18.99 . . . . . . . . . .  $75.99 
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ing. drugs;,:,:.:~ 
Terrace seniors ~li  soonhave an op~rtunitv ; return contest Tile 7~ .~, , ,  ,,h,~ ;,:::::: ~:a~:::~ 
to clean out their medi ne hln=t, and to the call to b n;'i-n" 
pharmacist about the mediclx/es they are currentr ::. brought in no less than: 8~8 :contalne~sfi ; 'ii :i:. 
iy taking or those they just have lying around, ; : Organizers of the clinic emph~ize holding on 
A local commlitee made up of pharmacists; to  old and unused medicines s~es'::iZ6:usefnl 
nurses, home care workers and seniors are inthe : purpose and can be dangerous, Whfie:!i~some 
process oforganizing a Brown Bag clinic, one of drugs 10se their potency over time and~become 
• seven pilot projects being held throughout the ineffective;' others such as tetriicydine can 
province. " become poisonous. : ~ 
Seniors who wish to participate will be asked The Terrace clinic will take place i p.m.,4P.m: 
to bring all their prescription and non. Tuesday, April 10 at Terraceview Lodge. For 
more information or to make an appointment toprescriptibn medicine to the clinic. There, a take part, call Ramona t the lodge (638-0223) pharmacist will review the medicines with the in' 
dividual, discuss their safe storage and use and weekdays between 9 a;m. and 4 p .m,  :: ': i "  
look for urugs which may cause serious Side ef- ~ ' * ~***  
fects when taken together. The Brown Bag clinic is one of several projects 
under the Seniors Drug Action Progr~.  I t  The consultation will be private, confidential 
and free of charge. 
The necessity and value of such cfinics was 
clearly demonstrated several years ago when the 
Lions Gate Hospital pharmacy held a drag- 
• troduced in October 1988, the program promotes': 
safer use of medications by seniors and en- 
courages health care professionals such as doc- 
.tors and pharmacists o assist in achieving that 
goal. ' 
Family-style homes for people with handicaps 
In ! 981, British Columbia began returning of the variety of life and the human capacity for 
men and women with mental handicaps toresiden- caring and courage. One mother says, "It has a lot 
tial neighborhoods, moving them from Woodlands, of value for my children's growth." 
Glendale and Tranquille into supervised family- 
style homes. These ai'e not people Property Values Secure 
who are considered mentally ill, but As for property values (and 
ordinary people of lower than average it's all right o ask about hat), 
intellectual bility, municipal uthorities say group 
The results have been remark- homes have no impact on neighbor- 
able. Many of these people now have hood real estate prices: Burnaby 
jobs. Others are increasing their Mayor Bill Copeland says, "The 
skills and education. All are leading fears of property values dropping 
fuller, happier lives than anyone have been unfounded. That just 
imagined possible, hasn't happened." 
Not everyone has the opportu- 
Caring and Courage nity Io live near a group home. But 
The change has been good for if you do. we think you'll find that. 
the community, as well. Neighbor: in many ways, irbrings new life to 
hoods with gmup homes have found [ ~ l  the neighborhood. 
themselves nriched - -  made aware 
~ Ministry of Social Services end Housing 
Honourabte Peter A. Dueck. Minister 
WORi<WElXR 
A.IX, WDRLD 
i ......... ,7,,, ,00,,r Av, w,,t,r, oo,u0. .,,n,,,,,ac, 
624-9399 636-2486 
i 
Matter.h0  , ,out  ., m. h ,o to 
nz-~p . z~ ~U:ANIZEn BO~'~M , "1 
|t "~',, ; ,  , : .~99,99 .  " '  : " ~" l 
~b.~% ' " '" ~:. " . ' :  '; ~ ,  ' . L I I IED n lzKrNc  I I 
.~ . ~ w ~ ~  "~, . . . . .  / '~ : ' "  STEEL PLATE SOOTS I SAVE $39,99 I~. GLOVE TAN WORK BO0 ~. ~ 
i ~ ~ ..,.$119,99 ' - -  -o  
~ ~ ~ l ~ . . . , , , . .  ~ SAVE $35.99 l ~ -  STE~L TOE 6" SAVr , , a  
• ~ 143 - -  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " I . " "$ .  ' "  / . . - , . . . . . . .  ;, . . . . . . .  
~=. . , .~  _ ~ o~r TOE 6 SAVE 
I 
E 
t 
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Arts 
workshop 
planned 
~ m  
\ 
III I II J 
\ ' The art of marketing ar tw i l l  management a :Simon Fraser 
be' the  subject of a two.day universit~ and "is now Owner, 
:i workshop to be held a t  Nor. 'operator of a greeting card com- 
thwest Community College next pany.: Sh e has als0 lectured at 
month, - ~ '. ~, " UBC on entrepreneurial Issues 
A joint project of NWCC a~d " concerning women working out 
of their homes. 
th e Emily Carr college Outreach . Open to up to 20 participants, 
Progrdm, the workshop will be the April 5,6 workshop requires 
conducted by 'a r t  director and aminimum enrolment o f  12by 
: teacher ~Alice Rich of Ymi- this Sunday, March 25 if it is to 
couver, ; " : . . :  go ahead. For more informa- 
l • The holder of a Fine Arts tion or to register, contact. 
B.A. from'UBC, Rich did post- N WCC's Frieda Dams at 
graduate .studies in business 635-9521. 
CONTENTMENT. That's Bill above taking a catnap (dognap?) on a quiet Queen Charlotte Island beach. 
His peaceful snooze was captured on canvas by Terrace painter Suzanne Gerard. The work also 
caught the eye of the judges in the Northwest Juried Art Show and was one of eight selected to go on to 
the provin.cial festival. 
Verdict delivered 
". They came, they saw and they 
selected - -  and when it was all 
over eight northwestern artists 
learned they can now look for- 
ward to havingtheir works 
displayed at the provincial arts 
festival to be held in Victoria/- 
Saanich May 23-2"). 
"They" were the jurors in 
this year's Northwest Juried Art 
Show and their selections show- 
ed a pronounced preference for 
works with a strong nor- 
thwestern  f lavour .  Also 
noticeable was the fact that only 
waJl art pieces were selected this 
time despite the presence of 
several fine free-standing 
works. 
More than 60 works were 
entered this year which Arts 
Association executive member 
Diana English described as "on 
a par" with previous years. 
Although .some previous ex- 
hibitors had not entered this 
year, she noted the show saw 
first appearances by a number 
of  new art ists and 
photographers. 
Pieces selected by the jurors 
were: Killer Whale, by Terrace 
photographer  Haro ld  
Demetzer; A Q.C.L Beach + 
Sandpipers + Bill = The 
Above, by Terrace painter 
Transplants work 
A.larch is Kidney Month and 
in an effort to promote public 
a ware~)e~s of the value of organ 
donation, the Kidney Founda- 
tion oj~ets the following success 
story. 
Organ transplantation is now 
an-important part of health care 
in B.C.. Kidney transplants have 
been taking place for more than 
25 years with a current success 
rate of 85 per cent. Last year 
there were 130 k idney 
transplants inB.C. but there are 
still 170 on the waiting list. 
One of these success tories is 
4½ year old Kelsey Kilburn. 
Kelsey was born with 
polycystic kidneys, a hereditary 
disorder. In December 1988 
both of her kidneys were remov- 
ed. Amazingly, Kelsey felt bet- 
ter without her kidneys. Kelsey 
was on: peritoneal dialysis for 
eight months. Six times a day 
she underwent dialysis at home 
which was physically and emo- 
d.onaUy fatiguing for her and 
her family. 
In ~ July Kelsey received her 
new kidney. The new kidney is a 
precious gift, but Kelsey will 
always have to be on anti- 
rejection medication. Kelsey's 
transplant made life easier for 
her family,  as well as 
Kelsey. Listen to what Kelsey's 
mother says: 
"Ke lsey 's  illness and 
transplant has been an anxious 
time for us. Kelsey, fortunately, 
was too young to be afraid.'.' 
"The help and support of the 
Kidney Foundation has shown 
our family since Kelsey's birth 
4½ years ago is wonderful and 
much appreciated. It has helped 
us cope. Happily, Kelsey is 
thriving with her new. kidney 
and is as active as any healthy 
child." 
Kelsey is a vivacious little girl 
who wins everyone's heart. 
Kelsey's mother remembers: 
"Organ donation was not 
something we had given much 
thought o, until Kelsey's birth. 
Now we understand from per- 
sonal experience, many people's 
lives depend on organ donation 
and transplantation. It's a pro- 
blem that can affect anyone. 
She would not have had this op- 
portunity, were it not for the 
generous gift of her new kidney, 
from the donor family. It must 
have been a very hard time for 
them." 
Kelsey and other kidney pa- 
tients need your help[ 
Suzanne Gerard; China Nose 
Mountain, a painting by 
Telkwa's Cindy Materi; My 
Valley by Donna Bruins and 
Kitamaat Village by Des Ed- 
wards, both Kitimat painters; 
Prince Rupert painter Barbara 
Greene's Sizing Up the Nei; 
Shaman and ChiM, a work by 
Walter Comper of Cassiar; and 
Prince Rupert painter Laura 
Laughren's One of Rupert's 
Docks on a Strangely Clear 
Day. 
I f  you haven't had a chance 
to get down to the Art gallery to 
see the show yet, there's still 
time. The exhibition continues 
until this Sunday, March 25. 
The gallery is open from 12 
noon to 3 p.m. today through 
Saturday, 7p.m.-9p.m. tonight 
and tomorrow night and 
lp.m.-4p;m, on Sunday. 
Next up at the gallery will be 
an exhibition of water colour 
and oil paintings by sisters 
Jeanne Thomson and Vikki 
MacKay. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
RENTAL SUPPLY PROGRAH 
PHASE THREE 
CALL  FOR PROPOSALS 
The gra,~h Columbia Housing Management Commission (BCHHC) 
inv,tes proposals for new rental housing projects in areas 
thro~gi~out the Province with vacancy rates less than 2%. 
Thegoai. of the B.C. Rental Supply Program is to encourage 
prolects su,table for" families and seniors, which will remain in the 
rental market for a minimum of five years. Interest costs will be 
reduced for selected projects which meet Provincial objectives. 
Sealed p~oposals must be received by the British Columbia Housing 
Management Commission no later than 4:lOp.re., Monday, 
Hay 14, 1990. 
Information packages are available at the following BCHMC offices, 
or by calling Mr. Jack Merkley or Hs. Harianne Wade at 433-1711. 
I I  BCHMC - Lower Mainland 
1701 -4330 Kingsway 
• ~i • i•Bumaby, B.C. V5H4G7 
:]~ ~ ' BCHMC - Victoria - 
290 Nanaimo Avenue West 
Penticton, B.C. V2A IN5 
I I  BCHMC - Pdnce George 
305 - 1488 4th Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4Y2 : 
- _ 
1 
e r . s  mov ie ,  oaseo  on  tne  
real-life story of Ron Kovlc, 
.may be the definitive movie 
about the war at home. 
Written and directed by 
Oliver Stone, Born on the 
Fourth of July is an in- 
tensely moving film. 
Driving Miss Daisy Is 
another blockbuster releas- 
ed this year. Starring Dan 
Tom Cruise in Born on the Fourth of July. 
Aykroyd, Morgan Freeman 
and Jessica "randy, this film 
is a touching exploration of 
the relationship between an 
elderly southern woman and 
her black chauffeur. Driving 
Miss Daisy examines the 
cost of prejudice, power, 
agirlg and death. The film 
gradually accumulates 
power and layers of mean- 
ing. 
Born on the Fourth of 
JUly and Driving Miss 
Daisy are both strong con- 
tenders for Oscars this 
year. 
Water 
Our most precious resource. 
Last  year, the  P rov inc ia l  Revenue 
Shar ing  Program ded icated  $35 
mill ion to help our  communi t ies  
preserve  the  province's  abundant  
supp ly  of pure,  fresh water. 
Even  more  funds  will be  added th is  
year. Watch for upcoming  announce-  
_ments concern ing  the  Prov inc ia l  
~':,  L .  • . 
. . . . -  
I t  pUts tax dol lars to work  for all 
British Columbians maintaining 
and improving community sewer 
and water systems. 
Revenue Shar ing  is jus t  one  .... ~ 
o f  the  ways  in wh ich  the prov ince  ~ :,~ 
cont r ibutes  to local 'ef forts  to  .... ~ 
protect  our  most  vital  resource:  : :~!::i,~:~ 
[ 
pure water. . . . . .  ~ ..... :~~ i~"~'~::~: 
of Municipal Affair~ 
ttion and Gulturef !~ ,/ 
Ill Hanson. Minister's= 
~g 
m Alaska and 'the other wildlife-viewing platform and 
American states with Pacific parkinglot overlobking the con- 
The Skoona 
- -  o . "  v 
Britain and dress your flies on master the intricacies of the 
slender tubes of viinyl, copper, 
brass or aluminum and armour 
them with a needle-sharp bait 
hook. 
The tube fly is a Crafty idea 
insofar as you can slide a 
shores ,  Oncorhynchus:fluence of the Kalum, and 
Tshaw.vtscha is the King. In Skeena Rivers as aluminum jet 
so/he places his majesty shares sleds jockey for hotsp0ts.  
the name Chinook with the dry When ~ satisfied with their 
wind that whips down the slopes . moorage, ithe skippers anch°r 
of  the Rockies. In Skeena tie is their boats then theirlines and 
called Spring for the season , wait for a chinook tO inhale a 
Wl~en the first of his race push i Spin n GIo, Once this happens 
their way up rivers. Spring, the anchor is weighed and the 
King, Chinook, Smiley --  fish is followed ownstream un- 
whatever you ~ him ~ he is til it is brought aboard with net 
the largest and strongest of the or gaff so coup de g~aoe can be 
PaCific sa lmon, 'He  swims administered with a miniature 
through thedreams o f  sport, baseball bat or some other kind 
' fishermen. " : ' /  ~ of makeshift priest, , 
The largest of the  Spring For the fisherman who wants 
Salmon isalmost oo large for tolfish chinook from his feet, 
rod and reel, but he is not too there is the opportunity o cast a 
large for  ~, .  e~d reel and jet " 
boat. In  s~n~ ~this is the most 
common and most effective way 
to fish him. 
:: During ~ the summer months 
you may watch from the 
I t  
And,  if you want a real 
challenge,, you may try the fly. 
Yes, that's right, the fly. As the 
verteran.flyfishels of this area 
have known for quite some 
time, and the newly converted 
flyfishermen have recently 
spoon from the banks of a fly too, 
Skeena's many tributaries, or to The American flyfishing 
dangle some lure or a gob of magazines o f tenrun  articles 
bait in front of a spring salmon about catching chinook in 
using the float fishing techni- Alaska, but the pictures il- 
que sfavoured by steelheaders., lustrat ing these pieces in- 
I I ~  number o f  them on the line 
variably'show the beaming thereby ~eating a relatively 
 y sherm0n holding up soon  ft, e 7, tthr r fo.urj . 
to-be released, chrome chinook b : . ~,~e . . . . .  .L tuv~; 
' eeause ot meir wind resistance, 
against a backdrop of estuarial and large flies, bemuse of their grass and clear rivers;. 
Clear is not the adjective to weight, are very awkward to 
describe our rivers in June and cast on the one-handed rods 
discovered, coho Will come to July. Poorer visibility demands 
the fly with pleasing regularity, a larger fly than the steelhead- 
Chinook represent a greater sized patterns touted by the 
challenge, but they will movc to Yankees. To that end Green 
Butt Skunks and shrimp-like 
General Practitioners dressed 
on enormous ironslme good 
choices for Skeena chinook. Or, 
you may take a leaf from the 
book of the salmon anglers of 
emPloYed by the Alaskans. 
Here again we are wise to 
bow to Britain and purchase a
two-fisted fiyrod 14 to 16 feet 
long foran 11 weight line, areel 
capable of carrying 400 yards of 
30 pound test dacron backing, 
and a 40 yard double-tapered 
floating fly line. 
The long rod, provided you 
TS NE 
spcy cast, will punch.. OUt pro- 
digious lengths of fine, keep 
your fly in the water longer than 
any other fishing technique save 
still fishing, throw out large 
• flies and lengths offast-sMking 
flyline effortlessly and give you 
an amazing control :over the 
passage of  the fly - - the  Brits 
call this "river command", 
• O.  TshawYtsc /~ ~6ves  Up the 
fiver with !defiberation, when 
you fish him he will be on the 
move or holding for a very short 
time before surging ;upstream 
once again. Look for him in 
places that impede his progress 
and are amenable to the sweep 
of the fly. , , . . . . . :  
Oh yes, one more thing, use a 
pair of running shoes as wading 
brogues: once hooked, the spr- 
zng salmon will test your tackle 
and your toes. 
i i 
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-SPORTSCOPE- 
Hometown 
heroes 
TERRACE- -  Six bantam 
house teams from across the 
northwest clashed here two 
.weekends ago in a Terrace 
Minor Hockey Association 
tournament. 
The two Terrace teams in 
the contest eameout on top 
to  the delight o f  the 
hometown crowd, claiming 
the gold and bronze team 
trophies• 
First went to the Terrace's 
Northern Motor Inn' bantam 
hockey  p layers ,  who  
defeated and relegated their 
Hazelton counterparts to se- 
cond place. Third went to 
another Terrace team --  the 
Avco Jets. They triumphed 
over the Kitimat bantams to 
take the bronze. 
Most-Sportsmanlike-Team 
honours went o the Houston 
bantams --  who racked up 
only four penalties through 
the entire course of their four 
tournament games. 
Hoop 
tourney 
The Clarence Michael 
Classics won three straight 
games to take first at a Grade 
7 girls' basketball tourna- 
ment wo weekends ago. 
The undefeated Classics 
won their first game 48-17 
over Veritas, and went on to 
edge out host Uplands 29-24 
in one game, and beat 
Uplands again in the final 
38-30. 
Teams competed in the 
March 10 tournament from 
Uplands, Veritas, Thornhill, 
Cassie Hall and Clarence 
Michael, which fielded two 
teams. 
Winter 
.golfing? 
Terrace's Skeena Valley 
Open winter golf tournafnent 
was a great success for the se- 
cond year in a row. 
'The Feb. 27-28 tourna- 
ment - -  held aga in  in 
Guaymas, Mexico-- drew 32 
entries. 
On the men's side, low 
gross winner was Denny 
McDonald of Kamloops. 
Low net went to Smithers' 
Donny Oulton, who won a 
refund of the cost 0f the two- 
week Mexican vacation. 
Former Terrace resident 
~Debby Carruthers, now of 
Victoria, earned the low 
gross ' in '  women's  playi 
Kitimat's Mars Oeddes took 
the low net. 
Stars on ice 
PERFECT PAIR Jodi Barnes and Rob Williams will be the star attractions at Terrace 'Cinderella' 
Ice Carnival that gets underway next week. The two cousins from New Westminster -- who have 
been skating since they were 9 and 10 -- have a long record of top.five performances in provin- 
cial, national and internatiooal pairs figure skating competitions, 
Badminton 
zone champs 
TERRACE - -  Caledonia Senior 
Secondary badminton players 
kept up a long-standing winning 
tradition by sweeping the zone 
playoffs in Teri'ace two 
weekends ago. 
Cal players bagged 23 in- 
dividual medals in the tourna- 
ment, and secured the school's 
spot at the provincial cham- 
pionships in Kamloops next 
week. Caledonia has taken the 
zone badminton title for the last 
'seven cofisecl/tiVe' years• 
Coach Robert Cooper  
predicts a finish in the top-eight 
at this year's provincials• Last 
year's team placed second 
overall - -  theirbest perfor- 
mance ver. 
Daysun Wrubel, Callie Swan, 
Lisa Mailloux and Mark Sauer 
took the top spots in 'A'-flight, 
and are expected to lead the 
team at the provincials. 
Other Terrace 'A' flight win- 
ners included Krista Soules, 
Donnle Hill, Phili. "p Lukasseur, 
Andrea Tank~ Margaret  
Koerner, Darren Steres and 
Jodie Cey. 
SFU nabs early win 
TERRACE -- Terrace 's  
Michelle Hendry led the Simon 
Fraser U~versity Clan to their 
first ever victory in the NAIA 
university women's national 
basketball championships Fri- 
day night• 
Hendry hit for 32 points in 
the tournament opener in 
Jackson, Tennesee, to lead the 
Clanswomen to a historic 79-56 
victory over University of Min- 
nesota• 
The win boosted the Clan in- 
to the next round of the cham- 
pionships, extended their winn- 
ing streak to 14 games and add- 
ed to the playoff point total of 
Hendry. She has averaged well 
over 30 points per game in 
playoff action, falling under 30 
on only one occasion. 
Final championship results 
and season wrap-up next week. 
Johnston named 
to World Cup team 
TERRACE - -  Terrace air pistol 
shooter Ali Johnston has been 
named to the Cafiadian ational 
shooting team going to the 
World Cup championships in
Los Angeles next month. 
Johnston - -  who remains one 
of the country's top shooters --  
will compete in the air pistol 
event, which is her specialty. 
The competition takes place in 
the first week of April. 
Confirmation of her seat on 
the team was a boost for the 
local shooter after a dissappoin- 
ting performance at the March 
4-5 provincial championships in 
Richmond. Calling it an off- 
day, she said she finished se- 
cond there, with her scores 
down 10 points across the 
board. 
L~' 
Simply the best! 
TERRACE - -  Terrace's Junior 
'C' girls flngette team returned 
from the provincials In 
Osoyoos provlndalehampious. 
The'ulue Terrace and two 
Kltlmat girls worked their way 
to a 3-1 record in round.robin 
play to qualify for ashot at 
the title in the final. , • 
They started the round robin 
losing 8-4 to Burns Luke 
before getting on trnc~. Then 
Burns Lake. 
Coach Merrill Myers said 
although the team was built 
around three experienced 
players, the provincial victory 
was particularly sweet for the 
less experienced players. 
"It was a real treat for them 
to be able to play at that level 
- -  and win at that level." 
The mainly 14- and 15.year- 
old team is comprised of Ter- 
they took out Vancouver race players Den Ferretti, An- 
Island 7-6, got revenge on nu Graham, Cathy Ulingworth, 
Bunts Lake 7-6 and then qalu Suzi Munson, Kant Myers, 
.. butVancouver Island 6.$. 8hawna Prest, Kelly Prinz, 
:They emerged from the final Jacque Scriver, Lisa Smith, 
m provindal ¢hamplom, mud. mtd:Kitlmat players Alex 
; Ing victory on it 7~6 Win over / /~Hmuer,  and Edn MeHale. 
RULERS OF RINGETTE this year a~e Terrace's North CoastRavens Junior 'C' rlngette team. From left; 
In the front row, are: Dena Ferrett, Anna Graham, Jacque Scrlver, Lisa Smith and Kelly Prlnz. At back 
are: coach Merrill Myerrs, Alex Hamer, Shawna Prest, Kara Myers, Kathy Illingworth, Susie Munson 
and coach Dwaine Hornland. Missing is Erin McHale, 
I 
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You want  to  ta lk  
frustrationll 
• Then talk to those truly ar. 
dent hockey fans who, for 
whatever obscure (and certaiuly 
masochistic) reason, insist on 
blindly pledging their allegiance 
to such giants of the g#me as the 
Vancouver  Canucks  and  
Quebec Nordiques. 
• All season, the moments of 
ecstasy have been but t iny drops 
in a shoreless bucket of agony 
as the i r  teams dedicated 
themselves to obtaining an early 
draft pick and an equally early 
release to the golf course. 
However, painful though the 
performances have been, that is 
not the cause of the frustration. 
Rather, it is the fact these fans 
know full well their team would 
be in.first place overall and hot 
favourites to take the Stanley 
Cup i f  only they were general 
manager/coach. 
For these fans it is crystal 
clear the current holders of 
those positions have instincts 
which would not have looked 
out of place on the bridge of the 
Titanic. They never draft the 
f ight player, never put together 
the  right line and wouldn't 
know a good trade i f  it bit them. 
Ah, but there are in every 
season two golden moments 
when these same fans, the un- 
sung managerial Great Ones of 
the game, have an opportunity 
to come into their own. 
They are known, o f  course, 
as hockey pools and offer 
would-be Glen Sathers a chance 
to demonstrate heir staggering 
grasp of both the game and its 
practitioners. 
And as the current season 
draws to a close, these fans are 
busily preparing for just such a 
moment - -  the Playoff Pool. 
It is also the real test of 
talent. No 80 game schedule 
here that forgives the temporary 
slump by giving a player time to 
recover his scoring touch. Just 
unremitting pressure from the 
first whistle of the first game 
and the sure and certain 
knowledge a couple of bad 
games can consign even the best 
to early oblivion. 
But for the poolster there is 
no pressure, only the challenge 
of  ski]fully mixing his picks to 
come up with the unbeatable 
combination of players and 
teams that ~ i ]  leave the rest 
wailing in his wake. 
The draft, when it comes, will 
be over in a matter of  a couple 
of  ho~s.  But for the poolster, it 
is only the culmination of nearly 
six months spent jumping from 
one TV channel to another so as 
to catch every game possible, 
poring over the weekly stats 
published in the provincial 
dashes and religiously commit. 
ring to memory every word con- 
talned in The Hockey News. 
Add to all that information 
the intuitive instincts which are 
too Often denied the mortals 
who pace behind the bench of 
the  avefase ' team and you have 
the l~olster's magic formula. 
Next 'time, a look at this 
year ' s '  p layoffs  and  some 
predictions/suggestions based 
on the results of an exhaustive 
survey of  local pundits. 
COLD BEER and  WINE STORE.  . . e,,,,n 
~i ' : ' , '  : g eat  se loc t lon  o f  impor t  p rodu©ts .  P lus  qua l l ty  spor tswear  ' .~_~,4n  
F ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  iii~:~:'ii~ ' Monday to Friday ' Saturday  , , Sunday -0penAllH011days-"635"6300'|1~'~&~% 
~,!:;~i~/;/ :10a.m. to l lp .m,  ua,m. to l l  p,m,. 11a,m, to l lp ,  m. (exceptChdstmm) , . / ~ l i ~ i  
II I I I I  
:uper 
sk, ,ng 
SNOW ABouNDs for touring 
skiers lounging in spring skiing 
conditions on their recent trip 
up Shames Mountain Road. 
Higher up on the mountain, 
newly hired Shames ski hill pro- 
ject • manager Mark Grabowski 
got a close-up look at the 
downhill skiing conditions. He 
was among heli-skiers who took 
on the mountain two weekends 
ago. A corporation official said 
they measured the base in the 
proposed lodge area at around 
300 centimetres - -  double the 
base at Hudson Bay Mountain 
in Smithers. They were unable 
to get a measurement at the top 
of the T-bar area, because they 
couldn't find the bottom. 
SERVICE 
Protect 
Your Truck 
Box L iners  E7TZ 990003A ' - >~ l ~ ~  ~ 
• ct resistant to 125 ft. tbelpsl 
toi,or..oe'°"O°  
:i 5 oo 
_ _ _, 
7 
litter 
sPECIAL 
Plus wo'll lubricate: • Hood door and trunk hinges and latcheS 
And WO'II test: ' __ .... ,,,rotection 
• BstterY specmu ~, 
 dgg 
our checK-uP lets you face 
driving with more confidence. 
• Battery sables _ 
and connect.to, n~,~ ,^vats 
CI I tU tg  iv  • Art bet~ ,ar]~ ..,~,.=, btsdea 
• WInds~|eto ~,',~; 
I " Front ~na '~%:~ter hoses " ~" . . . . . . .  ~ 
~ Terre.ce 
/ .   ,:OTE M FO, RD/ 
4631 Keith Ave. 
HAZELTON, B,C.  
V0J 1YO 
~ ~ "Annual Report should be addressed to: 
: :::: !:::~. ~' OlSTnlCT MANAeER , 
• ~i :~,~ ::: KISPiOX FOREST OISTRICT 
"" : " BOX 215 
63-5-4978 
"1 enjoy ~on,,,0RNs because I can work at my own pace. I love the 
equipment. It's a great facility." 
Charlle Porter 
TANNING SPECIAL 
1§  Sessions =490o 
For 0nly ......................................... 
! 
~.. . .  • .: ~... 
IRonwORHS 
V Gym &'Fitness Centre 
1551Greig Avenue, 635-4130 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
MEETING 
SEVEN SISTERS LOCAL .... 
RESOURCE USE PLAN " . 
The Ministry of Forests Invites the general :: :,,i~ 
public to a presentation of the ANNUAL ,~, :::/ 
REPORT of the Seven Sisters Local Resource : i i. 
Use Plan on the following dates: ~: 
HAZELTON 
April 2, 1990, 7:30 PM at the ....... 
Legion Hall in South Hazelton ~. "~.~ i!~ 
':;' AND ~:~:~ 
• :TERRACE 
the . .  . . . . .  
Office 
Copie~:of the Annual Report will be available 
, ~ at the meeting or at the Diatrlct Offices In 
Hazelton and Terrace on or after April 3; 1990. 
-Any and all comments'with regard to ths  
Check In°t~dl~So~orcmft oil 
• 5 Utres o~ _ , Motorcmtt oil 
• tnst~iation ut .ew .--- 
• LubdCstlon . 
i :Men 's  Rec~t ionn I  Hockey  League Scores .  . . . .  ~ , • . ~ P iayo f f  Schedu le :  . . . . .  - -  ~~".: :~ ~!:~!!'~ '  
wu~i  3 . ~ ~ ~ ~ S,des A. Sk,~ou note , ,  Non  co,= w,=,¢~,  ~ ' ~!! 
~e Wmt 3 Game I ~ Tuesday, March 13, 9 p m 
. Norm,s Auto Refinishing S, North Coast Wran~ers 3 Game 2 - -  Saturday, March 17, 7 p.m 
~* i : .... i March 4 . ~ i !:! ii ~i: Game 3 "Tuesday, March 20, 10:30 p,m, (ll . . . .  p.~ 
C0nvoy  Supp ly  2; Nor thern  Motor  Inn Ok les  O . ! :, ...... , : . . . . .~  . . .... ~:, .~:.;~:~ ~:.~,~;~: 
' ': = '  ' ~' " :March 6 " de= B: Norm's Auto v. Inn of the West : 
Convoy Supply 6i Inn of the West 3 .. , ~ ' : ' : Game i - -  Sunday, March I I, 9'45 p m " : :. *. ;~ ~. 
• North Coast Wranglers8, So~ehM;tor  Inn Okles 3 : GGame2 --.Thursday, March i$,'10:30 ; m, ~i ~ ~,: I , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II 
'i: - . i  ~ . ' . . .  ~= '_ .. ~ , .  : . . . :~  , : : / .  ame 3 -:-.'~aturday, M~ch 17, 8"30 p m (if need~ ~:~:; !;~;! : ~ : " I Itl uoy • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CItAIt]EH~ I 
r~O~sAUt°KemusmnsT, aKesna"otelo ; . . . . .  . . . . .  . " ' " ~ | .VAN .SCHEOULEDSERVICEONHGHWAYa?N I 
Team ' " ~ ~ . ; .-,,-,., ' . ,~, .~2 :' Gauae 2 -- 8uday, Mardla 18, 9:,1S p.m . . . . . . . .  i? .:: .:~:!: i .  :: :: • DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT, SERVCE TO K TIMAT 
", ' , t . l r  f f  I .  , l  U . I~  f~ J /~ r l ~  Gets  ' l _ _  ' l~ .~A.  Im L .~ ' ' - 7 "~:' ~ : I " I 
. . . . . . .  ...... . . . . .  .................................. _m.  . . . .  .uy , . .~ .~,  9 p,m. . . . . .  .................. =~ .. . .  ~' ' . . . . . . . . .  TB~RACE . . . .  " 
Sk~aHoiel : : ' ~o ~o. ,  '= ~o ' I ! KITIMAT " I~mW~ . . - . I  
, , . . . . . . . . . .  ~- .-  uame $"  Suuaty, Msrch 25 9 '6  m if n ' i. ~' . ~ r ' ' ~ VI m ~8 . . . .  NormsAutoRefhdshing 40  26 I0 4 .234 169 56 ' ' '  p" '( ceded) ..... ,  O=..OTOOL 
~nnof t~ew~ , • 40 u t~ 2 2o9 t~ 44 " S. .esD ~V,- - : - . .  . . . . .  I O ~ 0 ~ " ~ O q 4  . - . ~ / J ~ D ' ~  ~-~"~.1  ~ 
• : uen  or  ~er t .  A aud  n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  UNFr~D NorthCoastWral~lers. 39 17 18 4 159 1~0 38 Gtme'l. ThuNda,, M- ' -"" " . . . . . .  j "~"'~ '~-" e, .^^,  qi~.q.N.-~PJ ~ or636-7102 | 
Convoy Supply ' 40 I0 29 I 120 211 21 ~ -" - - . a ,  ,.~n ~,~, au:J~ p.m. ~ ~- ~ • | ~.l~. " OlU OileOt '-/U,~If~V~ 04 4 4 D l~bkt ,m ' .  | • " . ~ uame~:~alureay, Msrch24,7 .m. " . v.n~n~, ors ,  ~, ~u, , ,  
NonharnMotorlnnOktes 40 8 30 2 1]$ 188 18 Game 3" Tuesday March27 - p --- ,. I Kitlmat . . Te~',Fce . , | 
: .  . • , • , , ~ p.m. m needed) . 1, ,u ,  p 
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Fee t u re by sa lAte  • 
tO our 
bestse l le r  - 
 Perfect setting for "--' 
gracious life style ' 
Co N 
Situated oh a generous ' SHERIDAN on his achievement 
70 x 197 ft. lot is this Run Redden BESTgELLER for the month of;i 
beautiful spacious Realty World is proud to welcome Run Redden FEBRUARY. i 
Spanish style home, just to  the i r  professional sa les  team.  Gordon has not only achieved i 
membership in the 500 Club, "but 
Run invites his friends & business acquaintences has also been a member of the 
to call him regarding all their real estate re- prestigious Diamond Club for the 
waiting tooffer you and 
yburs the perfec[ .setting 
foragraciousfife style. 
Come into the large at- 
tractive ground level en- 
try either through the 
main door, or avoid the 
weather by driving into 
the ~ adjoining garage 
which  a~o boasts a door 
'~int0". the main entry. 
'From: here yofi hav, e ac- 
ccss:to a cozy family 
room,, a game~ room,' 2 
bedrooms and a two we. 
bathroom which is 
plumbed for a full 
bathroom. 
• Ascending the 
carpeted staircase you 
find. yourself on the 
bright and elegant ,400 
sq. ft. main floor. An 
oak kitchen opens 
i through a Spanish ar- 
• I Chway into the dining 
room. You may choose 
to dine there; or in sum- 
mer  move out through 
i the sliding glass doors to 
the large private sundeck 
with its southern ex- 
posure to enjoy brunches 
: fo r  barbeques. 
• ~Moving into the living 
liroom you find yourself 
~,.drawn to another set of 
I~glass doors leading onto 
~i~ another 
quirements at 638-0268 Bus. or 638-1915 Res. past 3 consecutive years. 
For any real estate 6nquMes, 
The right agent makes all the difference call our bestsellers today. 
In the world HnS PRUDEN & CURmE 
(1976) Ltd. 
635-6142 
MEMBER 
  'LEPAGE  TERRACE REALTY LTD. 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
]Associate Broker Network 638-0371 
• INOEPENDENT L y OWNED AND OPERATED 
RR81" CLASS QUALITY A CHALET ON A HILL SPACE ~ GRACE A GOOD WAY TO START 
Tasteful two storey located on Woodland view from every win. Delightful back split designed Horseshoe focatio~,, approx- 
prestigious CeJoo0 Crescent, dew and privacy on 4.61 acres home, not yet a year old, imately 940 sq. ft. of living 
quality throughout, 2x6 con- on the Bench. Charming, well modern European kitchen area, 2 bedrooms, nat. gas 
struction, European kitchen constructed two storey featur- vaulted ceiling and walk.out bay heat, located on a 50x122 ft. 
with breakfast area, covered ing Cedar ceilings, 3 bedrooms, window in living room, 3 lot and a 16x24 ft. garage for 
rear sundeck, 3 plus 1 fireplace, patio doors from all bedrooms, main bath with storage. Asking $44,500. 
bedrooms, 2 brick fireplaces, bedrooms, Cedar oof, cozy and jacuzzi tub and separate shower 
Channel Cedar Siding and brick comfy in every way. Asking stall, french doors to rear LOW, LOW, BUNGALOW] 
facing exterior, paved double $114,500 MLS. sundeck, double finished garage Very comfortable 782 sq. ft. 
ddvecarporl, fenced and land- and much morel MLS. home very close tO, the' 
scaped yard. Asking $140,000: $112,500. . .  downtown core. 2 bedrooms 
i _. . . . .  
i balcony on the HAVE YOUR'DEEAM HOBBY concrete ringwall, electric heat, 
FARM 60xlO0 lot. Must be viewed to 
nor th  side. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SITE A beautiful location, bounded by VERY AT1RACTIVE - be appreciated. Call for more 
The: balance o f  the one of the few 1 acre parcels the Skeena River to the east, ALMOST NEW details. Asking $35,000. MLS. 
main floor has three available in the downtown area and a spectacular mountain Over 2,100 sq. ft. on two levels 
on Lazelle Avenue. The well view to the west, 150 acres, and only 4 years old. Vaulted SlDE.BY.SRE DIJLEX... 
i good's ized bedrooms, constructed home could be Highway 16 east near Cedar- ceiling in livingroom. Modem on a 95'x172' irregutarshaped 
~iand a 4-piece bathroom utilized for an office, or property vale. Approx• 40 acres cleared, European kitchen. Very lot. Two bedrooms in each unit. 
i!with an ensuite in the could be subdivided for develop. 2 houses needing some spacioos bedrooms and two full Electflc heat with separate lec. 
ment in the rear on Park finishing, gravity fed water baths. Location is excellent tricalmeters. Excellent revenue 
master bedroom. Avenue. Zoned P1, just west of system and potential for sub- with underground services, property. Sign Is posted at 3760 
|~ i  Qual i ty carpets and an office block. Price $149,500 division into 3 parcels. MLS. Private backyard. Asking Muller Avenue. Askirig 
I l i ght "  ; f i x tures  MLS. Price $110,000. $115,000. $42,000• MLS. 
ithro~tghoutl provide the 
| finishing touches to this 
desirable home, and here 
is a bonus. If, when your 
children are grown and 
you decide 1400 sq. ft. is 
enough space for two to 
roam around in, close 
off the ground level, use 
the •roughed-in plumbing 
already there and enjoy 
the extra revenue from a 
• completely se l f -  
conta ined  2-bedroom ,,, ]] . . . . .  
apartment. 
i:i   ACHIEVEMENT 
!!iT'he North west Real Estate Board proudly ^,~v..~JT. EsT^ ~s ~=ow ts.~® L,, ~ ~ ~,~su~ p,y~,~o~,~ 
recognize p lash  f thes .~p=,0=, t ,~ ,o ,~, ,  = ~  :payri~nt. Large G bedroorrt home of solid cofl. great family ema, fireside glow, gas heat, $~ld/workshopwlthofilcl/tohsat. l'~cetoyo~. !i s the accom ments o e three .=,, . ,  ouutbam exposure, 3 B~4 pc, baths, gourmet I.Jtcl~n, 2 BR. kJld;en appltacas in- crete I~ock consUueuo~. Dou* paved ddva 
. ALSO "Near schools - shops, Call Nowt Priced eluded, walk.out basement, fruit trees, city and attached gara~. Groat omi~y m ~ a IoLfendng, ga~age, pavedddvo, SeeNowlPric. IoL f~-redandlands~.EXCt.USIVE, Jaclde. 
es  ople who attained top qualifications in ,~ $47,700 (6e0153) O=dm Hamilton water, city i~es. ALSO "Near bus. NEW quiet no.through slzout. Lar~ tdth fruit d at $ge,gno (9000e) MLS. Verne Fereus~t 
833.9537. Lakelse Realty 838.0268;" MORTGAGE. $84,500 (900043) For details ~1 trees, fence a~d garden areas. For more detai~ 35.3389. I;~Multlple Listing sales throughout the Pacific v,~,. ==,~sloo0oa~). 
~'~NOrthwest in 1989 
Twelve mlden~ lots fugy serviced in the city ~ *Ready to b~kl? Choice lot on Dram. 
0dot iccae~. CaJI Veme for de~ls. MLS. i ~ - - and lovel /5'xl t 7' for $14,000. Callgzo,.Mato 
(890211) make In offer. MLS. 
H ~  SeNna 
~l  .of°ted, F..hctd¢ heal Great faodly ~ eat. in Tl~nhlg. F~dge, stove, Ufdr~l~er, dtap~ 
Idzcnen. Fddge and stove lo¢luded, fenced and shears It<ind., Prloed at $11,500. Call 
• ' VIL.~ ceilin0s hi0hli0Ms this MvflM 0sp~t IIn. Gorgeous woodland 2storey Cootemp~l~y. On Fdend]y Thonlhill rlmch-type ofhNs 
RENT TOO HIGH? W. Weed, W0W, Shop, circular drlw, 14uge view 2•76 acres. F~mal ~nin9 room, 4 B~1.4 pc°., coz~rms. P ,e~.  New kitchs~, 3 BPJ1,4 
deck. ALSO 'Close to aflle~,eeL 0ulet Iocaem 1.2 pc°. baths, swimmln0 p~, workshop, I~SWOOD RURAL T~y inls me, bile home m larD° inneed ant in Cq). pc°. bath, well wa~, ts~ Irreoutor IoL d~,de 
pers~deEstatos.For123,so01tlsagoedl~aee do,~ltotJpts~Sehod,$38.500(90oo32) vialled clil~g~, satellite dish. $110.000 O~,'agelnddoubledrlve.$83.S00EXCLUSP"E.~ InpavedroidwehsvelO.Teaorll=lorytxa. 
to get started. Call B¢onde to vfew MLS.' Verrm ~63e.3382MLS.  1)00019)MLS. grondaEdckso~636.1721. 'B~mda Ericksm 838.1721. Laketse Realty I ew f~Tm.TfyoffwsmS13,a00. MLS120t~ 
(900017), 630-0260. I ~1 Bnm~. • 
"" ' . . t 
H=,,'s a nice I~'~¢ - 2.14 Icr=o - ~in ns I ~ : ~ ~ i i  ~U,T~ ~K~ 
Ownwlmdl~ed, Lecabd m~ye~entmlouin~ | ~!~i~.~J~ l You ~ a ~'~W, ~ a lot? I ~ • ~L 
s.,ooo, e.,.= es~.~t2~ EXCL~W I ~ i l l~F l :~B l~ i  ~tch f~, s.,sna. ~LS (m~a~ 
~o~.~ "~ p,,t~y =~.  ~.s. ] Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson. Run Redden Jackle Collier ~,~.~.  ~LS ~44,  ~ . 
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. ~ ~  TOTAL FLOOR AREA 
sq,, 
t 
This charming two-storey family home has on- 
ly 1,762 sq. ft. totally finished, and yet the 
room sizes we have been able to achieve by 
careful planning will amaze you. Look at the 
spacious foyer to begin with, sunlight gently 
filters down from above the open stair- 
case...making a most cheerful entrance to this 
home. Many hours of happy family time will be 
enjoyed in the roomy kitchen, nook and family 
room. 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a.m. - -  
8i30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8a.m. -  
8 p.m. ' 
4702 I .~l~,Avenue 
T in ;  B.C;:; We 1Re 
(0o4) ess,es02 
LARGE FAMILY HOME 
C~ose to town, arena and aquatic 
centre. Many features inctudln 0 hot: 
tub, 4-pce. ensuite and central vac- 
cure system. This homo has to he 
seen to be abpreclated. For an ap- 
pointment, call Mike. MLS. Asking 
$92,900. 
RENTAL INVESTMENT 
Home On a ~ lot In the Kelth 
~ta~oom• Separate gaaOe/sbep and 
• Aak~ $52,5g0 EX. 
CLU~/F. Call Mike. 
~ FROM TOWH 
5•7ei a=rez just north of Tenace, 
O~,~zer Zs amkxzs ts eell• For morn 
=zrm0~ ea~ Mike. MI.S. Asidno 
S29,000. 
I~  IUHI= PI:HI'I:U I 
-1,152 sq. ft. -3 bedrooms 
I -Full basement .Garage Asking $59,900 MLS. 
CABIN AT THE LAKE 
;Cozy cottage In p'dvate treed setting 
i at the south end of Lakelse Lake. 
Cabin is set up as duplex and Is 
ideal for 2 families. Presently there 
is boat access only. Give Gordle 
01son a call for more information• 
Asking $34,000. MLS. 
BRCK AND CEDAR 
give this 2 storey home a very 
distinct and pleasing exterior. Four 
bedmams on one level. Spacious 
kitchen. Two fireplaces. Full base- 
ment. Rec room. Attached garage 
and paved ddveway. Located sen- 
trally in the Horseshoe. Call today to 
make your appointment toview this 
home pdced at $119,500. 
I II 
New Executive 
The new executives to the Northwest Real Estate Board 
were recenUy swom in during a Terrace meeting. Installed 
were Erika Pelletler, Treasurer; Gordon.Sheridan, Vice Presi- 
dent; Dwain McColl, President; Ralph Godlinski, Director; 
Terri Glass & Pat Quinn, Directors, could not be present for 
picture. 
i i ' ! 
~ ~ ~  
~ ~ .  
jSTAN PARKER, 
• CHECK ME 0Ull . 
-1,344 sq. it, -3 bedrooms 
-Woedsteve 75'x200' lot 
• -Well maintained 
Asking $59,900 MLS, 
FOR THE FIRST TIME BUYER 
Well maintained 3 bedroom base- 
ment home located in the Keith 
'Estates. This home offers lots of 
charm and character. Natural gas 
heat• Garage. Large fenced yard 
with fruit trees. A must see for the 
first time home buyer. Asking 
$58,900. MLS. '~ 
HOME AT THE LAKE 
Check out this attractive 2 bedroom 
home situated close to the hotepr. 
ings and Lakelse Lake. Fenced 
80'x200' lot, TV dish and separate 
garage makes this one special and 
should not be overlooked. Call Gor. 
die Olson for further information. 
Priced at $49,900. MLS. 
HORSESHOE SPECIAL 
-1148 sq• H. -Fireplace 
• Full basement -1t/, baths 
-Carport -N/G heat 
Asking $97,000 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
Suitable for a mobile home or 
building site. Hydro, Natural Gas, 
cable and water all available. In 
quiet area. Economically priced at 
.only $7,50g. For morn Information 
call Shaunce Krulusalbdnk. MLS,' 
. . ' . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
RESIDENTIAL LOT - 
' LABELLE AVENUE 
Get an early start on your new 
! home• This site has basement and 
sub-floor already constructed. Plans 
for Select Home executive home In- 
cleded. Call for more details. MLS. 
- I 
TRUCKERS DREAM 
This 2 bay shop features 14'x16' 
doors, 18' ceiling, 3 phase wldng, 
office or parts room at the back, 
finished floor and lean-to on the 
side. One acre provides ample park- 
Ing. $75,000. Call Sheunce for 
more intu. MLS. 
h , 
SPRING FEVER 
Large private treed lot 135'xl 75' at 
the end of a quiet paved street in 
new subdivlelon in town. All 
~ nderground services. Be ready to uiki. Call Go(die Bison far more In- 
formatlen. Only' $26,900. 
VENDOR SAYS SELL 
Cleared and level building lot In st. 
tractive subdivision off of Birch 
street on the Bench, All 
underground services and paved 
street. Call Gordle Otson for further 
detatis and map. Priced to' sell at 
$14,900. MLS• • 
m " ' i "  
JIM DUFFY LAURIE FORBES GORDON OLSON . . . .  HANS STACH 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
In the Horseshoe area. Call Gordie 
Olson for your appt. to view. 
$199,000. MLS. 
FAMILY HOME PLUS 
A completely finished home in- 
ctudlng 3 bedrooms up, 1 down, 
fireplace, jacuzzl tub In main bath, 
Jen-AIr range, wall oven, triple sink 
With garburator, solid birch 
~ableets, ensuite and many 
features. Separate pool hous~ 
16'x32' plastic lined heated 
with slid, diving board and he1 
finished off in cedar. Heated 
wired storage shed has 2 bay 
wood. Landscaped and fenced 
paved driveway. Located In 
wanga. $175,000. For more 
call Shaunce, MLS• 
SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRll 
i ~ 6364031 638-6686 636-8382_. 638-1946 636.6739 635-5382 
i 
THORNHEI6HTS 
Fully finished 8.F. old 4 bdrm home 
in top condition• Rruplace, ensuite, 
n.g. heat and wood stove. Large 
windows. Nice & bright. Asldng 
$93,900. Call Dick Evans. 
PRICE REOUCED 
Located on a quiet sbnet on the 
Bench with lots of privacy. 3 level 
split wJth 4 bdrms on the upper level 
and one downstairs. Central 
fireplace In Ilvlngroom. Large kit. 
chen& fenced back yard• How 
listed at $99,500. Call Dick Evans. 
GREAT VALUE IN THE 
SlXTES 
;Strata title ~le duplex. 3 Ixlrms up 
• plus full bsmt for future develop 
meat. Patio door off master bdrm & 
sondack and fenced back ylm:l, N.G. 
heaL Paved ddve. AsldnO $63,900. • 
Call Dick Even~, 
JUST USTED 
Good 2 bdnm starter home on ce- 
meat foundation. This home Is 
situated on 1.09 acres on a quiet 
street on the Bench. A nice property 
with lots of room to grow. Asking 
$47,000, MLS. For more leterma- 
tlon, call Dave, 
PRIVACY PLUS 
Well maJofatned 2 bedroom home 
situated on 1.96 acres. An ideal 
starter home with room to grow. 
$39,500• Call Dave Reynolds NOW 
for more details. MLS. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Over 4,090 sq. ft. main floor rented 
to a video outlet. The upstaJre has 
two 3-brine suites. Approx. $2,000 
per month income, Has fnco-term 
tenants. Asking $115,000, For 
more details, rail Dave, MLS, 
I]  3J PRUDEN & CURRIE (i976) LTD. 
,, ~*  i,! . ,  
.;::. : : : : 
John Currle Dick Evans " Dave Reynolds 
see.auRa 030-70081 03141111, 
" I '  "' 
John Evans 
, ,  630.614! 
TRY YOUR OFFER 
:: ! ~ ~",~ i'~: : '~:~] 
MOflE FOR YOUR MONEY 
on this 5 ixhm home In town. 1,075 tJ in this 5 txirm, 1,234 sq• it, home In 
sq, it,, n•g., fireplace• Great poten. 1 Immuculate condition• The growing 
tlal for a suite downstairs• family wilt appreciate the counby 
Renovating would be required. Ideal style Idtchen with an abundance of 
fixer upper. Asking $54 ogo. MLS yellow cedar cabinets, 3 full baths, 
Ca Gofdle Sheridan at the office or fireplace and much more, 5 ucres of 
In the evenings at 635.4781. properly only 6"miles from town on 
pavement, New listing $79,500, 
JUST LISTED 
I yr. old home, completely finished, 
Docble garage. Enjoy the easy care 
features uch as vinyl siding, wipe 
clean kitchen cabinets. The lower 
level Is finished with a 4th hen'n, 
3rd bath and family entertainment 
area. $129,900 MLS, Call Edka to 
VtsW. , 
LOW 80'8 hum/. CaJJ Joy. 
Nine year o~d honle In excellent con. 
ditlee, Vaulted ceilings, n.g., on. " DOUBLE ~ LOT : 
suite, ceotral vaccum system full Lane access tothe detached garage 
beret, fireplace. This homo offers is great for extra parking space. I COUNTRY urine AT ITS 
Contemporary styling at $83,500.. Rnlshed up & down, n.g. heat, this ~ 
• channing In-town home Is priced at,  BEST 
Coenby setting, yet 1 I~k oct of cty GordleEXCLUSIVE'sheridanAll nqoideoeveningsCOntaCtat $67,500. Call Joy. - ' - - - - "  limits gives you easy ac ess o 
635"4781---------L--- NEW LISllNG- HORSrSlIOE downtown & city transit. Over 1 
acre with a beauUfd!~,lew of nor- RAVE A LOOK . at 3506 Themes, This 4.level split 
i s  1,890 sq. i t .  of Oreat family them m~ntsJns. 1,600 sq.. ft, 
4 Ixfnn family home on Cedar Crea. home. Many st~clal features. Make home plus double garage. Listed at 
1,660 sq. it,, n,g,, finished bsmL an appointment o view today, $110,000. Call Edka to view. 
$113,500 MLS, Call Go, lie, ~i "$119,900, Carl Joy ' : " : . I . . . . . .  
 4650 LAKELSE  ,VE: 635-6!42 
Joy Dover 6o~0 ~r~an E~ka rc~r  
_U0.7o70 eas.4781 . es0.47~ 
i .... i 
Mike Richardson 
838.6609 
' , ' ' . "  .~; '"  ': •;"~ ", , "- "7, "~ ¸ : ' ' "  "~'~ "~-~ ' "~j~ ",~'~¸¸~'~'¸''~ ~'~''l'm~ ,¸¸''''''¸¸¸" ' '~ ~ ~*  ° . ~ * ' ~ " " ~ " ' " ~ . f " ° ~  " '="~ ,~ ~ v. • ",, " ~'~;,7 ~;.~A'~'~:';,'~" "~ '"~ .~'~'.:-,.,:;~. ~t. . .~,~*, , ~''--:tr'" . . . . . . . .  "'~':" ~ ': . . . . . .  ~.. ~ . , . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~-- .:..'.'~.:'~:.~,; . . . . .  ": " " , "  "-- ,..,~,..~ ~.,,,. ,,~ ,.,,, ,,,*. ~,,~.~.~,.,']~. ".:" '~. e'':~'*~,''',~'O',~'~ 
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638-SAVE I 
" DEADLINE: NOON SA'r-URDA-Ys- 
-- Classified and Classified Display 
:. ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stet holiday fell6 on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thuraday at 
5 p.m. for all dlaplay and ©laasifled ada. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
NI classified and classified display ado must be prepaid by either cash, 
VIes or Ivl~tercard..When phoning In eds loleMe haveyou Vlaa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $3.45 plus 5 e for additional words, *(Additional insertionsl 
.$2,30 plus.4, for a(M. ttional wens. *$G,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, no~ 
Coolmarcml) , . . 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Macl~inery 26. Personals 
5. For SaleMisc. 16. Farm Produce ~27. Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
18. Travel 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31.Aucti0n Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. LegarNotices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
6: Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8, Cars for Sale 
19'O. Trucks for Sale 
Aircraft 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
llmlml Tm 
The Terrace Standard res~ves the rloht to clacsi~ ads' 
under appropriahe hsed]r, gs and to set rates therefore a~f re 
~ter l~  p~ I~Aeon. 
The Terrace Sblndatd rlse~ves tile right to revise, edit, 
c l~ ly  or reject any ~lvwtl~l~ent and to retain any ~msm 
dlra¢t~f toth~ News Box Reply So.Ice, and to repay the 
customer the sum paki for the advertlsmont a d box rorltai, 
Box replies on "Hold" Insb'uctko~s tpicked up within 10 
days of exphy Of In advarl~sement wig be dasttoyed un~ 
n141JB~ k'~ttucnms ate received. Those enswldn 0 Box 
iNumbers ate roq~stod not o send od~naJ, of docoments to
IvoM Ios~, 
All c~11s of errors In advertisements must be received by. 
tim pubtiofler within 30 days after the first pubncatlon, - 
It Is aOrsN by t~ zfverUser requssUnO ~oace teat Ule 
elMny of the Terrace Sl~ndard Inthe event of falr~'o to 
i~  in advertisement o( Inthe event of an en'm Ippasnng 
the IdvllcPsemont aspo~lsNed shtll be IMIIBIO to 
IInlou~11 ~ by the ~verUlef for enlv One In¢OIT~l lllselilon 
I~ ~ I~m~Im~ of II~ aUve~si~ space ~¢upl~d by the I~ .  " 
rent or omnled tom ONy, and that hors hailbe noHa/Al~tyln ! 
Imy event g~ea~ than ~ amount paid for s~h IdverlLsing, 
=i, • 
1. Real Estate 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6% miles south 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, barns, out- 
buildings, water, hydro, and school bus. 
$120,000, Call 996•8379. 8p41 
LOT - Excellent building lot located near 
~h ospital, school in a quiet,area. Pavedstreet, 
ii NG, Water and sewer~ Most sell' 635.39861 
6p44 
1. Real Estate 
3 BUILDING LOTS (7/.8 acre each) across from 
Senior Secondary School in Kitwanga valley. 
Phone 849.5732 6p46 
BEAUTIFUL LOCAL LOT FOR SALE 2 mln's 
from downtown core. Tucked into parkland at 
the foot of Terrace Mountain. Cleared and folly 
serviced with undergruond electrical, sewer 
and water. Typical lot pdce in this location 
ranges from $16,000 to-$25,000. Asking 
pdce for this lot $13,900 OBO. Call Nell at 
638-8890 2p48 
OWN FOR LESS THAN RENT. Only $1,500 
down and $310 per month. This 3 bedroom 
condo with 1100 sq, ft, living area is only 5 
min. walk to the down town core. Well groom. 
ed yard with a fenced back yard. A perfect 
starter home. Call Nail at 638-8890, 2p48 
$93,500 2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by 
owner In Thomheigtits Phase Ill. Three 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, oak kitchen 
cabinets, built.in dishwasher, large sondeck, 
roughed In plumbing downstairs, Let backing 
onto designated park area, Open house Satur. 
day and Sunday 12- 4, Ddve to 2120 Cypress 
Street or call 635-2929, 3p48 
FION, AD S 
SELL v" RENT IITRADE 
2. Mobile Homes 
MOBILE HOME PADS For rant. Located in 
MUST SELL - Aimest brand new 3 bedroom Thornhili, Highway 16 E and Clark Ave. Close 
home, near hospital, school. Master bedroom, to schools, Pads available. One double wide, 
2.pee eosulte European kitohen NG, Much one R.V., several single wide. Please call 
more, 635.3986. 7p44 Evelyn at 1.656.9564. 6p45 
FORT ST. JAMES AIRPORT PROPERTY, 6,1 14'x70' TWO BEDROOM MANCO Mobile home 
acres, 14x70 mobile home, factory porch, on large lot in Copperside. Fully fenced, large 
40x40 steel shop, hangar/garage,' Lawn, shed, fddge, stove $29,500 OBO, 638.8956, 
garden, greenhouse, xtras, Asking $65,000. 6p45 
'\996-8453 4p46 
12x68 MOBILE With addition, ronovat~, new 
1500 SQ FT. LOG HOME with root cellar carpet & vinyl, 2 bedrooms, natural gas, ap- 
located at Germonsen Landing, 5 acres, good pliances, universal gym, sun deck. Nice lena. 
road, gravity water, wood stove and boiler, tlon, $14,000. 635.7612. 6p45 
Askir~ $31,500, Call Gary at 996•8015 4p46 
1979 14 x 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE Bendix 
10 ACRE LOT. 1 mile E, deep well, excellent Leader mobile. 3 large bedrooms, nat. gas 
water, water lines, electric line in shed, septic heal, insulated and wired jney shack. 
system. Ready. to build. Burns Lake. Phene635-3285 6p48 
1-635.3947 4p46 .. 1968 SAFEWAY MOBILE,"Two bedroom, 
LOT FOR SALE• City water 63.6 x 1321 On natural.gas, fddge, stove, drapes. B~lder. 
Cramer Street, Paved, dead.end road. Quiet wood trailer park. $4,200 OBO 
location. Very low, reasonable price. 638.0800 6p48 
635.7456 6p46 
FOR SALF~, 2 acres level, excellent garden soil 3,  Fro' Rent 
with hydro and well. Also 15 acres ofrecrea- 3 & 4 0EDR00M T0WNHOUSES featuring 
Qonal property with frontage on Hwy. 16 and 1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 bathe, 
the Skeena River. Pdvate boat launch. Phone pdvata yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
6 3 5 • 5 0 6 1. Houston. Phone 845.3161, 31tin 
5p47 
%L' • ' l  
, ." " " " i 
13+ ACRES AT Chimedemash Creek, Call 
638.0717 6c48 
NEW 1450 SO. FT. HOME 15 rain, west of 
Vanderhont on 80 acres, Natural gas, hard. 
wood floors, ensuite Jasuzzi, 600 sq. ft. guest 
house, • good drilled well, greenhouse, land. 
scaped. Phone 567-9061 4p48 
GORGEOUS FAMILY HOME rn prime location. 
Rancher style, 1505 sq. It., partially finished 
full basement. Three large bedrooms, master 
bedroom with eosuite and patio doors leading 
10 large sundeck, Beautiful dining room with 
adjoining sundock. Two fireplaces, natural gas 
heat, paved double carport. Professionally 
landscaped yard, This home must be seen to 
be appreciated. Close to schools, shopping 
and bus, Asking $115,000, Call.Brenda at 
635.591R 4p48 
3. For Rent 
DOWNTOWN .SPACE For lease, .Located 
upstairs on 4600 Rlouk - Lakelse, Good for 
office space or storage, Call 635.7939 or Ter. 
race Realty (Crystal) 630.0371 6p44 
FOR RENT one 1-bedroom and one 2.bedronm 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall te wall 
carpets, in town. No pets please, Call 
635-5464, 6p45 
FURNISHED ROOM including TV/iaundfy and 
kltohon fa¢lliUes. Available immediately, Ideal 
for a working single person, Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6c46 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM rug house in 
Ro.~swoed, water and electricity included 'in 
rent of $150 monthly. Large garden area, Con. 
tact Parmenler's, radiophone H49-5042 on JK 
or JL'ehanneL References required, 6p46 
2 BEOROOM MOOILE in Sunnyhlll. Avail• April 
1st. Nat, gqs. heat. Damage deposit required• 
$400 per month,*Cal1638.8084, 6p48 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with fddge/stove at 2749 
Straume. Also trailer'18x36 in New Ruing, 
fddge, stove. Available Immediately. Both 
have large lets. 635.6904 lp48 
FOR RENT in pdme location. Available ira. 
mediately. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths. N/Gas 
heat, fenced In back yard family room 
dewnstairs, $8co/thonth 1.637-5443 (Tracy) 
6c48 
4, Wanted to Renl 
FAMILY NEEDS TO RENT 3-4 bedroom house• 
A,S,A,P. Call 635-6714. 6p43 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY LOOKING For 3.4 
bedroom home. Would be long.term or will 
lease. Have good references. Call 638-8673 
or 635.5541, 6p43 
1977 OLOSI~OBILE DELTA ROYAL 88. Load. 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust, summer/winter 
radials, $1800,635.9121. 6p45 
l th ACRES (KITWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
storqy garage, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN, 
NEL BUSINESS. Root cellar, tully landscaped, 
Extras $59,000. 849.5427 6p48 
i 
INVESTMENT 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible family by March 30,1990. Phone 1967 PONTIAC SUNDIRD GT, 5 spd., turbo, 
638.0853 evenings or 635.4336 days• sunroof, cassette, power windows, air- 
Relerencesavailable.. 6p46 conditioning, bra, winter tires. $11,000, 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Ter- 
race for a family of 3. By the end of March or 
Apdl. Call 638.0469, 6p47 
8. Cars fbr Sale 14: Boats & Madne 
1906 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 35' 1961, CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int, wipers, hallooen ,boat with 2, 350 mercury inboard gas motors, 
headlights, rear window" defrost, Cleanl 
75,000 kms, $9,000, Call 636.9654 even- ERC. New paint Job inside and out. Red and 
Ings. tin white, Plus fishing gear and llfe'jacket. Ap. 
pralsad at $40,000, Asking $35,000, 
1957 FIREBIRD, 1978 Big Block Pontiac 400, 635.5543 after 6 p.m. 6p46 
Turbo 400 bans with B & M Stage II. $1500 16' FIBREGLASS DRIFT .BOAT c/w oars, oar 
O.B,O. For more info 635.4712. " 6p44 locks, roped rowing seat, 3 sterage compart." 
197S CHEV BELAIRE V8, 350. Asking ments, fish box, anchor System, trailer, spare 
$1,CO0. Call 635.4607. 6p45 wheel,beadng buddies. 632.5354 2p48 
OPPORTUNITY 
Potential for six lots. 
Central location. Drive by 
4806 Welsh. 
Call 638-1698 
ior appointment tO view. 
$129,500 private sale. 
I ,*$27,000" 
. i  3 bedroom house with natural gas aM 
| wood Stove m ~/e acre lot 60x400, Atach, 
Ied  carport, garden shed, needs TLC. Ven. 
| d~s moved to Vancouver, vacant must 
sell . 
li .CALL COLLECT: 
l! 1-464-4649 
NON SMOKING GENTLEMAN looking for a one 
bedroom furnished apartment, Call 635.3921• 
2p47 
1988 FORD COBRA MUSTANG, 15,000 km, 
loaded, Rlgatta blue and silver. Comes with 
car cover, bra and Iouvres, mint condition, ex- 
tended warranty. $17,500 0B0, Call 
638.0049 and leave message. 4p46 
1988 MAZDA 626DX 4 donr automatic, 
power steering, power brakes, 38,000 km, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yrs 
transferable warranty. $14,000, 635.9270 
6p46 
1965 DAYTONA, Turbo charged, very low 
mileage, Automatic, PS/PB, stereo and other 
extras. Exc. cend. $8,900, 635.3565 even- 
ings, 6p46 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard, 89,000 kin, 
Good condition, $1,650. 636.2400 or leave 
message for Dave 635-7676. Car is in Ter. 
race, 6p47 
1970 911 Porsche. Rebuilt motor and clutch• 
In very good condition. Best offer takes, Call 
849.5612 after 4 p,m. 6p47 
FOR SALE 1987 Firebird, air conditioning, 
cruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 kiidmetres, $10,500. 845-2962. 
6p47 
• FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNITS 
Utilities and cable 
included, $350 per 
month. Prefer working 
singles. Referen(:e. 
635-5350 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
; CGIgB OF KAL I  I ICOTT 
CLO8E TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL8 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 ro~n 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
included, Carpet throughout. Laufldry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
qulred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom aparthlente, 
PHONE OFFICE 636-5224 
If svMtable 
COMMERCIAL 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
For further Info~ation 
Phone ~:i:!~ • :!~ 
635-7i71 
, . . ,  .v 
" '  [ III , i ' ~ + " = 
bucket 80% new. $5500• 32 it. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good need, 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat • 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• byd, jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 597.2474. 19tin 
635.9407. 2p47 
1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon• 
$1,000 OBO. Call 638.2046 6p46 
1984 HONDA ACCORD. Exoellent condition 
$8,000. 1971 Mach I factory rebuilt 
Cleveland engine. 1000 miles, Fully restored 
orfgthal body. $9,500 OBO 635.4444 6c48 
5. For Sale Misc, 1906 FORD TEMPO, 4 door excellent cued, 1 
owner, P/S, P/B, AM/FM cassette, power 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, locks, power trunk release, air conditioning. 
etc. $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & Asking $5,500, 635.4293 after 6 p,m..6p48 
FAMILY VEHICLE in good condition. 1984 
Dodge Caravan. No rust• 100,000 mife~ Stan. 
dard transmission. $9,200• 635-7h2 or 
6 3 5 - 3026 2p48 
1981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cylinder, 
automatic transmission, 67,000 kin, new 
I~alnt, excellent running condition, $3,300 
635-3752 6p48 
1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP• Slant 6 low 
• mileage. Clean reliable transportation. Second 
owner, $1,400 OBO,Cal1638:1612 6p48 
AMIGA 1000 COMPUTER with Fujitsu 2100 
colour printer, genlosk, RGB monitor, mouse, 
software, books, etc. $2,000• •Phone 
638-1441. 6p44. 
1 COUCH AND MATCHING SWIVEL ROCKER in IMMACULATE LUXURY FAMILY CAR pdced to 
excellent condition, $500 OBO Phone after 5 sell. This 1987 Taurus Wagon, with 189 mon. 
p.m, 635-2980. 6p45 ths of use and 22,000 miles has the works, 
SKI TOQUES, HEADBANOS, children's With an exteriorlintedot cofour, theme of 
sweaters ideal for clubs, business advertising bergundyand black, complementing top of the 
or individualized gifts, quality knitwear dis. line commercial vlour upholstery and coop 
count group orders, personalized esigns. For dinating short pile solid rug floor mats, With 
infermatien or orders call Sujo Works. options like: Exterior diamond coat paint pro. 
847.4203. 4p45 tection, rock chip guard, fashion mud flaps, a 
4 cylinder fuel injected engine for excellent 
BUSH CABIN: 12 it, by 20ft. on 3 axle trailer, fuel economy, child proof door locks & win. 
.c/w propane stove, oil heater and various fur- dows, a Vs,%s fold down back seat, power 
nishings. Asking $3500. Phone 845.2551. windows, power door locks, power steering, 
4p45 power brakes, air conditioning, premium 
NINTENDO POWER PAD And 2 games, Bend stereo with booster and six speakers, cruise 
for kids $150 OBO or will trade fer 5 games• control, five speed standard transmission and 
Also Tandy computer tape recorder, as rearwiperanddefrust.WIththeseoptionsthis 
new.S30, 635.3823. 6p45 car sells for over $21,000• Asking price 
$13,950 OBO. Call Nell at 638-8890 2p48 SCUDA DIVING EQUIPMENT. Emergency pony 
tank. Horsecollar, buoyancy control device, 
fins, mask and tank, back pack• All new 1/2 
82 FORD MUSTANG V8, New paint, new tires, 
excellent running condition, 635•2202 6p40 
price,638.1626. 6p45 9. Trucks for Sale 
• 2 LINE BUSINESS TELEPHONES. 2 lelematrix 
400/500, 1 telematrix 250. Call 635•6146 1975 FORD TRUCK, blue in color, comes with 
6p46 4 studded 6res, asking $650 OBO. Call 
2 WATERREDS, 1 kingsize walnut finish, 1 
double, solid pine, clear finish. $200 each 
OBO. 635•2315 6p46 
1 SET OF TWIN BEDS with walnut head• 
boards, $100 each, Call 635.2522, .6p46 
FOR SALE: FRESH SHRIMP and ground fish• 
For ordering, call 627.8719 in Pdnce Rupert, 
Will deliver out of town. " 6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE. $50. Junior size guitar 
with ease, Like new $75, Childs cross noun. 
• by skis and boets. $30.635-7209 6p46 
FOR SALE 31 GOOD GAMES ON one Nintendo 
cartridge, New - $200 also will pay .10 each 
for good used comics. Phone 635-3823 6p47 
FURNITURE FOR SALE, Beautiful round woo~ 
coffee table and matching ehd table. $500, 
sectional chesterfield, rust color, $400, La-Z. 
Boy rocker, reclthers, beige colour, only 4 
months old $250, Misc, stereo equipment. 
$75, 15 inch tires, will consider offers, Phone 
"635.2691 2p47 
638.0971 anytime. 6p45 
1962 FORD F250, 6 cyl. 300 susp, capable of 
carrying large camper, 74,000 kin,, Call 
635•6907. " 6p45 
1984 MACK (conventional) 440.12 spd, 
38,000 It) dills. Neway' air, new recaps, 
power divider just rebuilt, new bottom end. 
Sfeeperl5th wheel, Ready for work. Good con- 
dition. B.C. certified. Call Watson Yt. 
403.536.2351 3p46 
1981 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short,box. Very good 
condition, wrangler tires and canopy,, $5,500 
firm, Phone 635.9080 6p46 
1981 GMC 3/4 ton,, 6 oyL standard. $3,000. 
View at No, 29, 3889 Mullet, 635-2866,6p47 
1980 GMC 4x4 auto•. 355, new cam and 
lifters, new front suspenaion, recent paint job, 
good condition, $4,000,639.0717 6c48 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1987 
Brodex td.axle trailer. Both one owner. Good 
condition, must be seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 699.6460 4p48 
1986 GMC 2 WHEEL ORIVE in gend condition. 
Asking $8,500 or take smaller car as trade 
with cash. 638.1063 or 635.2900 .6p48 
11. Recreatinnnl 
Vehicles 
14' SHASTA TRAVEL TRAILER, 3 way ledge, 
stove, oven, furnace, Sleeps 4.6, $1,600 
OBO, 638•8956 after 6 p,m. 6p45 
lO'h OKANAGAN CAMPER, hydraulic Jacksv 
fddge, stove, oven and bathroom with 
shower, Excellent condition• $5,500 
tirm,638.1208 2p48 
12. Metocycles 
1984 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condi. 
tlou, 3600 km, black with chrome, $2500, 
635-7612 6o46 
13. SnowmOMles 
2 YAMAHA PHAZER Snowmobiles, 1985 
mint condition with cleats and gears, 1988 
with pipe, rer~a, gears, paddles and torque 
arm. Very fast, Please call 635.2677 even- 
ings'or leave message, 6p45 
14, Boats & Madne 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. 6 cylinder Volvo 
diesel, tlndem bailer, 140 gallon fuel tanks, 
convertible ~:top; + seats 8 passengers, 638. 
8854 ' 6p47 
TRICY~E $20, 12" bicycle $25, 4 smoke 
detectors $5 each, 6000 BTU window air con. 
ditioner $100, 1 pair 5' brown vinyl shutters 
$5, red macrame swag lamp with plant 
holders and glass table $100. 635.6992 after 
5 p.m, or 635,6146 days. 3p47 
LEFT HANDED BEAR compound bow, 35.45 
Ibs., arrows, quiver, razor tips, sights, $225., 
635-9407. 2p47 
P.IANO UPRIGHT, Grand super sound board• 
Huge sound, $800. Call 638.8886. 6p48 
WASHBURti ELECRIC GUITAR + 80 Watts 
Amp. 1.692.3370eves, 4p48 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (BIr.. 
thddy, anniversary, wedding) Call Emmy at 
638.1052..Specializing in German hemebak. 
leg, 6p48 
MOVING SALE: Fiberglass heat $400, 7.5 HP 
Outboard motor $250, 16" chanlsaw $175, 
htdd-a.bed $75, humidifier $25, cross country 
skisrouots/pofes, ladies bike, etc, 635.4101 
"after 6 p.m, 2p48 
SCUBA GEAR - Tanks, reos, welghthelts and 
B,C,'s. First conic, first served. Phone 
63S.5464 lp48 . . . .  i , 
• 6, Wantad Misc. 
, WAN~R'D . .  I~OE TO WHITEHOI~SE between 
Mai~h 18and March 31, Will help with gas 
~ drlvl~l. 636.0179 even ngs, 2p48 
15. Machinery 
18 H,P. Adens Tractor, hydrostatic ddve, 
mower deck, dozer blade, 2 wheel cart, lawn 
roller, tire chains and spare tire, $3,295 OBO, 
635-3258. 4p45 
1987 ~ PETERBILT CABOVER. Job available to 
the dght applicant• Call 635•9722. 6p45 
D8.H CAT 46A. Good running order. Rebuilt 
finals, winch. $20,000 OBO 1.698.7348 
eves, 698-7317 eves, Burns Lake. 4p48 
1964 KENWORTH WATER TANKER, 3,000 
gallon truck, pumps, fittings, hoses, etc, Also 
1967 GMC 1,000 gallon tanker, pumps, hoses 
etc. Call Houston: 845,3374 4p48 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-gSED'REBUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-663-8295 
• 561 .2287 
8901 Penn Rued PmceGeorge ,  B.C. i 
I f l  I I 
• 17. Garage Sales 
MOVING OUT GARAGE SALE, Saturday March 
24190, From 10 a.m, - 3 p,m. Stove, cedar 
chest, freezer, toys, 78 Honda, filing cabinet, 
household items. 635.9323, lp48 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Hoon Saturdays. 
KEYS FOUND by the Terrace Post Office. Key 
chain has the initials D.L.P on them, also 
Alcan keychain. Owner can claim at The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Ter. 
race, B.C. 6p47 
FOUND: a Spalding baseball glove, at dead end 
of Medeek in the 4900 block. To claim, call 
638.8886 after 4 p.m. 2p47 
LOST 1 FINE GOLD CHAIN with small diamond 
pendant in the vicinity of the Coachman Apts, 
and Anderson Street. Reward offered, 
635.9250. 2p47 
LOST - A silver necklace and eardng set. 
Bought from Carters •Jewellers. Lost at the Old 
.~Timers Restaurant,in Smithers. Call 
-842-5684, 2p47 
RUBBER OVERSHOES ACCIDENTALLY TAKEN 
at REM Lee Theatre, Can be recovered by call- 
ing 635.2706 or 638-3520 2p48 
LOST 
3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown collar• Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m. 
Any informat/on please phone 
Heather at 
635.9234o4' 635-7868 
Reward OffeMI 
20. Pets & Livestock 
VERY PRETrY GREY MARE, Green broke, 
Gentle, easy leading. Sell open or bred. Has 
AQHA papers, Call Joe anytime 1-692.3722. 
4p45 
WEANLING QUARTER HORSE colt, No papers. 
Gentle $500 080 before March 10, 1990. Call 
Joe 1-692.3722 anytime. 4p45 
BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN Siamese cross kit- 
tens, Ready to make you happy. $100 each 
Delivery arranged. $75 you pickup 
1.692-3722 anytime, 4p45 
FOR SALE MANX KrrI'EN, 3 months old. Very 
fdendly. 632-5230, 6p45 
REGISTERED LIMOUSEN BULLS, cows dnd 
open heifers, from Snowbird Limousen. Phone 
Emil at 567.4896. 4p46 
FOR SALE: Lar Bar Misty 1979 AOHA brood. 
mare, Pencil neck and very elegant ~lover. 
Produces 61G foals, Sire is LAR BAR (Arena 
ROM • Sire of ROM race, ROM arena and 
superior performance horses.) Out of POCO 
NARCISSUS. Bred to TIVIOS LAD - incentive 
fund nominated (KIIobar . sire of AOHA 
champ., supedor halter, ws pies, trail and 
working cow homes' X Tivio L'or • NCHA cer- 
tificate of ability earner.) For a May Foal. Pro- 
duced a beautiful palomino filly by the same 
cross, This mare is quality, $2,800. MYSTIC 
GALAXY GAL 1987 Buckskin broodmare. 
Sirs is KIND OF MOVING ROM Race (Lady BUgS 
Moon. AAAT stakes winner of $191,537 X 
Hideme AA, AAA/AA producer,) Dam is Go 
Man Go- World champ. ORH 1955.1957 and 
Page Lee • sire of AQHA Champ: Bred to 
TIVIOS LAD for Jan, 1991 foal, $2,200. 
These mares have proven lines. Call 
567.4896 4p46 
B,V, PONY CLUB 5th annual silent auction, 
stallion parade and tack Sale, May 5 at the 
Smithars Fall Fair Grounds. Breeding also be. 
leg auctioned off. For details, contact 
Angelika. 847.5101; RR2 Smlthers, 4p48 
20.Pets & Livestock 
REG. BOXER PUPS, Chanlplm stock. Born 
Nov, 25/89, Fawn, white 'markings $260 'to 
$500. K. Wall, Bums Lake, 1-694.3338 4p47 
MARE OWNERS, Keystone Appalocsa's has a 
new Jr. sire. He is a sou of "Goer'i, the.leading 
sire of world and national champlens, We 
have a few bookings left to him. We also have 
several show qoagtyyeadlngs and our new 
foals will he arriving soon, Our horses all ham 
top bfeodlinas, willing temperaments, and the 
confirmation to put you at the top of the clads: 
Give us a calL1.696.7457 eves. 4p47 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pups. 
First shots. Reedy to go, $350 • $400. Call 
635.4246 6p46 
ALL BREED I 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mm'nl,lge or Evenings 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED RESPONSIOLE BABYSrrrER For one 
6 year old..References required. Needed by 
March 1. For more information call 635-5023. 
6p44 
SINGLE PARENT requires expedenced live.in 
Nanny for infant child• One child considered. 
Reply to Box 888 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 
I.azelle Avene, Terrace, B.C. VGG 1S8 6p44 
CARRIBEAN OPPORTUNITY - Amedcan diner 
requires short order coo k with some 
managerial experience. Must be reliable,. 
friendly, able to relate weft with people, 6 day 
work week with some shift work. $500 
U.S./wk plus production bonuses. Tax free 
Annual contracts. Work permit requires 
single, no dependants. Clean criminal record. 
Send full resume to Eats LM. Box 1081, 
George Town, Grand Cayman Island, B.W.I. 
4p45 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Fully qualified hair 
stylist. Excellent ~tums. Apply at The Hair 
Hut, 635-2993. 6c46 
MOTHERS HELPER Wanted. Some housekeep. 
ing, some babysitting. Hours vary, $6 - $10 
per hour• Must be bondable. Carl 638.8756. 
6p46 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY• Full time girl Friday.. 
Apply at the Hair .Hut. Call 635.2993 or 
plhone 635.2753 after 7 p.m. 6c47 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS. Experience not 
necessary. For appointment phone. 
635.3484 lc48 
REQUIRED immediately qualified legal 
secretary for Burns Lake Yinkadinee' Keyakh 
Law Centre Society, Bums Lake, B.C, Send 
resume to P.O. Box 8000, 412 Govemmem 
Street, Burns Lake,. R.C.., VOJ lEO or Fax~to 
692-3650 by 4:00 p.m., March23, 1990 
2p47 
PLUMBING AND HEATING wholesale company 
requites person for counter, inside sales. 
Some knowledge of plumbing and heating sup. 
plies required. Send resume to Bex 98 c/o 
Terrace Standard. 4647 Lazehe Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1S8 2048 
WANTED 55 PEOPLE Io lose 10 to 29 pounds 
per month• Take part in a special promotion! 
Call our tol free information line 
1-978.3008 4c48 
WANTED 55 PEOPLE To lose 10 to 29 pounes 
per month. Take part in a special promotion! 
Call our toll free information line, 1-978.3008 
4c48 
23. Wnrk Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
meet in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any. person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where. 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' aed where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'• 
REPLYING TO ~. BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad, Address to: Box ,The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C,, V8G 1S8, Please do ndl include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
HAVE YOUR FAVOURITE Short verse 
calligraphied, envirotexed and made in a pla. 
que or picture, Call Theresa 635-9303. 6p43 
RELIABLE LADY leoking for house cleaning 
work. Available Men.- Fn. 635-3377, Ask for 
Patsy. 6p43 
HOUSE KEEPING SERVICES, Thorntiill, 
Gussen, and Kleanza area only, 635.2540, 
6p46 
MALE SENIOR desires full or part time employ- 
taunt, any kind. Has drivers license, 
635.2000 6p46 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altera. 
tigris and mending, Fast, professional service 
at reasonable prices, Phone 635.9202. 
6048 
24. Notices 
PRO•LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human fife issues such as abor. 
lion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.5581 or 635.5427 5ttne 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 
Is offering'group counselling for adults who 
grew up in alcoholic, drug dependent, er othei; 
otherwise painful/family situations. Bate and 
time to be announced. For.information call 
NWDS at 638-8117, 6c44 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
EAGLE 
BABY 
Guess who loves you? 
* * , . . . . .  4 4 ~-  . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ , t  ~ ~1 , *~ ,+~ ~ m , i ~ . ,~  ~ ~ ~ *~J  
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24. NoNces 26. Personals 
CARE SOClEW 27. Starts Mar. 29. Advanced i meditation. 
groop -Tuesday night weekly. Drop Ins INTEQP, ATEO HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
welcome. For more 'information call .• • 
635.7776 . 3p47 
STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP" DATES SOCIAL WORKER 
March 30190 from:7 p.m. ::9 p,mi;' also March ' 
31st, 9:30:a.m, • 3:30 p.m. at the Inn of the 
22,Careers ',' :i! ,,: 
West, Room 318, $55 l~_[~rson. To register ,, 
contact Rerihwesti~Connseli.l.~ Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrs(:i~:'~one 038.8311 
lc48 
fBU  
• SMARTS 
Starting 
a business? 
We can put you 
in touch with the 
, it~formatlot~ 
sources you need 
in your community. 
Make a smart 
move. Call tke 
Min[mrry o f  
Re~Jion~l and 
Economic 
Devolopmem. 
Toll-Free 
Honom'able Stanley S. Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
and Economic Development 
26. Personals 
AI~/ERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. Coofidentiality is assured. Phone 
6_38.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
MODERN 'METAPHYSICS. Laurel - high 
energy coonsaller courses, readings - 
spiritual, personal, past life,-healing, 635- 
7776 ~. 7p43 
LOVELY YOUNG OKANAGAN cdtage student 
has beautiful, c01our nude photos for 
photographers, artists a~d co lectors, for two 
sample picturos, s0nd $5 to Cindy Pdoe,: Sox 
1286, Kelowna, B,C. V]-y7v8. Must be over 
18 to order, 4p45 
3S-YEAR OLD MALE recently diagnosed with 
Panic Disorder and Agoraph®ia would like to 
correspond or talk to others who have ex- 
pedenced the same symtoms. All replies will 
be held strictly confidential. Send replies to 
eox 250, clo Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace. B,C., VSG 188 4p48 
Thou art My glory and My glory 
fadeth not; thou art My robe and My 
robe shall never be outworn. 
Selemted from the Bsha'l Holy 
Wrinngs. 
We invite you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
635-3219 or 836-9012 
22. Careers 
DEPT. STORE PROMO 
Positions available for 
instore 
ACCOUNT CARD 
REPRESENTATIVES 
$6 - $9 hourly. 
Call 
1-800-561.0857 
Happy 28th 
"Easy"! 
632 - 4333 
Open 7 days" aweek 9i~M - 9AM 
Answering machine 9AM '.- 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEOI 
"rNs AO I~ p~d ~ wnh funds nmd i~. 
Mr. & Mrs. Duane & Helen 
Anderson are pleased to 
announce the engagement 
of their youngest daughter 
Patti Lynn 
to 
Robert Joseph Lawlor, 
son of Mr. & Mrs. George & 
Dorothy Lawlor of Nanalmo, 
B.C. 
Wedding to take place 
Aug. 25, 1990 
Knox United Church 
Terrace, B.C. 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET ................. .:. ....... 6120 
pnc lude8 3 beatments )  
STOP S M O K I N G  . . . . . . . . . . .  $95  
(Ix'us 2 booetem If needed) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
ST'E. NO, 4- 4644 Lazelfe Ave., 
(above Savme') 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
31. Auction Sales 
CONSIGN YOUR GOODS NOW for our sale.lst 
and 3rd Sunday of every month. Open Satur. 
day, 1-5 p,m, LW, Sears Auction, 4106 Hwy, 
16 East, 635.7824. 4p47 
PiNCHIH HARRIS HOLLAND ASSOCIATES LIMITED 
Canada's most experlenc0d Asbestos Consulting company is expandln0l We need ex. 
pehennsd asbestos upervisors, technologists and hygl0ne.personnel to fill one position 
in the Pdnce Rupert area. 
Preference will be given to individuals with a minimum of one years field experience in. 
cludin~ PLM and/or PCM analysis knowledgo. Personal Computer experience a distinct asset. 
A competitive salary, with an attractive benef ts package is offered. Resumes to be sub. miffed to: 
Human Resomces geperbaent 
PlNCHiiH HARRI8 HOLLAND ASSOCIATES LED 
Suite 200. 1286 Went Pende~ 8tarot 
Van¢onVlf, B,C, VgE 491 
The Tsimshian Tribal Council will be accepting applications 
until March 23, 1990 for a six month position of an 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 
AWARENESS COORDINATOR 
Please submit resumes to: 
The Administrator, 
The Tsimshlan Tdbal Council 
Cox 7, Pdnce Rupert, B,C, VOJ 3P4" 
Terrace Health Care Society requires a Registered Social Worker for a 
period of aloproxlmately 6:to 8 weeks. Schedule Is Monday to Friday, : 
8:30 am • 4:30 pro. Salary and benefits as per the H.S.A. collective 
agreement. : , 
Contact: 
~mp em., orate, of ~,rson.I 
, ~. .  ..... : :Te1111cl Hlalth ~Ireeocbly : :  : : 
, 4720 Hal~iland Ave;, T im. ,  B.C. 1/86 2W7 ' 
Phonl 636-2211 Local 2211 .... 
Fax 636-7639 ~ • 
256 Talt Avenue, New Alyansh, BdUsh Columbia. 
' V0J 1A0 (604) 633-2212 
- POSITION OPENING FOR A 
,~.~..~, COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE 
,-, (Full-Ores) 
Due to a NeHmment, beNle0a'a Valley Nealth BoaN offers a positlon for a full-time 
Community Health Representative (CHR) for the Community of New Alyansh. 
.Stain..mmy. I . ~ :  U.nder the direction of the Director of Nursing the successful 
~p.!¢ant s.~l/provme a variety of health care services toward the operational succes~ 
O i t~  H ~  ~ n ~  W:  L 
Adapting treatment and preventative h alth services to the Incalpeopfe by teaching, 
demonstrating and client service. • 
Acting.an atisis~ between profesalosal health care personal and the.people ofthe 
C~ommunlty. : 
ntlab: Grade 12 graduate or equivalency, valid rivers Icense, excellent inter. 
personal skiffs, a strong desire to serve the people of the community, neat and clean ap- i 
pearance, ability to work both under dlrsctlon and Independently as ~mcessary, the abili- 
ty to understand and speak the NIsga'a l nguage definitely an asset, First Aid expedenae 
an asset. " 
Cl~dno datl: Apdt 9, 199Q. 
Cmtant/Nmad appkadans to: 
P a n ~  Cemndtlm 
~a N~p'a Vdq a~ath Cet~ 
Now Nlfansli, D.C, VOJ 1AO 
/= KISPIOX BAND 
A/A COUNCIL 
IA I lB I I ,  BOX 2S, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
• Phone 042-6248 or 642-5249 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
BAND MANAGER 
SALARY: $31,000 plus 
% 
LOCATION: Klepiox Reserve 
8ubnlit Resume to: 
.... ' ~" r+: +:~" KISPIOX BAND'COUNCI[' = +~" :': '.*~'I:;~:~:'~,~*~' 
..... BOX 26, R.R. No. 1 ..... .... + .... 
Kllplox, B.C. 
VOJ 1YO 
REQUIREMENTS: Closing date March 30, 1990 d 
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of Gitksan language prefer. 
red. Knowledge of Financial Statements. Salary negotiable 
depending on experience and other; qualifications on resume. 
. ' i t  * t " " ' 
~Kermode Friendship Centre . , ,  . 
3313 Kalum Street 
~errace, B.C. VSG 2N7 
PATHWAY 
DiD YOU DROP OUT OF SCHOOL? 
HAVE YOU DEEH OUT OF WORK FOR A LONG TIME? 
DO YOU WANT TO WORK? ' 
DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS RHDIHG A JOD? 
Here is a chance to improve your work skills, and overcome those 
employment berrters that exist, learn how to search for a job, and how 
• to Eeep a job. Take part in work expadences.,. 
This is a cdmput~r assisted, job entry program with a high level of fife 
skill instruction, in an environment like that found in the workplace, 
help wiii be given so you can relate your knowledge and learn job 
skills, as weii as uporade your education to that required in your job 
search, 
Application form can be collected from Ken'node Centre 8:30 am to 
4:30 pl~.,. Monday to Friday, 
Next course' will start 18th June 1990• 
SALES / ,  
=' . , .  
REPRESENTATIVE 
The largest Import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an experience Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must havp a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able tb deal effectively with the public. 
.~ We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
'~earninge potential. 
i 
----..---.,....-.-- .. Resume required. For an appointment contact..• 
.u 
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER THORNHILL MOTORS of a small apartment building In KItlmat. : ' 
~..gales and maintenance skills an asset ' L T D  
l "~"  ", ~ r 41 j = I ' ' 4 : ~ = 
Terrace, B.C. 
v , , .o  ! !i 635-7286 ,o,, 635-7288 
Buffalo Head 
Forest Products Ltd. 
i ."  NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS ORil 
, SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
NOTICE 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will ap-': 
ply if approval is Obtained from the Ministry of;Foreets. Thai 
proposed preocdptions will be'available for viewing until May. 
3, 1990 at the location noted below during regular worldng; 
hours.: • ' '": 
TO ensure .consideration; any wdffen comments must b~ .... 
made to Buffalo Head Forest, Products Ltd. at Box 7Oi;. ~ 
Stewart, B.C. V0T 1WO by the above date. • ';:: 
Former". Uclnce Cutting. CutNock Are~,:;i 
LXgrsement NO, ~ Pormit'No, No. " LocaUon:~ (HA.il, 
Forest A16884. 19  2 " Bowser ~ 76:1, 
'~ Llcence ~ 19 3 Dowser: 37 :' 
16 3 Treaty Crk; 99 ~. 
.. 18  1 Treaty Crk. 25 ',: 
12 8 Bell l 128!, 
III 
~ PROVINCE OF BRITISH CoLuMBIA i 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT/ 
PRINCE RUPERT REGION 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
• EQUIPMENT FOR •HIRE REGISTRATION 
The Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest Dletrk.~t, iovitee com. 
panles or persons with the following types of equipment: 
tankers, backhoes, Iowbed8, skldders with tanks, cats, crew 
bueee~ crummles and emergency transport vehicles, to list 
their equipment With the Ministry of Forests. Forms are 
available at the Kalum Forest District Office, 200,5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG i L1. 
Rental rates will normally be on an All-Found houdy rate 
basis. 
Equipmant on previous lists must RE-REGISTER. Full details 
of equipment must be provided when registering. . 
Registrations must be received on or before April 15, 1990. 
B.D. Downle 
District Manager 
• I 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS 2NO DAY OF MARCH', 1990. 
 ICE TO CONTRACTORS 
ks, Skeena/Charlotte Zone, RR4, 1st'Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 4V2, PH: 798-2277, are inviting tenders for the supply and 
installation of an electrical power supply for three toilet/shower 
buildings at Lakalsa Lake Provincial Park. Tenders will be accepted up 
until 2:00 p.m., Wednesday April 4, 1990 at the following address: 
Ministry of Parks, Skeena/Chadotte Headquarters 
Highway, 37, Lakeise Lake 
PH: 798-2277 
Tenders will be opened in public at that time. 
~ ~' Tenderpackagescan bepiCked'opar theJ'-dbovd address or: '" "~*,': >.~ 
Ministry of Parks, Skeena.Oisbict Office ~ . 1 
3790 Alfred Ave. (2nd Floor) 
Smithors, B,C, i 
Ph: 047-7320 
A deposit of $50.00 per tender package is required which wJi be' 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders, upon return of the plans;'i: 
specifications, and documents In good condition, within 30 days o!j 
award of tender, 
There will be a site viewing March 22 at 10:00 a.m. at Lakelse take; 
Park; Furlong Bay Park entrance. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses, and~the~ 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted, 
For further information, contact John Trewhitt, Ai'ea :Supervisor,~ 
Lakelse Area at 798-2277. , 
"~"~' ~"J~"~ Hon. Ivan M~ssmer "ii 
~ Mininster of Parks 
. ,  :L 
INVITATION TO BID (: 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed Tenders endorsed "Nuclear Laboratory" will be 
received by Mr. Michael Lelalnger, Chief Executive Officer,- 
Terrace Health Care Society, 4720 Haugland Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 2W7 up to 3:O0 p.m. local time, Thursday, 
April 12, 1990. 
This project consists of Internal space development to the" - .... 
roughed in vacant second floor area. :.; ~. 
Documents will be available for Inspection from: "- / 
~Terrsce Plan Room : 
Bulkley Valley and Lakes District- i: 
Construction Association . . . . .  
Prince George Construction Association 
Amalgamated Construction Association 
General contractors may obtain a set of documents from~the.p. 
architect upon deposit of $1OO.O0 refunded only uporli, 
return of the documents.in good condltionWithln ten (~0):'.ii;! ~ 
days of close of tenders. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a bid bond drawn in favoL# ~'' 
of the owners in the amount of ten (1 O) percent of the tenderi:. 
This bill bond will be forfe ted on failure of tenderer,to entel;i; 
I~to a contract within fourteen (14) days of written request,L 
A labour and materiels performance bond In the amoUnt of fif,. 
ty (50)percent of the contract price will be requirefl by ]he-  
successful bidder. 
The foflowlng 8ubtrsde Bidder8 shall submit their tendeP: ~' • 
under the rules of the Pdnce George Bid Deposltory,System 
Heating and Ventlletlng 
Plumbing 
Electrical 
These above trade tenders shall be deposited at the Prince 
George Bid Depository up to 3:00 p,m. Tuesday, April 1 O,; 
1900, Al l  other trade tendero not listed -bore may submit ~" 
their tenders directly to the.General Contract Bidders. I 
Royce Condle FOR: Ten'ace Health Care '.~': 
Associates Architects 8oclety, /:: 
4663 Park Avgnue Mille Memorial Hospital " 
Terrace, B.C,~ '4720 Hauglend Avenue '~i~ 
V8G 1V9 ~ Terrace/B.C;' 
q'elephone: 635.7191 VSG 2W7 ;:-" 
i , 
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Ads 
i: Phone 
!i,. 638 
.:.: SAVE 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~VI IVUg~IU l l l l  I g IU I I ( IU I~ OIU6K i 
2.5. Business 
:,~ Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two re9taurents In Fort 
St. J~les. One with lake view, Ilcenced din. 
lag ~ and coffee'shop; one located next to 
a m~tel. 996.7510. tin 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail store. Also 
video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent mall 
IocaUon In prospereos Houston, B,C. Call Lea V8G 1H8, 
atRadlo~hack:846.2663, '"' Action Ads TRAJLER COURT, 18 pad~" All underground " " 
services. Excellent investment. Phone 
"""°' ' ° "  Work RESTAURANT. FOR SALE. Due to family Il- lness; family moving Must sell immediately ' 
$40,000 firm. Excellent buy. All terms 638 SAVE 
negoUable. O~ interest, Phone 638.1993 
evenlo6s, 4p46 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home:Earn $600 weekly. Free supplies, Rush 
selfaddressed.stamped envelope to H & H 
Ente~rpdses, Dept. A.A-11, 171 Rink St. A 
suite No. 263., PeterboFo, Ont., K9J 2J62p48 
BU,~NESS OPPORTUNITY - Process mall at 
home earn big dollars. Free supplies, rash self 
addressed stamped evenlope. G & E Enter. 
pdses 197 Hunter St. w. Compartment A20, 
Peterboro, Ont. K9H 2L1. 2p48 
FOLEY SAW.SHARPENING equipment. Full 
line :with many extras. For mum info OF to 
view call 692-3389 eves . . . . .  ' 4p47 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE In downtown Ter- 
race. Asking price $28,000. Sedous enquldes 
o~ly. Phone between 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
635-7961 " 2p48 
LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND CELLULITE I00' 
guaranteed. Looking for distributors In Terrace 
and Kltlmat areas. Phone 847-5635 6p48- 
[eOmD, VE l
~. ADVEI2TI~ED 
iN THin RPA(~E!/ 
"'"""°""' 11USINESS TerraceStandard, Wednesday, March21,19,O-Pagee,3 
, . . , so , _ . _ , ___  DIRECTORXT" Speedway requires a :llcketed First Aid person (preferably a B.tlckeI holder) to attend each' ' ' 
racing'event, Necessary e~Mpment pl-ov,dad, ~ - -  . • i I , 
Please .ply stating expected fee.)Apptica. L I ~ m, . " TERRACE EXPERTS -- iN A GLANC I 
tlohs Close April 1, 1990. Mall applications 
(clearly marked F.A. attendant) to Terrace 
Stock Car AssoclaUon; Box 1021. Terrace i B.C . . . . . .  . ' ,  6c44 
"rENDERS FOR FOOD CONCESSION - Terrace / • " 
Spe'edw'y IsaccepUng "teMere for the Food w E  " ' 
Oo~cession for the1990 ,acing season, tt ::BUSINESS OF THE EK must .l~'self.c0ntalnnd unit. Pieasssubmit 
your. outline and necessary details. (Clearly : : .... ',;' 
marked. Food Concession); To Terrace Stock . . . .  
NOTICE - Pursuant to Section 2 of the ' ~":" ~:':~: I " : "  ""  " ~ 
Repairers Uen Act a1983 Yamaha Motore] .; : ' ~ I : 1 ,SPR ING CLEANING ' r, 
cle,wIl! be offered for sale to saUsfy I' :' ::':;!~:'! '" ~ 1 ~ ' ' :~:* " ~ : ~ * ' ' ' ' "  
repairers lien in the sum of $I,806.93 owe ":~: .' ' "  -:. :: ,~ l i _ 
bY Mike Hughes to the undersigned: 4931. )! ! ~::.:::ii$ S3  PEC L9  ~1/~,  :!?:::i;:_:' - /:?;::~ 
at 7 p,m, Name,of holder of the lien: R & R 
PENNY, -'.;";ii ;. ?, ! /: :!,:" .!-} . . 
: '.::I:''ILI~k::~::': ' Ve'll, c,~a~;o~r~,,& I me for upholstery 
: specialsf 
" NORTHERN CARPET& UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
" 1 635-3944 
i ~  Province of 
British Columbis 
Mlnisby of 
Forests and 
PROVINCE OF BRfflSH COLUMDIA 
MINISTRY OF FOREST 
I/ALUM DISTRICT 
NVn'ATION TO 1T~ 
The K,'~!um Forest Bslx~t Is Inviting sealed tender bids 
for the f~0wfng: 
PorSUSs or companies to supply qualified dangerous 
snag falters for Fire Sup0ressloo duties as may be 
required during the 1990 Fire Season, 
The bid must be based on an ALL.FOUNO hoody rate 
that Dichxlus transportation, proper fMler's gear as per 
W.C,D. requfre~rds, and Of a number of faJlers the bid. 
dor can supply. All fMlets supp~ind ~y ~ bidder must 
meal the minimum laller qualification criteria which Is 
available t.~rougti the Kalum Forest District Office, 
200.5220 Knith Avenue, Terrace, 8.C. vaa IL1. 
Bidders sh0ukl ~0he that no Guarantee of e~ployment is 
Impflod and thal the saP/icus beleg'tendered a~e for 
Lssomtce of avallaUily rely, For further Infoma0~ 
contact the M|nisby of Forests, ProtecUoo De~nt  
at §38-3200, 
9.n. Downid 
DLsblct Manager 
DATED AT TERRACE TRIS OTH OAY OF MARCH, 1990, 
i 
~ Proves of Ministry of 
_ ~ British Columbia Crown I .~  
lAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Prince RuPert, 
B.C. and situated Shames River, 1500m ± 
north Hiihway 16. 
Take notice that Ermard Martin Dlessner of 
Shames, B,C., occupation Guide, intends to 
apply for a part of 1he folfowin8 lands: 
(a)Ohdrlct Lot SS20, Rerip a, coast 
¢ontatnlnl 6,3;~9 ha ± r 
(b) Commnd~ at a ~ I~  zaOOm+ 
of ~ west re'mr O.L 5613, Re~ 
S, C~ O(~trkt fiance 320m + no~; tiptoe 
420m± ~ thence 5Ore+ ~outh: tl~mce 
lOOm± sout~ ea~ thence 17Ore± east 
thence 2Tom:t: so4Jtheast and o0ntalNn8 
e,379 ha more or let,, 
The purpose for which the disposition is re- 
(luired ts for aravel removal purposes for a 
term 01 five years. 
Ed Diessner 
Name of Applicant 
Comments Concerning this application may 
be made to the Senior Land Officer. Ministry 
of Crown Lands. Bag 5000, Smithers, B,C., 
V0J 2NO, Phone 847-7334 File: 5400900, 
Dated March 7, 1990. 
Tender Cell for the Con8tructlon of Five (5) Housing Units 
On the Oltwlnkslhll~v Indian Reserve No. 7 
72 Miles North of Terrace, B.C. 
GITWINKSIHLKW 
BAND COUNCIL 
P.O. BOX 1, GITWINKSIHLKW, B.C. VOJ 3TO 
TELEPHONE (604) 633.229412285 
FACSIMILE [604) 633-2539 . .. 
invites 
Contractors to TENDER 
on the construction of Five (5) Housing Units, 
The Tender closing date shall be'"1:50 P.M. PST/PDT Fri- 
day. the 23rd day of March 1990 an~ Tender opening at 
2:00 P.M. PST/PDT of the same day at Gltwlnksihlkw Band 
Office in the Board Room, o/o steve Bolton. 
The bidder must be bonded. If any further infbrmation is 
needed, please contact the HouSing Officer at th~ GIt~ 
wlnkalhlkw Band Council office at the above numbers. " 
Steve Bolton 
Housing Officer 
Gitwlnksihlkw Band Council 
T 
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:';:; R'Fii" E s 
.Roulee Available In :retrace 
226 - Heppel, Braun,' 
Ackroyd, Archer & Doll: 
i10 - Keith, Pole, 
Haughlando Sunset; Molitor, 
Eby, 
:. Needed! 
NBDi :NTERPRISESLTB.  *ER, ,CE , , . .  I 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING I ~ ~ 1  
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS IL VI i  Oil ~ l  ~ I  ) 4711 A KEITH AVE. I 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION --  GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES I ~  TERRACE,  B.C. VaG i K5 I 
RUNNING BOARDS --  BOX LINERS - -  10 FT. SHEAR 
:." : ~ ~ 2 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS , , PH .  638-1166 
~r -F;'-, -i~-~, ~ .... ; - ' - - -~~ JIM NEID' r l  Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
I /I . . / (~o4) ~5-34~ ,." Glass Medic Repairs 
:" ' "" " J " 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE . _ _~~/ / . . . t  _~- .  TE,,.CE,.~.C. veG ~,e, Specialists ,,- '.C.B.C. claims 
let's 
I InHI.kNo 
J t 'V ~ - y " 
• Portable radlc~ 
• Marine radlo~ 
. * Mountain top repeaters 
• Satellite Sales & Service 
NOrthland ,.sees ,~ ~,.,. 
Communications 638-0261 .' I t  : 
Weddings Custom Fromlng 
PurEr=Is Mat Cutt~ 
Family Porlratts I ~  
5 rain Passports Limited ~
Dry Mounting Lira]hating 
L m m  
SPRING CLEANING ' 
SPECIALS 
=39 95  .0*`  PENNY [ ]  MOREII 
We'lrclem two rooms & hall Cal l  me for upholstery 
"ANY SIZE" 8peelalsl 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
Auto Tel. 
638-9167 
Fax. 
624-5703. 
W ESTE R N SC~ES:~:::: 
P.R. SCALE LTD~ : "':i:!!" 
24 Hour Prompt Service .:. , 
NEW WEIGHT TEST:TRUCK.,~" 
Dispatch No. No.10~22OKalen Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., VaJ 2X2 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry - Renovations 
"No Job too 8mall" 
Seniors Rates 
' 8514 King Ave. 
. Terrace, B.C. Malcolm Slmons 
. . .V8G 4Z3 Ph. 63S-7724 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematodum 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace • • . 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
BrOOZO ptiquee fA  , monom.nt" 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, KltJmat, Smlthers ~,=e,upe, 635"2444 F,~.,se~. • . . A~oclatlon 
This space available to advertise .i ~ I 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I 
F.~TERRACE STANDA I 
4647 Laze,e Avenue, " 6S8-SAVE I 
I 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service central 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
~ TERRACE. STANDA] 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
E 
FU HOME 
Box 247, S;nTtM)rs~B.C. •847-2441 ' ' I . A I Dilly, freight ,erdci exVeneemm, 
I Profe.~o.,lcou.,=,m" 7~,,.L- i I t  TEL:(~/)635.2728 " , . .~ ...... • 
I .... M,,mo~,,.orke. (; ..... '! /"'"., :l,l.l I FAX" (~04) 635.71.97 . . _ . ; Lw~,o~~i . .  
I : . : cmmat ibn  • • ,, . . . . . . . f  ~ ,=,~n , . . . .  T . . . . . .  -~ ,v . - . . .~_ .  - . .  3~e~X~BURNS~.,'TE~4C~,o.C U~" :::"~?~("I 
". . t l .  .L-~ . ~ } ' ~ , i r , ,  . . . . . .  ' ' I  
. 'r 
f 
% 
I! 
I 
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the bird feeders once again and 
entice all the wildlife to enter 
your yard, sit among the leaves 
and branches and twitter or  
scold you for entering your own 
back yard. 
How about a smile for the 
day? 
A man was marooned on an 
island. One day, as he stood on 
the shore hoping to see a ship, a 
scuba diver in a rubber suit 
came out of the water. The man 
was astonished as the diver pull- 
ed o f f  mask and helmet and a 
mane of blonde hair fell to her 
shoulders. 
You're gorgeous,"  said the 
man. The diver smiled and ask- 
ed, " Is thereanything I can do 
for you?" 
"Well, I haven't had a mar- 
tini for a year, but I don't sup- 
pose there's anything you can 
do about that." The diver un- 
zipped a side pocket on her wet 
suit where she had a plastio 
flask, and another p~cket which 
contained a small bottle of mix, 
and made him a martini. 
"Anything else?" she asked. 
"A  cigar - -  but I know that is 
impossible." The diver opened 
another pocket, pulled out a 
cigar and lit it for him. 
"Something else?" she asked. 
"Nope. I 'm just fine now." 
"You mean you don't want 
to play around after being here 
by yourself for a year?" The 
man's eyes lit up. "Say, don't 
tell me you've got a set of  golf 
culbs in there too l"  
* 'k*** '  
Now for some news from 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School. 
Most improved students in the 
second term were Mark Fjaage- 
sund, Clint Hartman, Erin 
" " lmost  spr ing  ' Sm,le ,t s a 
:hhi/P~/~!~a~°m]~ded tas~i~i°o~us~d: Tk0~ A- - r ro"~"d- - -  - - " "  Study. Tour ,to Singal~ore, Malaysia and Thailand. Ashley 
to see spring ar r ive - -  to be able Thomhili 1 i %'4~ studentsWig be joining other gradef rom the north west forl0 
to get ouside and rake leaves a 15 day tour ~ early Ju ly .  
and pick up all that garbagethat by GK]II KilOton 635-3112- ~ "  Truffle Safety. In' response to somehow materializes during 
our concerns, the Department 
the winter. And time to set out ~ of  Highways has installed a 
mudity who have been so 
generous and helped us to 
continue to operate over the 
past year. 
We are grateful for both 
the financial contributions 
we have received and the 
donations of materials and 
services from many local 
businesses. 
Finally, thanks also to our 
fami l ies  and f r iends .  
Without their sharing of our 
time and support we could 
not give our time to the 
Youth Centre. 
We are now all looking 
forward to •another great 
year at the centre. If anyone 
is interested in joining us as a 
vo lunteer ,  ' ca l l  Jud i th  
(638-8120)  or  D iana  
(635-3341). Whether it's two 
hours each week, two hours 
each month or just coming 
down occasionally to share a 
hobby or craft with the kids, 
we can use your help. 
Yours: 
The Terrace Youth 
Centre Volunteers. 
Oliver, Lucinda Holland, Julie 
Kozier, Trenna Anderson and 
Louis Therrien. Congratula- 
tions on being selected as having 
the greatest improvement in 
academic achievement, work 
habits and attitude from the 
first term to second term. 
Our basketball season has 
ended and we would like to 
thank the follbwing for their 
time and effort helping our 
students: Mr. Pound and Mr. 
Cook (Jr. Boys), Miss Murdoch 
(Jr. Girls), Mr. Olynick (Or. 8 
boys) and Mrs. Hamilton and 
Ms. Loft Baker (Gr. 8 Girls). 
We have also had a very active 
intramural basketball program 
thanks to Mr. Pound and Mr. 
Good. 
There have been several ac- 
tivities with the most recent be- 
ing a"21"  Contest. Congratula- 
tions to: Kurt Muller - -  overall 
winner and Grade 9 boys~ 
Tanya Losier - -  Grade l0 girls, 
Stevea Aguiar - -  Grade i0 boys 
and best sport, Tanya Booth - -  
grade 9 girls, Michael Mc- 
Callister - -  grade 8 boys and 
Jenice Kinney - -  grade 8 girls. 
Present ly ,  Mr. Wi lson is 
coaching 30 students on our 
badminton team. 
Outstanding academic achieve- 
ment for the second term went 
to Josee Banville (all As), 
Nicole Sanches, Jody McMur- 
ray and Jonathon Duffy (7 As 
and lB .  
Pacific Rim tour: •We are very 
proud that Ashley Tait has been 
selected as our  schoo l ' s  
representative for this year's 
Minstry of Education spon- 
sored Pacific Rim Student 
From B1 
What's Up 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers to help 
with their Sickroom Equipment 
Loan Service. Time required: 2.
hours weekly. If you would like 
to have more information 
about his volunteer communi- 
ty service, please contact Carol 
Glen at 635-2122. 
* 'k** ,k  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gaff at 635.9253. 
INFORMATION CONCERN- 
ING The Twin River Estates 
Project is available from the 
Skeena Senior Citizen's Hous- 
ing Society office at die comer 
of Apsley Street adn Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 
-4  p .m.  
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite videos, 
7:30-8:30 pm at Kermode 
Friendship Centre 
(downstairs). Opened to 
anyone. Drop in for a coffee 
and a movie. ALSO every 
Wednesday nite SHARING 
GROUP., 8:30 - 9:30 or 10 pm 
in the Centre (downstairs). 
Mini workshop style. Topics 
such as self-esteem, anger, cop- 
ing with kids, attitudes and any 
suggestions are welcome. 
*** ' i t *  
GRIEVING GROUP -- Every 
Monday.afternoon, 1 - 3 p.m. 
at the Kermode Frienship Cen- 
tre. This is only for those who 
have lost either: aloved one, a 
job, going through separa- 
tion/divorce, etc. More info 
Bonita Chapdelalne, 6354906, 
Men. Fri. 8:30 - 4:30 p.m. 
"TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nite 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. 
Thurs. nite 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nite 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
Kalum Street. 
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
donations for the new year. 
Please contact Centre at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at 638-8120. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
* 'k***  
OVEREATERS ANONY- 
MOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday evening at 
7:30 p.m. at Terrace Women's 
Resource Center at 4542 Park. 
Newcomers welcome. For more 
info. call 635-6510 or 638-0664. 
*** 'k*  
LOSSES, EITHER 
THROUGH separation, 
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup- 
port. If you wish to be in a sup- 
portive group, please join us 
the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of 
each month. 1:15 - 3 p .m.  in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
• 639-3325 for more info. 
*****  
THE CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY is holding a 
workshop to irain volunteers 
interested in Patient Services 
programs. Patient Services pro- 
video programs of emotional 
support for cancer patients and 
their families --  CANSUR- 
MOUNT, emotional nd prac- 
tical support for breast cancer 
and masectomy patients - 
REACH TO RECOVERY, 
financial assistance for cancer 
patients -- EMERGENCY 
AID, and support groups for 
individuals and families -- 
LIVING WITH CANCER. 
For more information about 
these programs, becoming a
volunteer and the upcoming 
training workshop in Prince 
George please contact your 
local Canadian Cancer Society 
Unit at 63~-2995. 
TERRACE PUBLIC ART 
GALLERY will he closed for 
the month of January. We will 
be opening again Feb. 4 fentur-. 
ing works by Cindy Mated of 
Quick, B.C. The show will run 
to Feb.24. Hours aret Tues. - 
Sat. 12 - 3 p.m.; Tues. -Thurs. 
7 - 9 p.m.; Sunday 1- 4 p.m. 
"A ' ****  
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
• Free Delivery 
• "0" Down o.~.c. 
• Same Day Credit Approval 
I FORD, OMC, CHRYSLER & IMPORTS I 
'90,.  
from 
02 
per month 
48 months O.A.C. ' e.e% f~u~ing 
"°v"s  i l  ' 9°s°" r  from fromC:abs 
'32811'325 
per month per month i i .  months O.A.C. 46 months O.A,C. 
~90 Crew 
Cabs 
from 
=469 
per month 
'48 months O.A.C. 
8.9% financing 
190 Tempe 
from 
:'225 
, per monlh 
4e months O.A.C. 
i e.o% fim~lng 
Buy or lease eny new or used gas/diesel truck or van 
for leas from,factory Ixoker with "0"  down O.A.C. 
Interuted In saving $2;000? A new ear or tru©k every 2 year=?/ Call todayl 
CALL coLLEcT ANYTIME" ~'T~'~"~"~/"~ 
273-7778 
, emi l  • 
8 ie l~ of ~. 
more visible crosswalk sign 
across Highway 16 at Clark. 
Students should cross at the 
crosswalk and strictly obey the 
crosswa lk  guard .  T ra f -  
f i c /pedest r ian  sa fe ty  is 
everyone's responsibilityl 
Support our Counter-Attack 
Club sale at the Skeena Mall, 
Friday, March 23 6 p.m. to 9 
p.m. and Saturday, March 24, 2 
p.m. to 6 p.m. 
To end this weeks Around 
ThOrnhifl, how about another 
smile? 
One o f  our  temporary  
drivers, a college student, was 
on his way to pick up a load of  
dairy products, when, at a par- 
ticularly sharp curve he rolled 
the truck into the woods, dented 
the roof and wounded his pride. 
The truck was rescued, the 
t'oof repaired and the cab' given 
a bright new paint job. The 
paint was barely dry when the 
boss decided to make the "milk 
run" himself and promptly flip- 
ped the truck into the woods on 
the same curve. But it landed 
neatly upright and without a 
scratch. 
• As we gathered at the scene, .  
he pause! and then announced, 
" I f  you're going to  roll one of  
my trucks, that's the way I want 
it done."  Thank you for 
reading Around Thornhill and 
until next week, Smile.G.K. 
i 
. . . . .  i 
 TRAVEL I,,I I 
These Specials Are Available Through All -. 
Travel Agentsl " : 
• FLY AWAY FROM CAHADA - $996.00 US. • i * 
Aboard the Jubilee, Superliner, sailing every Sunday from Los Ange~s 
, on the Mexican Riviera. 
'A" 'A" "A' "A" ~ 
, TIVOU GARDEH$ Ht COPENHAG~ OPENS APRIL'26th .:+ i 
for its 147th season...sUll.oqe ,of Europe s bargains, It:features .more 
than lOO special ~vents and runs to Septemberi16. Zi 
"~ ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL" FLY QAHTAS TERRACE TO SYDNEY 
RETURN FOR - $1,299.Q0. Must book before June 30.1990. 
, * ,k ,k  
PLANffiNR ON TAKINR THE IN$10E PASSADE THIS SUMMER? 
' If you're taking a motorhome or camper...book now some ( ;Lre 
already sold out. B.C. Fe~es update . . . . .  
-,, ****  
• COSTA RICA - AIR ONLY MARCH 27 
for two weeks $499.00 
' ****  
VANCOUVER CHILDRENS FESTIVAL - MAY 14.21, 1990 
on the shores of F.~Ise Creek, Phone (B04) 687-7697 
• ' * ' k**  
• CATCH,  THE.SP IR ITAT  
Skaena Mall 
]- 
83s.ele1:  
Little Luxur,es... ' 
BIG BENEFITS! 
FAYE, JOSI OR KELI CAN GIVE you head- 
turning high power hairstyles and colors, direc- 
tional perms, spiral wraps, a specialty. We also 
carry a full line of Jolco & Focus 21 products. 
• ereat color Spdng wane. 
upe - Pdsm pa.ntation 
erWoh calms. 
* Ear l~ng 
• Ik~Hp 
* FINalS 
.Wrong 
• Hill' accilssodla 
• DrakHng 
• OaYm' sli~'e 
PERM SPECIAL 
Tu'es, & Thurs, 
45oo 
Inc ludln9 cut 
Offer good for specialty perms 
also. 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
Man. - Sat. 9 a ni:- 6 pm Immml 
Friday 9 am -9  pm [ d~l  
3992 B Old Lakelso Lk. Rd. 63 2993 
In Thomhill 5"  
R,sor, i, i ro.d 
So a.no..oe de o,6e.i.g o~ 
,hi. =i.i.i,e .ew @i. i . ,  
g l , .  exo,i.g .ew 
me... ,,,,ill da.,.le ¢,0., a.J  
d,e eleea.~ a'n,o,,l,e,'e' will . 
• ~ , ? q . ,  
el, ar., anJ .el= 
0)))/,on ,ki.nr g/;., 
girting. ,hi.[ 
..&,,o. 
Reservations Recommended ' ". 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT • LTD. ~1~ 
798 2214 
I :1"  I 
